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IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT C01.JRT 
IN AND FOR FRANKLIN COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
GORDON A. JONES, an individual; 
GORDON A. JO::N"tS, Personal Representative 
ofTRE ESTATE OF LINDA G. JONES, 
deceased; J&J LIVESTOCK, LLC, a Utah 
Limited Liability Company; and John Does I-
10, 
Defendants. 
COlVIBINED RESPONSE TO 
DEFENDANTS' PRE-TRIAL BRIEF 
a/kJa/ MOTION FOR SUMlVIARY 
JUDGMENT AND REPLY TO 
DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
SUlVIMARY JUDGMENT AND FOR 
ISSUANCE OF WRIT OF EXECUTION 
Civil No. CV -2005-183 
Judge David C. Nye 
Allen F. Grazer respectfully submits the following Combined Response to Defendants' 
Pre-Trial Brief a/k/a Motion For Summary Judgment And Reply to Defendants' Response to 
Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment and for Issuance of Writ of Execution (the "Response 
and Reply"). 
RELEVANT FACTS 
Grazer incorporates by reference his Statement of Facts as set forth in his Motion for 
Summary Judgment and for Issuance of Writ of Execution and restates facts relevant to this 
Response and Reply. 
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l. The Judgment at issue herein was entered in the State of Utah on July 11, 2005 
(the "Judgment"). Exhibit "D" to Plaintiff's Memorandum in Support of Motion fix Summmy 
Judgment and for Issuance of Writ of Execution (plaintiff's Memorandum "). 
2. This action was commenced on May 12,2005. Undisputed Facts of this Case, 
Defendants' Pre-Trial Brief a/k/a Motion for Summmy Judgment ("Defendants' Brief"), ~8. 
3. Defendants stipulated to the issuance of a Writ of Attachment against the Property 
and, in light thereof, a Writ of Attachment was issued by this Court on August 5, 2005. 
4. On April 13,2006, the Utah Court in the case in which the Judgment was entered, 
ruled that the Judgment entered July 5, 2005 "effectively disposed of Mr. Grazer as a party as 
well as any of his claims against the plaintiffs [including the Defendant herein Gordon A. Jones] 
and the plaintiffs' claims against him." The court certified the July 2005 judgment as final, and 
augmented the prior judgment with an additional $222,584.32. 
5. On April 18, 2006, Gordon A. Jones filed a case under Chapter 7 of the 
Bankruptcy Code, staying further proceedings in this case. Defendant's Brief,jJ-t. 
6. On July 17,2006, the Chapter 7 Bankruptcy Trustee removed this Action from 
the jurisdiction of this State Court to the jurisdiction of the Utah Bankruptcy Court. A copy of 
the Notice of Removal is attached as Exhibit "A." 
7. In April 2007, the Chapter 7 Trustee and Grazer entered into an Agreement, 
approved by the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Utah abandoning this cause 
of action from the bankruptcy estate and specifically authorizing Grazer to proceed with his 
action to collect against the real property at issue herein (the "Property"). Defendant's Brief 
~15-17. 
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8. On January 20, 2009, an Order of Discharge was granted in the Gordon Jones 
Bankruptcy. The Order provides "However, a creditor may have the right to enforce a valid lien, 
such as a mortgage or a security interest, against the debtor's property after the bankruptcy, if 
that lien was not avoided or eliminated in the bankruptcy case." Defendant 's Brief~18 
9. No action to avoid the judgment lien of Grazer was commenced in the Gordon 
Jones Bankruptcy. Undisputed Facts of this Case, ~19, Defendants' Pre-Trial Brief aka 
lv/otionfor Summmy Judgment ("Defendants ' Brief"). 
10. On May 7, 2007 and again on December 26,2007, Grazer requested a Scheduling 
and Management Conference in this Case. 
11. On March 13, 2008, this Case was set for trial by Judge Don L. Harding, with trial 
dates of November 5 and November 6,2008. COllrt Docket. 
12. On August 18, 2008, Jones' attorney, Lane Erickson, filed a Motion to Withdraw 
as Attorney of Record. An Order granting that Motion was entered on August 18,2008. COllrt 
Docket. 
13. On October 7,2008, this Case was referred to the Honorable Peter D. McDermott 
for assignment to another District Judge, on the grounds that the Judge of record had been 
disqualified. The case was referred to Judge Stephen S. Dunn on October 9,2008. Court 
Docket. 
14. On October 14,2008, Kent Hawkins was substituted as counsel for Linda Jones. 
COllrt Docket. 
15. On October 29, 2008, in an Admini strative Order of Relevance, the matter was 
reassigned to the Honorable David C. Nye, in light of the self-disqualification of the Honorable 
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Stephen S. Dunn. 
16. The November 2008 trial dates were stricken. 
17. On May 12,2009, Lane V. Erickson filed a Motion to Dismiss on behalf of Jones 
supported by an Affidavit of Lane V. Erickson in which he stated that he was the attorney for 
Gordon A. Jones, noting that the case had been "assigned and reassigned to several judges who 
for various reasons disqualified themselves." and further stating that the discharge granted in 
Jones' bankruptcy had discharged the debt at issue herein. A copy of the Affidavit of Lane 
Erickson is attached hereto as Exhibit "B." 
18. On July 19,2010, the attorneys for all parties submitted a Joint Statement 
Submitting Inforn1ation for Scheduling Order stipulating to three trial dates with first setting to 
be in February, 2011. COllrt Docket. 
19. On August 20, 2011, Judge David C. Nye entered a Scheduling Order, Notice of 
Trial Setting and Initial Pretrial Order setting the Trial in a 1st Setting commencing February 8, 
2011. Court Docket. 
20. On January 13,2011, in a telephonic status conference requested by Defendants' 
attorney, Lane V. Erickson, the February 2011 trial dates were stricken and trial dates were set 
for March 29,2011 - April 1,2011. COllrt Docket. 
2l. On February 16,2011, this Court vacated the March 29, 2011 - April 1,2011 trial 
setting. COllrt Docket. 
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ARGUMENT 
POINT I 
This Action was Commenced Within Six Years of The Entry of the Judgment. 
Under Idaho law, "An action upon a judgment or decree of any court of the United States, 
or of any court or territory within the United States" must be commenced within six years of the 
entry of the judgment. I.e. §5-215. An action is commenced within the meaning of the chapter 
when the complaint is filed. I.e. § 5-228. Lastly, the period of time when a defendant is out of 
the state "is not part of the time limited for the commencement of the action." I.e. §5-229. In 
this case, the Judgment was entered on July 11, 2005 in the Utah case. Under Idaho law, 
accordingly, Grazer would have until at least July 11,2011 to commence an action upon his 
Judgment. 
Idaho case law has addressed the issue of the survival of a judgment through the 
commencement of judicial action. In Bashor v. Beloit, 20 Idaho 592; 119 P.55 (1911). In 
Bashor, the Court held that the enactment of the statute limiting the time for execution to five 
years "was not intended to be the exclusive method by which a judgment might be revived or 
kept alive." Id. at 57. The court specifically stated "Under our law, the right to maintain an action 
on a judgment is not dependent upon the right to issue an execution thereof but is dependent on 
and governed by the provisions of [prior] said sec. 4051, limiting the time in which an action 
may be brought on a judgment." Id. The Court further cited to 23 Cyc, p.1447: 
An action of debt on the judgment is always a proper form of proceeding; and where the 
statute provides a special remedy for the revival of judgments, as a writ of scire facias or 
a motion for that purpose, it is not exclusive of the common-Imv right of action on the 
judgment, bllt cumulative thereof so that the creditor may pursue either remedy_ 
(Emphasis added). Bashor at 58. 
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On August 1,2005, a Notice of Filing Foreign Judgment was filed in this case. Court 
docket. Section 10-1302 of the Idaho Code provides that once a foreign judgment is filed with an 
Idaho Court, 
The clerk shall treat the foreign judgment in the same manner as a judgment of the 
district court of this state. A judgment so filed has the same effect and is subject to the 
same procedures, defenses and proceedings for reopening, vacating, or staying as a 
judgment of a district court of this state and may be enforced or satisfied in like 
manner ... 
I. C. § I 0-13 02. 
According to Idaho law, Grazer's judgment was filed with the Idaho Court in a timely 
manner. This action was commenced on May 12,2005. A Second Amended Complaint, 
specifically asserting a cause of action to enforce the Judgment was filed, upon a Stipulation 
signed by Jones' counsel, on December 5, 2009, within the six year period. Grazer also filed, 
and recorded with the Franklin County Recorder, a Lis Pendens in connection with filing his 
action to enforce the Judgment. Under Idaho law, a Lis Pendens gives constructive notice from 
the date of its recording: 
From the time of filing such notice for record only shall a purchaser or incumbrancer of 
the property affected thereby be deemed to have constructive notice of the pendency of 
the action, and only of its pendency against parties designated by their real names. 
I.C § 5-505. 
Jones cites G.R. Petroleum Inc, v. Clements, 127 Idaho 119, 120,898 P.2d 50 for the 
proposition that if no motion to renew a judgment is filed by a judgment creditor within five 
years, of the date of the judgment, the judgment lien expires. See Defendants' Brief p. 9-10. 
However, G.R. Petroleum clearly recognizes that once an action has been commenced within the 
limitations period, the judgment creditor is entitled to proceed upon the judgment: 
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The Uniform Act provides an expedited procedure for the recognition and enforcement of 
judgments rendered in sister states. Prior 10 ils enactment, ajlldgnzent credilor who 
wished to el!force a sister statejlld6Tf11ent in Idaho was required to maintain an action on 
lhatjudgment. See LenlOn v. Cunninghmn, 12 Idaho 135, 85 P. 212 (1906) (involving an 
action on a jhreign judgment brought under the predecessor ql1. C. § 5-215). Althollgh 
this avenue remains available, 1. C. § 10-1306, a judgment creditor can now choose to 
simply file a foreign judgment under the Unifonn Act. Once it has been so filed, a foreign 
judgment becomes enforceable as an Idaho judgment as of the date of filing pursuant to 
I.e. § 10-\302. 
G.R. Petroleum at 121. G.R Petroleum dealt with the attempted enforcement of a 
judgment that had been renewed in Oregon. The judgment creditor then attempted to enforce the 
judgment in Idaho. The Court held that the Idaho six year statute of limitations applied from the 
date of the original judgment. The Court then stated: 
Id. 
An action on a judgment is a new and separate action on the debt represented by a prior 
judgment. .... Idaho courts could not refuse enforcement of the new judgment on the 
ground that I.C § 5-215 would have barred a similar action in Idaho. Thus, we would be 
constitutionally required to recognize the new judgment so long as enforcement was 
sought within six years. 
In Smith v Smilh, 131 Idaho 800, 964 P.2d 667 (1998), a wife was allowed to renew a 
judgment, despite the argument that an order renewing the judgment had not been entered prior 
to the expiration of the five year period. The Court stated: 
11 appears that prior to adoption of I.C. ;§JO-ll1, a money judgment could be rCl1ell'cd 
on(v by bringing a/1 action on the judgment 1vithin six years after its ently. See I.e. §§5-
215, 11-105; Caxton Printers, Ltd. V Ulen, 59 Idaho 688, 86 P.2d 468 (1939); Ger/slowt 
)', Humphrey, 53 Idaho 631, 27 P.2d 64 (1933); Bashor v. Beloit, 20 Idaho 592, 119 P.55 
( 1911). The apparent legislative purpose in adopting § 1 0-1111 was to create a si mpJ er 
means of judgment renewal which would not require the commencement of an entirely 
new action. We perceive no reason why the legislature would have intended to afford this 
simpler procedure only if the judgment debtor possessed real property to which a lien 
could attach. By its terms provides for the renewal of judgments, not just judgment liens. 
In our view the language in 10-111 upon which Vernon relies merely designates the time 
period which a renewal motion must be brought; it does not limit the statute's application 
to those judgments that are secured by an actual lien on real property then owned by the 
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judgment debtor. 
(Emphasis added). Jd. at 802. 
Smith thus recognized that 10-1111 was an additional renewal method to the prior 
method of bringing an action on the judgment within the six year period. The Smilh Court also 
specifically noted that delays occurring during the action to renew would not allow the judgment 
to expire as a result of the statute of limitations while the action is pending. 
Id. 
We view 1. C. § 10-1111 to be in the nature of a statute of limitation; it sets the time limit 
for a judgment creditor to take action to renew the judgment. Once a plaintiff has filed a 
motion for renewal w'ithin the five-year time frame, the plaintiff has done all that he or 
she ordinarily need to do to obtain renewal, barring some valid challenge to the motion. 
The length of time that the court may require to act on the motion, and any delay that 
may be occasioned by the defendant filing an objection, are beyond the control of the 
plaintitT In this case, Vernon's objection and his request for a hearing thereon prevented 
judicial action on Sharon's motion until after the five-year period had elapsed. Some 
slight delay also resulted from the voluntary recusal of the di strict judge to whom the 
renewal motion was originally assigned. Because Sharon's motion was filed within five 
years from entry of the judgment, however, the time limit of § 10-1111 was satisfied. 
Grazer has continuously pursued and maintained his action to enforce his Judgment. The 
action has been ongoing. Grazer should not be required to file, in the midst of very action he is 
pursuing, a separate action to renew the very judgment he is trying to collect. What Jones 
suggests would lead to an absurd result although a judgment creditor has filed an action to 
collect a judgment, in the midst of the pending litigation, and due to actions totally beyond the 
Plaintiffs control, his cause of action disappears. Jones' interpretation would render the 
language of 1. C. § 5-215 irrelevant. A judgment creditor who held a judgment in any court of the 
United States would be unable to bring an action to enforce its judgment between year 5 and 6 
after the entry of the judgment. 
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POINT II 
Any Expiration of a Period of Time \Vithin Which Grazer Should have Taken an 
Action was Tolled by the Bankruptcy of Jones. 
In arguing that the limitations periods ofLC. 10-1101 et. seq preclude Grazer 
from pursuing collection of the Judgment granted in his favor against Gordon Jones, Jones 
completely disregards the automatic stay provisions of the United States Bankruptcy Code which 
preclude a creditor from taking any action to collect or perfect a lien for a debt during the 
pendency of the debtor's bankruptcy without the prior approval of the Bankruptcy Court. 
Section 362 of the United Stated Bankruptcy Code provides: 
(a) Except as provided in subsection (b) of this section, a petition filed under section 
301,302, or 303 of this title, or an application filed under section 5(a)(3) of the Securities 
Investor Protection Act of 1970, operates as a stay, applicable to all entities, of-
(1) the commencement or continuation, including the issuance or employment ofprocess, 
of ajudicial, administrative, or other action or proceeding against the debtor that was or 
could have been commenced before the commencement of the case under this title, or to 
recover a claim against the debtor that arose before the commencement of the case under 
this title; 
(2) the eliforcement, against the debtor or against property of the estate, of a judgment 
obtained before the commencement of the case under this title; 
(3) any act to obtain possession of property of the estate or of property from the estate or 
to exercise control over property of the estate; 
(4) any act to create, pelject, or eliforce any lien against property of the estate; 
(5) any act to create, pelject, or err/orce against property of the debtor any lien to the 
extent that such lien secures a claim that arose before the commencement of the case 
under this title ... 
(Emphasis added). 11 U.s.c. § 362(a)(1)-(5). 
Jones filed bankruptcy on April 18, 2006 and was protected by the bankruptcy stay until 
April 19, 2007, during which Grazer was prohibited by the provisions of the automatic stay from 
proceeding with this case, moving for a writ of execution, renewing a judgment, or filing any 
action adverse to the property interests of the bankruptcy estate. Immediately following the 
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relief from the stay, Grazer renewed his pursuit of this action. 
Idaho law recognizes that when an action is stayed by an injunction or statue, the time of 
during which the injunction or prohibition against action is in effect "is not part of the time 
limited for the commencement of the action." I.e. §5-234. Defendants have argued, but provide 
no authority that this statute does not apply to the renewal of a judgment or the application for a 
Writ of Execution. Defendants' Response to Plaintiff's Motion for summary Judgment andfor 
Issuance of Writ ofExeclltion, p. 10. It is undisputed that the action to collect on the judgment is 
still viable in that it was commenced within the six-year period allowed under I.e. 5-215. 
Defendants argue Grazer's Judgment lien has lapsed because he did not commence any action to 
renew the judgment or have an execution issued within the five-year period. However, the 
automatic stay prohibited Grazer from taking any affirmative action to do so. 1 
1 If Jones' argument respecting the five-year statute is applicable, a "Motion to Renew" needed to be filed 
on or before August 1,2010, plus periods of tolling pursuant to I.e. 5-229 (Absence of Defendant from 
State). See also. Simonton v. Simonton, 33 Idaho 255, 193 P.386 (1920) and during the year of the 
bankruptcy 1. C. 5-234 (five years after the filing of the Notice of Foreign Judgment). 
The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure require that "All pleadings shall so construed as to do substantial 
justice." J.R.C.P .. Rule 8(t) The pUll'ose and object of the code of procedure is to have actions tried upon their 
merits and not to hnye them dismissed on mere tec1micalities. Vobacl! v. Scott, 20 Idaho 558, 119 P 295 (1911). In 
this action. even if other pleadings do not expressly ask for a renewal of a judgment, clearly the Second Amended 
Cumplaint, stipulated to by counsel for the Defendant on December 4,2009 and filed December 7. 2009 seeks 
enforcement of the Judgment. 
Keeping in mind Sec. 4207, R. c., now Sec. 5-801, I. C. A., providing that In the construction oj' n 
ple3ding: fur the purpose of determining its effect, its 3llegntions must be liber311y construed with a view to 
snbstnntial justice between the pariies." (Callim!1I v. AleP herson, 3 Idaho 721, 34 P 1095.) And the fmihcr 
rule that "In all the states which have adopted the code system of pleading the unifonn rule is that for the 
purpose of construing and determining the effect of the pleading, its allegations shall be libenllly construed, 
with a yiew to :mbstantial justice between Ule parties." (4 Ency. Pl. & PL P. 749, Sec. I L /]rlllsirong v. 
Bi{!ings. 86 !'v[unL 228,283 P. 226.) A pleading should be constmed so as to allege all of the facts thut can 
be implied by fair and reasonable intendment from the facts expressly stated. 
Fox v. Cosgriff, 64 Idaho 448. 133 P2d 930 (1943) 
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Defendants accuse counsel for the Defendant of being ignorant of bankruptcy law or 
deliberately attempting to mislead the Court. None of the cases cited by Jones, however, deal 
with enforcement of a judgment where the judgment creditor prosecuted a case for the collection 
and enforcement of the judgment under a state court action which had been timely filed within 
the statutory limitations period for the collection of a judgment. That is the case here. Grazer 
timely filed his action against a timely recorded judgment and after being authorized by the 
bankruptcy court to pursue his action against former assets of the bankruptcy estate, proceeded 
with enforcement. Further, Jones deliberately omits the specific language of the statute on which 
he purportedly relies for his incorrect theory that the bankruptcy stay does not toll the running of 
statutes of limitations. Section 11 U.S.C. § 108(c), cited by Jones provides: 
(c) Except as provided in section 524 of this title, if applicable nonbankruptcy law, an 
order entered in a nonbankruptcy proceeding, or an agreement fixes a period for 
commencing or continuing a civil action in a court other than a bankruptcy court on a 
claim against the debtor, or against an individual with respect to which such individual is 
protected under section 1201 or 1301 of this title, and such period has not expired before 
the date of the filing of the petition, then such period does not expire until the later of-
(1) the end of such period, including any sllspension of sllch period occurring on or after 
the commencement of the case; or 
(2) 30 days after notice of the termination or expiration of the stay under section 362, 
922,1201, or 1301 of this title, as the case may be, with respect to such claim. 
(Emphasis added). 11 USc. §108(c). The statute itself takes into account the tolling or 
suspension of a statute of limitations occurring on the commencement of the bankruptcy case. 
The cases cited by Jones specifically state that the "end of the period, including any suspension" 
is determined by state law. 
POINT III 
Idaho Law Allows for the Enforcement of a Judgment After the Five Year Period. 
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Even assuming the five-year period ofLC. 10-1110 applies, Idaho law allows the Court 
to expand that five-year period of time: 
11-105. EXEC UTI ON AFTER FIVE YEARS. In all cases other than for the recovery of 
money the judgment may be enforced or carried into execution after the lapse of five (5) 
years from the date of entry, by leave of the court, upon motion, or by judgment for that 
purpose, founded upon supplemental pleadings. 
Grazer has attempted to bring this matter to trial or other resolution and has been met 
with administrative and procedural barriers beyond his control. Grazer submits that the removal 
of the bankruptcy to the bankruptcy court barred him from bringing a Motion before this Court 
for such an issuance. Further, the assignment, disqualification and reassignment of Judges and 
the entries and withdrawal of counsel for Jones further delayed the case. Grounds exist for this 
Court to grant judgment in this case. See Bashor v. Beloit, 20 Idaho 592, 119 P. 55 (1911) 
(Under the common law, the owner of a judgment may bring an action on it as a debt of record 
and prosecute the same to final judgment, notwithstanding the time for issuing an execution 
thereon had expired). See also, Smith, supra. 
CONCLUSION 
Grazer clearly commenced his action within the six-year limitation period required for 
the enforcement of judgments. Commencing such action has kept the judgment alive while the 
action is pending. Grazer is entitled to enforce his judgment and to the issuance of a Writ of 
Execution to proceed with such enforcement. 
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DATED this L day of March, 2011. 
I 
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HOBBS & OLSON, L.c. 
L~ LNW. HOBBS / 
; GARET H. OLSON 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Allen F. Grazer 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on the Lf day of March, 2011, I caused a true and correct copy of 
------,-
the foregoing to be served upon the following in the manner indicated: 
Lane V. Erickson 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & BAILEY 
CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391 
Attorneys for Defendants Gordon A. Jones; Gordon A. 
Jones Personal Representative of the Estate of Linda G. 
Jones, deceased; and J&J Livestock, LLC 
Sixth Judicial District Court 
Franklin County Clerk 
39 West Oneida, Room 2 
Preston ID 83263 
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EXHIBIT A 
Gary E. lubber, A1758 
F ABLAN & CLENDENIN, 
A Professional Corporation 
T\velfth Floor 
215 South State Street 
P.O. Box 510210 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84151 
Telephone: (801) 531-8900 
Attomeys for Gmy E. Jubber, Chapter 7 Trustee 
IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH, CENTRAL DIVISION 
In re 
GORDON A. JONES, 
Debtor. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
------------------------------- ) ) 
Bankruptcy No. 06-21277 JAB 
(Chapter 7) 
ALLEN F. GRA.ZER, ) NOTICE OF REMOVAL OF CIVIL 
) ACTION BY TRUSTEE 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
v. ) Adv. Pro. No. _________ _ 
) 
GORDON A. JONES, an individuai; LINDA ) 
G. JONES, an individual; J & J LIVESTOCK, ) (Civil No. CV-2005-183, pending in the 
LLC ~ a lTtah Lin1ited L-iability Co.n1pany'; aiid 
JOHN DOES 1-20, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
-------------------------- ) 
Sixth Judicial District Court, 
Franklin County, State of Idaho) 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1452(a) and Bankruptcy Rule 
9027, Gary E. Jubber, the duly appointed Chapter 7 Trustee of the above-captioned bankruptcy 
estate (the "Trustee"), hereby removes to this Court the state court action described belmv. 
1. On May 12,2005, an action \XiaS commenced in the Sixth Judicial District Court 
of Franklin County, State ofIdaho, entitled "Allen F. Grazer v. Gordon A. Jones, et al.," and was 
assigned Case No.CV-2005-l83. 
! Gordon A. Jones ("the Debtor") filed a voluntary Chapter 7 petition in the United 
States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Utah on April 18, 2006 ("Petition Date"). 
3. This Court has jurisdiction of this civil action under 28 U.S.C § 157(a), 28 U.S.C 
§ 1 57(b)(2)(A) & (0), 28 USc. § 1334(3), and it is, therefore, removable to this Court by the 
Trustee pursuant to the provisions of281.J.S.C. §1452(a) and Bankruptcy Rule 9027. 
4. Upon removal, the proceeding \V'ill be a core proceeding pursuant to 28 U.S.C § 
157(b)(2)(A)(H) and (0). 
5. The Trustee consents to the entry of final orders and judgment by the Bankruptcy 
Coun. 
6. This Notice of Removal is filed within ninety (90) days of the Petition Date and is 
therefore timely removed pursuant to Rule 9027(a)(2). 
7. A copy of the Complaint ("Complaint") filed in Sixth District Court in this matter 
is attached hereto as Exhibit "A," which is the only pleading currently in the Trustee's 
possession. The Trustee is in the process of obtaining copies of additional process and pleadings 
from the clerk of the state court. The Trustee will file the additional documents with this Court 
upon his receipt. 
4834-06714113 
\VHEREFORE, Gary E. lubber, Chapter 7 Trustee, hereby removes this action 
from the Sixth Judicial District Court of Franklin County', Idaho, to this Court. 
;---
Dated this n day of July, 2006. 
4834-067J -4113 
11 , 
Gary E. Jubber /~/ 
FABIAN & CZLE1{0ENIN 
Attorneys for Gary E. Jubber, Chapter 7 Trustee 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF 
REMOVAL OF CIVIL ACTION BY TRUSTEE to bemailed.postageprepaid.this 11~ 
of July, 2006, to the following: 
4834-0671-4113 
Lincoln W. Hobbs 
Margaret H. Olson 
Tamara K. Prince 
Hobbs & Olson 
466 East 500 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Clerk of Court 
Sixth Judicial District Comi 
of Franklin County, Idaho 
Franklin County Courthouse ' .. y~/~ 
39 West Oneida, Roo~#2 . //'\) 
Preston, ID 83276 /,/Cl/~!l Ii I \ 
/ j: 1/ Y1t 1/. i '\ / i /J 
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MARGARET H. OLSON (ID BAR #04680) 
Of Counsel 
HOBBS & OLSON, L.C. 
F\l ED 
05 MAY t 2 PH 12: 36 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Allen F. Grazer 
525 South 300 East 
Salt Lake CitYt Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 519-2555 
Fa c simi 1 e : ( 8 0 1 ) 519 - 2 999 
IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR FRk~IN COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
GORDON A. JONES, an individualj 
LINDA G. JONES, an individuali 
J&J LIVESTOCK, LLC, a Utah 
Limited Liability Company; and 
John Does 1-10, 
Defendants. I 
COMPLAINT 
Case No. l~\( - ,:}(JJEJ -JR~ 
Judge H()rd,'~ 
Plaintiff hereby complains of Defendants as follows: 
1. This is an action under the Uniform Fraudulent Transfer 
Act, Title 55, Chapter 9 of the Idaho Code. In anticipation of 
judgment, Defendants Gordon A. and Linda G. Jones formed a 
limited liability company and transferred real property located 
in Franklin County, Idaho to that LLC. This action seeks to 
COMPLAINT 
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avoid the transfer r attach the property and enjoin further 
disposition by Defendants of the Franklin County property or of 
other property. 
PARTIES AND JU~ISDICTION 
2. Plaintiff Allen Grazer is an individual residing in 
Davis County, State of Utah. 
3. Defendants Gordon A. Jones and Linda G. Jones 
(collectively IlJones") are husband and wife residing in Davis 
County, State of Utah. Prior to December 28 1 2004 Jones owned 
real property in Franklin County, State of Idaho. 
4. Defendant J&J Livestock, LLC is a Utah Limited Liability 
Company in good standing in the state of Utah. J&J Livestock, 
LLC owns real property in Franklin County, State of Idaho. 
5. Jurisdiction over Defendants is proper under I.C. 
5-514c (c) . 
6. Venue is proper in this county under I.C. 5-401(1). 
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
7. Beginning in 2002, Jones owned over 200 acres of land in 
Franklin County, Idaho. These parcels are identified as Parcels 
Nos. 908.00, 908.01 and 915.00 with the legal description: 
COMPLAINT 2 
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COMMENCING AT A POINT 53-3/4 RODS NORTH OF THE 
SOUTHEAST CORNER OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF 
SECTION 35, TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 38 EAST OF 
THE BOISE MERIDIAN, FRANKLIN COUNTY, IDAHO, AND 
RL~ING THENCE WEST 240 RODS, THENCE NORTH 53-3/4 
RODS, THENCE EAST 240 RODSi THENCE SOUTH 53-3/4 
RODS TO THE PLACE OF BEGINNING. 
EXCEPTING AND RESERVING A RIGHT-OF-WAY FOR ANY 
AND ALL IRRIGATION DITCHES AND CANALS, AND PUBLIC 
ROADS NOW EXISTING OR IN USE UPON AND ACROSS SAID 
PREMISES 1 AND EXCEPTING AND RESERVING THEREFROM A 
STRIP OF LAND 3 RODS WIDE ALONG THE EAST SIDE OF 
THE ABOVE-DESCRIBED LAND • 
. ~SOt THE SOUTH HALF OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER, 
THE NORTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHWEST QU~~TER( 
AND THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHEAST 
QUARTER OF SECTION 34, TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 
38 EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN, FRANKLIN COUNTY, 
IDAHO. 
TOGETHER WITH 36 S~~ES OF THE CAPITAL STOCK OF 
TWIN LAKES CANAL COMPANY. 
(hereinafter "the Franklin County property") . 
8. Commencing in 1993 Jones, as general contractor, built a 
home for Grazer in Davis County, Utah. 
9. On November I, 2002 Jones initiated litigation against 
Grazer seeking to collect approximately $17,000 of unpaid 
invoices. Grazer counterclaimed alleging construction defects, 
negligence and breaches of contract and warranty. This action 
is known as Gordon Jones and Richard Barney v. Allen Grazer, 
COMPLAINT 3 
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Second District Court I Davis County, Farmington Department, 
State of Utah, Case No. 020700570 CN ("the civil case") . 
10. The parties commenced the discovery phase of the civil 
case. In late 2004 Grazer and his experts began to discuss 
significant construction defects in the home I and began advising 
counsel for Gordon Jones of the severity of these defects. 
11. On December IS, 2004, the Judge in the civil case sent a 
notice of trial, scheduling the matter for trial on April 26-29, 
2005. 
12. On December 22, 2004 Jones transferred, by quit claim 
deed, the Franklin County property to J&J Livestock, LLC. See 
Exhibit "AI! (lithe quit claim deed lt ). The deed was recorded on 
December 27, 2004. 
13. J&J Livestock, LLC was formed in the state of Utah on 
December 28, 2004. 
14. On April 26-29, 2005 Judge Alphin of the Second District 
Court in Utah heard the civil case. On April 26, 2005 Judge 
Alphin dismissed the claims brought by Jones and ruled in favor 
of Grazer on Jones' claims. On April 29, 2005 Judge Alphin 
declared his preliminary intention to award judgment in favor of 
Grazer and against Jones on Grazer's counterclaim. That 
COMPLAINT 4 
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judgment has not yet been entered, pending arguments by counsel 
respecting the amount of damages to be awarded. 
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Declaratory Judgment) 
15. Grazer realleges and incorporates by reference 
paragraphs 1 - 14 above. 
16. The quit claim deed from Jones to J&J Livestock, LLC was 
recorded on December 27, 2004. 
17. J&J Livestock, LLC did not exist until December 28, 
2004. See Exhibit "A." 
18. The quit claim deed, which purports to transfer all 
right, title and interest in the Franklin County property is 
void ab initio. 
19. This court has the power under the Uniform Declaratory 
Judgment Act, I.C. 10-1201 et seq. to declare the deed void and 
to declare title to the Franklin County property remains in 
Jones, grantors under the quit claim deed. 
SECOND Ch~IM FOR RELIEF 
(Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act) 
20. Grazer realleges and incorporates by reference 
paragraphs 1 - 19 above. 
COMPLAINT 5 
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21. As manager, member and registered agent, Jones 
materially controls, and at all times material hereto has 
controlled, J&J Livestock, LLC. 
22. J&J Livestock, LLC was formed for the purpose of holding 
title to the Franklin County property. 
23. Jones! quit claim deed to J&J Livestock, LLC was made at 
a time in discovery when Jones became aware of the extent of his 
potential and likely liability to Grazer. 
24. Jones transferred the Franklin County property to J&J 
Livestock, LLC with actual intent to hinder, delay and defraud 
Grazer in the collection of a judgment. 
25. At the time of the quit claim deed, Jones had received 
Grazer1s expert IS report, was facing a trial date on Grazer's 
claims and believed or reasonably should have believed that a 
judgment was imminent. 
26. On information and belief, Jones did not receive a 
reasonably equivalent value in exchange for the transfer to J&J 
Livestock, LLC. 
27. Grazer is entitled to an avoidance of the transfer to 
the extent necessary to satisfy his judgment. 
COMPLAINT 6 
28. This Court should attach the Franklin County property 
pursuant to I.C, 55-916(b). 
29. Defendants and each of them should be enjoined from 
further disposing of property, real and personal, held in 
Franklin County, State of Idaho. 
WHEREFORE Plaintiff prays for relief as follows: 
1. For a declaratory order declaring the quit claim deed 
void ab initio and vesting title to the Franklin County property 
in Jones. 
2. For judgment avoiding the transfer of the Franklin 
County property from Jones to J&J Livestock, LLC under the 
Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act, I.C. 55-916(a). 
3. For a writ of attachment attaching the Franklin County 
property to satisfy Grazer's judgment against Jones. 
4. For an injunction prohibiting Jones, J&J Livestock, LLC 
and each of them from further disposing of property, real and 
personal held in Franklin County, State of Idaho. 
5. For attorneys' fees and costs pursuant to (I.C. 12-121, 
10-1201) and the parties' contract. 
COMPLAINT 7 
6. For such other and further relief as this Court deems 
just and equitable. 
DATED this i: day of 
Plaintiff's address: 
Allen F. Grazer 
1685 South Stone Hollow Court 
Bountiful I UT 84010-1069 
COMPLAINT 
--Lt11a~,..Ai&J:::...f-_1 2005. 
8 
HOBBS & OLSON, L.C. 
/~Y~ 
.GARET H. OLSON IE. 
Of Counsel 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Allen F. Grazer 
l~' 
EXHIBIT "A" 
'nI'I~ at th& request of 
22S50a JO'f\lZ.~ 
Mail Ta.:t Nor ice To: 
lO~ to DEC 27 20M _2!~m. p.m.._ 
Gordon & Linda JOfl~ 
2J5 We$t HOO North, E OUJ1 tifoi, UT 8401D 
QUIT-CLAIM DEED 
, 
GORDON A. JONES and LINDA G. JONES;C~tors of Davis County, State of Utah, 
hereby Ql.J1T CLA.IM: to J&.J LIVESTOCK L..L.C. for the rum ofTEN DOLL.ARS AND OTHER 
GOOD AND VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, the followma-descnbed tract of land in Franklin County. 
State ofldaho: 
COMMENCrNG AT A POINT 53"314 RODS NORTIl OF THE SOtITHE.AST CORNER OF 
THE SOi.JI1IWEST QUARTER OF SfcrION 35, TOWNSHIP 14 SOt1TIi, RANGE 38 EAST 
OF nIE BOISE MERIDIAN, FRANKLIN COUNTY, IDAHO, ANO RUNNING TKENCE 
WEST 240 ROPS, THENCE NORTH ~3-3/4 RODS; nrENCE EAST 240 RODS; TIlENC£ 
SOU111 53-314 RODS TO THE PLACE Of BEGINNING. 
EXCEPTING AND RESERVING A RlGHT-OF-WAY FOR ANY AND A4lRR.IGATION DIT01ES 
AND CANALS, AND PUBLIC ROADS NOW t?XISTlNO OR IN USE liPON AND ACROSS SAID 
PREMlS£S, A.."'ID EXCEPTING AND RESERVING ntEREFROM'A STlUP OF L.A.ND 3 RODS WIDE 
ALONG TIlE EAST SIDE OF THE ABOVS-DBSCRIBBD LAND. 
ALSO, mE soum HALF OF THE SOtrrHWEST QUARTER. THE NORntEAST QUARTER OF 
THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER. AND THE SOt.rr'HWeST QUARTER OF THE SOtmiEAST 
QUARTER OF SECTION 3-4, TOWNSHIP 14 SOt.1TH, AANGE 38 EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN, 
FRANK.LIN COUNTY, IDAHO. 
TOGETHER WITH 36 SHARES Of THE CAPITAL STOCK OF TWIN L.AK.ES CANAL COMPANY. 
TAX SERJAL NO: 
ADDRESS: 
SUBJECT TO e~emc:nts, restrictions, covenanta An.d rights otway appearing of record or 
enforceable in law or equity. 
WITNESS the hand of said Grantor(s) this 
GO N JO 
STATEOFVTAH . 
~,.d./i,~ 
LINDA G. JONEs{! 
.' ss : 
COUNTY OF DA YlS 
On the :2 =:? ' day of ::..: I)' I.. i-2004. personally appeared before me GORDON A. 
JONES and LINDA G. JONES who du ·acknowledacd they are the signers of the forei(ling Deed. 
1 
EXHIBIT B 
Lane V. Erickson (1SB#: 5979) 
RACINt, OLSON, Nrt, 
RLDGE & RAJLEY, CRARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax: (208)232-6109 
Arromeyfor Defendam Gordon A. Jones 
IN Th::.E DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SLXTH JUDICLli DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN A1\1) FOR THE COl.J""NTY OF FRAu~lU .. J2'-J 
ALLEN F. GR.AZER an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GORDON A. JONeS, an indlvjdual; 
LINDA G. JONtS, an individual; J&J 
LI'v-ESTOCK. LLC. a Utah li..rrUted 
liability company, and JOD.n Does, ] -10, 
Defendants. 
STA TE OF IDA,.HO 
: ss 
County of Bannock ) 
Case No. CV -05-183 
AFFIDAVIT OF LA:"'~ V. ERlCKSON 
IN SUPPORT OF DEFE1\l)AJ.~T 
GORDON A. J01\'ES' 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
LANE V. ERlCKSO"0L (hereafter "Affifult"), fu"'1:er first being duly sw-orn on oath, deposes 
and states as fo11ov,:s: 
AFFIDAVIT OF LA'-:E V. ERlCKSON IN SL:?PORT OF 
DEFE"u.A..!"'T GORDO:,\, A JONES MOTlON TO DIS!v1JSS 
Page J 
]. Aifiam is me attorney for the Defendant Gordon A. Jones in me above-captioned 
proceedings: is 18 year so age or older; is competent to testify and makes the follov,;L.'1.g statements 
under oam upon the best of his kno\vledge and beljef: 
; Prior to April 26,2005, the Defendant Gordon A. Jones sued Plaintiff in Ctah state 
COlli1 to recowr monies claimed to be due and OV.'LT1g for construction and contractor seryices that 
were rendered by Defendant Gordon A. Jones to the Plaintiff in me construction of a residential 
home for Plaintiff Said litigation was designated as Davis County District Court 
Case No. 020700S70eN. 
3. In the course of this litigation Plaintiff countersued Defendant Gordon A. Jones for 
breach of contract. Trial was commenced in the above litigation before the Honorable :!vlichael G. 
Allphin from April 26, 2005 through April 29, 2005. Findings or Fact and Conclusions of Law 
\vere entered by Judge Allphin on June ] 7, 2005. On July 11, 2005, a "Judgn1ent Against 
Counterclaim Defendants Gordon A. Jones and Richard Barney" ,vas entered by Judge Allphin. 
A trLle and correct copy of said Judgment is attached hereto as Ex.hjbit "A" and is incorporated 
herein by reference as if set forth fully. 
4. On ':\1ay 12,2005, Plaintiff filed the present litigation in the Six-ill District. Fra.rlidin 
County Court alleging among other things that Defendant Gordon A. Jones had fraudulently 
transferred property in an attempt to avoid the judgment that was rendered against him by Judge 
Allphin in the abov~-described Utah state court litigation. A true and correct copy of the Court 
."5FIDAVIT OF LA ... '\E V ERJCKSO\: G SLPPORT OF 
DEFE'\"DA'\T GORDO1\" A. J01\"ES' MOTlO}; TO DISM1SS 
Page 2 
Docket for the present case IS attached hereto as Exhibit "B" 3.lid IS incorporated herein by 
re:ference as if set forth fully . 
..., In support of his claims against Defendant Gordon A. Jones, the Plaintiff filed a 
"\"otice of Filing Foreign Judgment on August L 2005, ,>vherein be lodged \\ith tlllS Court a copy of 
the judgment rendered by Judge Allphin in the Ctah state court litigation. 
6. As a result of tbe Utah state COlli"1: judgment entered by Judge Allphin, described 
more fully above. on April 18, 2006 Defendant Gordon A. Jones filed a Chapter 7 Bankruptcy in 
LS. Bank:..'-'Jptcy COlli"1: for the District ofCtah, as Case No. 06-21277. A true and correct copy of 
t..he Docket for the Chapter 7 Bankruptcy of Defendant Gordon A. Jones is attached hereto as 
Exhibit 'T-- and is incorporated berein by reference as if set forJ1 fully. 
7. Tile fi1i.i1g of the Chapter 7 Bw..kruptcy by Defendant Gordon A. Jones operated as 
a Stay in the present litigation purSlla.T1t to Federal Bankruptcy Code 11 eSc. § 362. 
8. On May 30, 2006, and again on January 8, 2007. Chapter 7 BankIuptcy Trustee 
Gary .lubber filed a ?"otice of Removal of Civil Action, in the present litigation. See Docket 
entries on Exhibil "B". 
9. On July 28,2006, pursuant to applicable Bankruptcy Code sections. Plaintiff filed 
an Adversal")' Action against Defendant Gordon A. Jones for the purpose of obtaining: a JudQ.ment 
~ -
AFriDA qT Of L.o...."\;E v ERJCKSO:\ ~ S"LyPORT OF 
DEFS:':DA'-'T GORDO:': A.. jQ,\'ts \10110:\ TO DlS\11SS 
PcQe :; 
against Defendant Gordon A. Jones thm would allow Plaintiff to pursue his claims in W.le present 
case. Said AciYersCL.",:· Action was filed as Adversary Proceeding ~o. 06-02411 a.Tld was assigned 
to the Honorable Judith A. Boulden .. L.S. Bankruptcy Court for the District of Utah. 
10. \\ bile this occlliled, the present case filed by Plaintiffh"1 the Si"X"1h District Franklin 
County was assigned and reassigned to styeraJ judges \",ho for various reasons disqualified 
L.1emselYes. 
11. On Jamlary 20,2009, U.S. Bankruptcy Judge Judith A. Boulden entered an Order 
Dismissing Lhe above described Adyersary Proceedings due to Plaintiff"s having failed to properly 
prosecute the case by failing to file a proposed pretrial order or seek an e:nension of the deadline 
for doing so. A true and correct copy of Judge Boulden" s Order Dismissing Adversary 
Proceeding is attached herew as Exhibit "D" and is incorporated herein by reference as if set forth 
fully. 
12. Also on Ja.T1Uary 20, 2009, U.S. BankrupTCY Judge JudiL1 A. Boulden entered an 
Order granting the Discharge of DebtoL \\'ho was the Defendant Gordon A. Jones. A true and 
correct copy of said Discharge of Debtor is attached hereto as Exhibit "E"' and is incorporated 
herein by reference as if set forth fully. 
13. Pursuant to Federal Bankruptcy Code 1 J FS.C. 727, Defendant Gordon A. Jones, 
as the DebtOL is forever discharged of any and all debts that arose prior 10 his filing bankruptcy. 
A.FFIDAVITOF L:\.'J£ v. ER1CKSON P.\ SFPPORTOF 
DEFEJ<DA.;'JT GORDON A. JONES· \10TlO}; TO DlSM1SS 
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As a result of this discharge. Plaintiff is barred from seekL.'1g to recoyer under the Utah State Court 
Judgment attached hereTO as Exhibit .'A,.". 
14. By reason of the decisions, orders, and granting of U1e discharge to Defendant 
Gordon A. Jones by the l..~.S. Ba.J.kruptcy Court for the District of Utah, Plaintiff has no "Foreign 
Judgment" upon \vhlch he can rely in the present case. Additionally, none of the causes of action 
based upon this Foreign Judgment can no\'\7 form a valid cause of action against Defendant Gordon 
A, Jones v ... ithom being a ,iolation of the Discharge of Debtor order attached hereto as Exhibit "E". 
FlTRTHER SAllli AFFIA1\{T NAUGHT. 
DATED this 'd..~ day of May, 2009. ,,;:: 
---/ ~(~ ~ -
LA.11\JE V, ERlCKS01" 
SCBSCRIBED A.ND SWOR.1\ TO before me on this \J day of1\·1ay, 2009. 
NOTARY PUBLI&OR IDAHO 
"-
Residing at: Pocatello. lda110 
Commission expires: S<b· -:-I~\<'3" 
A.FFTDAVTT OF LA'<E V. ERICKSON 0i Sl.'PPORT OF 
DEFE2'iTIA .. "iT GORDON A JONES' MOT10N TO DISMISS 
Pcge 5 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1 bereby certify that on the lr~ day of May. 2009_ I caused a true. correct and complete 
copy of the foregoing document to be served by L'.S. first-class maiL postage prepaid. upon the 
fol1ov,-L."1g Ui.JJess a different meL10d of sen'ice is indicated: 
:'>1argaret Olson 
Lincoln Hobbs 
HOBBS & OLSO:-;. LC 
525 South 300 East 
Salt Lake City. Ctah 841] J 
Anomcvs for Plainr~f! 
AFFIDAVIT OF LA.""'E v, ER1CKSON f\ SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDA~T GORDON A. JON"ES' MOTJON TO DlS!vIlSS 
Pcge 6 
1~ 
Kent L. Ha'lvkIDs 
l'>1ERRlLL & MIRRILL ClLA,R TERED 
P.O, Box 99J 
Pocatello. Idaho 83204-0991 
AI10me.1!or Defendal1l Linda G Jones 
~~<{d~ 
L~"E V. ERlCKSO~ 
:32: 12 Desc Exhibit Case 06-02411 Doc 
sto~t P 
HOBBS & OLSON, LC. 
P12inLiIT .~l1en F~ Gr3.Zer 
525 SouD 300 East 
Sal:: Lc..ke City, l't::ib 84111 
Telephone: (801) 519-2555 
FacsiJIli]e; (801) 519-2999 
FILED 
JUL i i 2005 
SECOND 
mSTRICT COURT 
["J THE SECONu JlJDICLAl DISTRlCT COURT OF DAvlS COu~TI' 
F_AJ<_1yfINGT02~ DEP.A....R.TME>E, STATE OF tILtill 
GORDO;\f JONES, 2."j individual; and 
RlCRA.RD R-'L'R...."-i.t:Y, an :c.ldividual, 
?lain:iffs~ 
ALLEN GRP I r- R, an individual, 
'"" ~ , l.JerenGant. 
,A.lLEN F. GR.A..ZER., 
COullterc:hirn PlairuifI, 
v. 
GORDON A JOr-,rES; and RlC}L<\ ... fill 
B.A.R'l\;""EY, 
COl!11rerclaim Defendants. 
GORDON JOl'-"E:S, an i."G.ividuai; a..,d 
RlCHARD BAR.:"iEY, an incividuaj; 
Third Pany Plai:ltiffs, 
v. 
JUDGMENT ENTERED 
,/ 
BY -2\ 
l31 
JVDGMEXT AGA .. r\ST 
COIJNTERCLA .. Th1 DEFE:,\'"DA!'ttTS 
GORDO:\' A. JO.'\£S AI'i"D roCHARD 
BAR.."\:-:EY 
Civil 2\0. 020700570 CN 
Judge Michael G. A;)phin 
JDtaS3ST33 
020700570 NU.TREND ELECTRIC COMPANY, 
Case 06-02411 Filed 07/28/06 Entered 07i28;r 
hibits to Complaint Page 2 of 
R V'/ DESIGN, INC, "' U:ab. coQoranon; 
ROBERT W. SPEIRS PUJlvffiING, ~c., 
a UI3b corpoGtjon; SCOTT SESSIONS, 3.:."1 
individual; and :\lJ-TRE:\:"D ELECTRIC 
CO lv1? /L'" Y, a Cran corporation.., 
TDird Pa:.cy Defendams. 
:32:12 Desc Exhibit 
The above-entitled matter was w~ed beroTe The Honorable Michael G. }JLphin OD Aprii 26 
G.1rough 29, 2005, Plaintiffs were represented by their cOWlsel, David A. Van Dyke and Kent B, 
Scor:t; Defendant W2S represemed by his cou.nsel, Lit"1cob W, Hobbs Rnd Tamara K. Prince. 
H2yit"1g heard the tesTh."!lony, baving reviewed h'1e exhibits offered TO fujd received by the 
Court, alId having :ofl.sidered tbe law, aTld me Court having entered FD."1dbgs of Fa::t and Con-
cIuSj:::lDS of Law O!J Jl.L."1t 17,2005, 
fT IS REP-EBY ORDERED, iillnJDG1::D Al'\1) DECREED TRA. T: 
L Defendant Allen F. Grazer be awarded judgment cgainst Gordon A jones 2.J.jd 
Richard Bfu"lJe,}', joi:lt!y and severdly, in the fu-:10ll:1t of $1,585,000.00 plus addition2l 
C:Oi::sequenriai da:nages of$40,669,97 for L.~e contractor's fee, $ 31,062.50 for payments to Va..Tlel 
for repai;-s, S9,968.41 for moYing and stor3.ge expenses, $133,512,61 rorre.asoIlable n~rney's 
fees End COSIS J.~rough May 31, 2005, Sl,783.12 for direct legal COSeS th.rougn April 24, 2005, 
S;], .+57.8l for direct 1:::£3.1 costs after A::nil 24.. 2005, $7.305,00 Da3d to EXDer! Mattbew RO);le:7 
_ .. .., ..... ....- 4-) 
P cod prejuJ.gmerLt inrerest in U.~e a:no~nt of S75~968.45 r1:rougb June 22~ 2005 for a total 
s; 1,886,72/,87; 
T ~ . h . ~ t • f • 
1 ogetner \\.~lL In!erest 3J tne at toe pre]uagment rate accfUlng at tbe rate of $70~59 
until u'1e d2.te of j udgrrLent; 
2 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify L.Qar on De / day of QJ~ ,2005, I caused a true iL'ld 
f ' ~ . , ' ~ . '\ J, bt! , 'j' ~ 1 correcr copy 0 me roregomg to De sent V'la racSL.'Tille fu"ld to . e ana malJea, :Irst c ass, postage 
vrenaid, to the follo-rw-1m:: 
- " -
David A, Va..T1 Dyke, Esq. 
2900 West Hjghway 24 
Post Office Box 17 
Teasdale, UT 84773 
Attorney for PlaiDtiffsiCotnterc1aim 
Defendants/Third Party Plaintiffs 
Gordon l\... jones and Rjcbard Barney 
FAX #435-425-3329 
Stephen F, Noel, Esq. 
SMrr::--:1. K~OVvLES P.e. 
4723 Harrison Blvd., Scite 200 
OgdeIl, lJT 84403 
Attorneys for Third-Party Defendants 
R W Design, Inc. and Robert W, Spei:-s 
Plumbil1.g, h"1.C. 
FA_X #476-0399 
Kent B. Scott, Esq. 
RA.BCOCK, SCOTT & BiillCOCK 
505 East 200 South. Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, tJT 84102 
CO-COi.L.l1Sel for PlaiT1tiffs/Counterciaim 
Defendant5/Thjrd Party Plaintiffs 
Gordon A... Jones and Richard Barney 
F~t\...X #531-7060 
Nu-Trend EJectL-i::: Company 
57 West 200 Nor:.h 
Bountif!ll, Vi 84010 
Third-Parry Defendant Pro Se 
Scott Sessiom 
289 West Tobe Drive 
Centerville, UT 84014 
Third-P&--ty Defendan: Pro Se 
Case 06-02411 Doc Filed 07/28/06 Entered 07/2 '32:12 Desc Exhibit 
hibits to Complaint 
3. Together wiIh ;)Ost-]'ud£mem imeresI accrLlil£ 21 the iud£ITlem rate, umil paid: 
..... .;.."-' ........ ..... .. " 
IT TC:: ru'Ri.dER ORDERED that this Judgment shall be aug...uented by reasonable costs 
and ::lItOr:1eYs' fees expended in cOilllectioD with effo:-:.S that have been Inc8"Ted since May 3 1, 
2005 and that are necessirared in collecting tL>;.is Judgment by execution or oLbe;:-wise as shall be 
established by /·..ffidavil. 
DATED this $y Ofr; . 
. AYPROVED AS TO FOR1i: 
BABCOCK., SCOTT & B.A.BCOCK 
L4f(?7·~ 
David A. V c.c"J. Dyke 
Arrorneys for Plaintiffs 
HOBBS & OLSON 
d171d&lf:.~~1>~ 
LincoLn W, Hobbs & Olsen 
Marg-'cl'et H. Olson 
Tamara K. Pri.l') ce 
Attooeys for Defendant 
3 
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Case Number Result Page 
Franklin 
Cases Found. 
Allen F. Grazer vs. Gordon A. Jones, eta!. 
~ CV-2005-
',--3se:0000183 District Fiied: OS/1212005Subrype Other Claims Jucige David C. Nye Status Reopened 
. 02104/2008 
DeTenda,,:s:J & J Livestock, LLC Jones. Gordon A. Jones. Linda G. 
"iain:if:',,:Grazer, Allen F. 
Registe; Dalc 
of 
actions 
D5/12/2005 New Case Filed - Other Claims 
Filing: A 1 - Civii Complaint More Than $1000 No Prior 
.,,_ '1 ?'20"5 :\ppearance Paid by: Hobbs & Oison, LC Receipt 
v::J1 -, v n'.Jmber 0001351 Dated: 5/12/2005 Amount $77.00 
(Check) 
05/12/2005 Plaintiff: Grazer, Allen F, Appearance Margaret H. 
Olson 
05/1212005 Lis Pendens 
06115/2005 Applic;ation for Prejudgment Writ of Attachment 
06/15/2005 Notice of Hearing 
O~ 11 -'20"5 Memorandum in Suppori of Application for 
0, 0, U Prejudgment Writ of .Attachment 
06/23/2D05 Acceptance of Service 
0~n3t)00" Affidavit of Alien F, Grazer in Support of Prejudgment 
0,,,- '- '" Writ of.Attachmeni 
0613,)/2005 gummons issued Gordon A Jones! Shawn Potier 
~squlre 
Hearing SchedJled (Hearing Scheduled 07i28/2005 
07/01,12005 0, :30 PM) Plaintiffs Application for Prejudgment Writ of 
Attachment 
riling: 11,.0. - Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than $1000 
N P' ~ P 'd ' .. & I I • t ' LL'" 
,p 108000' I 0 , nor r\ppearance al Dy: J ~ Lives OCK, G 
'- , .. - :J (defendant) Receipt number: 0001986 Dated: 7/8/2005 
Amount: S52.00 (Check) 
07/08!2005 Summons - Gordon Jones 
(''7 I)') '20('lt; Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for 
:.J I ILL-] v~ Injunctive Relief and Prejudgment Writ of Attachment 
Hearing result for Hearing SchedUled held on 
07 !27/2005 07/28/2005 01 :30 PM: Hearing Vacated Plainiiffs 
/\pplication for Prejudgment Writ of Attachment 
S'j, I I t' - r:> ',,' ",' VI}' • A It~' "" ,., 07/28.'2005 : t.pu aJon TO, ,reJuogm_nt m or ,,", tac.-tlm~nl an~ 
injunction 
Filing: S1 - Fiiing Foreign Judgment Judgment Creditor 
"sr'/?005 Paid by: 015:>n, Margaret H. (att:>mey for Grazer, Allen 
cJ ,l,J - F) Receipt number: 0002259 Dated 8/1/2005 Amount: 
£7.00 (Check) 
08/01/2005 Notice Of Filing Foreign Judgment 
08/01/2005 ,f\ffidavit oi Margaret H, Oiso" re: Foreign Judgment 
')8/22/2005 Prejudgment Writ of Attachment and injunction 
08122/2005 Case Status Changed closed 
11/21:'2005 Notice of Change of Address 
11/21 !2005 Case Status Changed reopened 
11/21/2005 Motion to lvnend Complaint 
~ ~ 'J< :20n' Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amencl 
I II_I, ,-:J Complaint EXHIBIT 
{IB " 
Idaho ReposilOry - Case . - Result Page 
11/22/2005 Order to Amend Complaint 
05/30/2006 ~otjce of Withdrawal of Counsel-Shawn Potier for 
Jones 
07/19(2006 Notice of Removal of Civii Action by Trustee 
07/19/2006 Case Status Changed: ciosed pending clerk action 
01/08/2007 Notice of Removal of Civil Action by Trustee--Jubber 
01/08/2007 0c rder Remanding Adversary Proceeding-Certified 
opy 
12/?8!?or'" Request for Scheduling and Management Conference-
, - '- vi Oison 
01/0212008 Notice of VVithdrawal of Counsel 
02}04!2008 ~efendant: Jones, Gordon A Appearance Lane V. 
t::rlcKson 
02/04/2008 ~efendant Jones, Linda G. Appearance Lane V. 
erIckson 
0210412008 ~~fendant: J & J Livestock, LLC Appearance Lane V 
erIckson 
02104/2008 Notice Of Appearance - Lane Erickson 
02(1212008 Hearing Scheduled (Status 03/13/2008 03:00 PM) 
03/13(2008 Hearing resu,lt for Status held on 03/13/2008 03:00 PM: 
Heanng Helo 
03/21/2008 Hearing Sc;edul.:d (Bench Trial 11J05!2008 0900 AM) 
afternoon or 6th IT needed 
03f?1 '200' 8 Hearing Scheduled (Bench Trial Pretriai 10/09/2008 ,~ j 01:30 PM) 
05/16/2008 Plaintiffs Disclosure of Witness-Hobbs 
08106 12008 Hearing result for Bench Trial Pretrial held on 
, 10/09/200801 :30 PM: Continued 
08/05/2008 Hearing Scheduled (Bench Trial Pretrial 10/23/2008 
01:30 PM) 
08/06/2008 AMENDED Notice of Hearing 
081' ~/200" Hearing Scheduled (Motion to VVithdraw 09/11/2008 
,I;> I;> 01:45 PM) Motion to VVithdraw Attorney-Lane Erickson 
08/21/2008 Motion to Withdraw as Attorney of Record-Erickson 
08/21/2008 Notice of Hearing for Motion to Withdraw as Attorney of 
Record-Enckson 
09/10/2008 \lVithdrawal of Motion to VVithdraw as Attorney of 
Recora-Enckson 
10101/2008 Change Assigned Judge (batch process) 
10/07/2008 Administrative Order of Reference 
10/07/2008 Hearing Scheduled (Bench Trial 11/05!2008 09:00 AM) 
10/10/2008 Change Assigned Judge 
10/10/2008 Administrative Order of Reference 
10/15/2008 ?efendant: Jones, Linda G. }\ppearance Kent Lee 
HawkinS 
1 on 5/2008 Substitution Of Counsel-Hawkins 
10/24/2008 Order of Reference 
11/04/2008 Change Assigned Judge 
Connection: Secure 
1~ 
t. ..................... ,'/v __ v __ • :...3 .......... _ .. ---.. .... ---f--- __ .: ___ .l ____ 1o..~ _____ L __ n ____ ' ... _ ..J_ 
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DISCH.ARGED. CLOSED 
L.S. Bankruptcy Court 
District of Ltah (Salt Lake City) 
Bankruptc}' Petition #: 06-21277 
Assigned TO. Juciitb _~. BouJde:::l 
(napter -: 
\-81un~\' 
Debtor disj-'!osiiion StaDd2.0-d D:scharge 
Debtor 
Gordon A ... Jones 
23:5 \\ ~ est } 400 :\'018 
BounTifuL 84010 
LS.A. 
1-694-1964 
SS~ I~:
doa 
Gordon A. Jones cLb/a J & J Liyestock 
dba 
Gordon Jones Construction, LC. 
Trustee 
Gary E. Jubber tr 
Fabiful & Clendenin 
215 South Staie Street 
Suite 1200 
SalT Lake City, CT 84111 
(801) 531-8900 
131 
https:;!ecf.utb.uscourts.2:ovi cgi-bin:D1ctRDt 
DaTe fL~ed. 04} 82006 
Deae Iermi77.aTed.· OJ. '20'2009 
DebIOr disch.u.7ged.· (11'';:0/.:2009 
I'epresemed by Joseph .M.R Covey 
Pfui \Vadcioups Brov\lJ Gee & 
Loveless 
185 South Slate Street 
Suite 800 
Salt Lake City, FY 8411: 
(80l) 532-7840 
Fa.J.: : (8OJi 532-7750 
Email: 
jccyey.3;;pfuibro',VI: ... COill 
Robert B. Lochhead 
P3l7 'IlI'addoups Brov,1} Gee &: 
Loveless 
185 South StaTe StreeT 
Sllite 800 
Salt Lake Cicy, UT 8411l-
1536 
(801) 532-~840 
Fa.>;: (80n 532-7750 
Email: 
;:-locbbead 3'pa.u b;:-0\\11.cow 
represented by Douglas J. Payne 
Fabian & Clendenin 
215 South State Street 
Suite 1200 
EXHIBIT 
Salt Lake City, DT 84111-
(80l) 531-8900 
Fa.x: (80l) 596-2814 
Email: 
dpayne@fabiarJaw.com 
4S0 0-1 
c.s. Trustee 
tnited States Trustee 
KeD Garff Bldg. 
405 Soum .\1aiD. Street 
S:ite 300 
S2.1t Lake CilY, FT 84111 
Filing Date 
rJ 1 '22 '.2009 
01 '20'2009 
1'202009 
162008 
06-21277 P~5:e.2 of 16 
Gary E. Jubber 
Fabian EOd C1enr1;":n 
: 15 South StaLe StreeT 
Suite 1200 
Salt Lake CiTY, L'T 841 } 1 
\ 80 n 531-8900 
Fa.x: ~80n 595-28]!c 
ET":ls;l: 
o-i"hh~~""'a·'::a·";~"" 1 ~,'- .~"'-. 6.1 (...tL. '- '-".!.. ,-,..i.. L'L::1..!...ua '" ....... 1.... ill 
Docket Text 
B~C Certificate of Sen-ice - Order of Discharge. (,related 
document(s):Order Discharging Debtor(s) and Closing Case! 
Service Date OL22i 2009. (Aci'miJ...) (EOD: OL'22'2009) 
Order DisCDargh"lg DeblOr(s) and the T::-ustee has a 
~:\Cc.ount of TrLlSIee and has c,er:jfieo iliat the es:ate has fulJy 
;ji"1m;;l1stere~ and no timelY objection has been IiJeci 
Accordingly, it is ORDERED that the truslee is discharged and 
TIIE CASE IS I-LtREBY CLOSED. Judge judith A. Boulden 
I (m-till) (EOD: 01'2(2009) 
Adversa..-y Case 2;06-ap-2411 Disposed. (m:m) (EOD: 
01'20/2009) 
Certificate of Sen'ice Re: OrdCl. (related docllillem(s): 
on :!'>loDon :for Ex Parte Relief) Senice Dale 0720'2008. 
(Acbin.) (EOD: 0720/2008) 
Older 
Order \VaiYllg COlli"1 Fees(Relaled Doc == 11- t 5500.00 in COUll 
fe~" "'-~ V\'''';'7~d ('r'-l '/ (~OD' (J' ,/1 Q 'jOe':v') 
... ...--, C.i...... ~ 'I-' '- :::' ... ~ /.;..-" .!  .!. 1,.). __ ' ·0., 
Pending Order (Ex Parte) related documeDl:..:::;(S): "7 \lotion Tor 
Ex Pane Relief Filed by: (lubber l.L G2..L,)') [Orcb...: 92861J I.EOD: 
07} 62008) 
:\10tiOD for Ex Pane RelieffoT FFaiver o(COUri Fees Filed by 
Ga..')' E. lubber tr (.Tubber ;, Gary) (EOD: 07' 16'20081 . 
13~ 
DisLl~ct of Ftah - LiYe 
06'20/2008 
0411/2008 
0409:2008 
04;09'2008 
03'25/2008 115 
01 '25;'2008 
01.'25/2008 i 1...:1 
0118'2008 
01117'2008 
01.16/2008 
01H.I2008 111 
01·'14/2008 
1219:2007 
06-212 Page 3 of 16 
Reset Deadline -~otice of Fees Due by 9/5/2008, ((g:r:ug, iT:;-u.stee 
Jubber owes for 2 adversa.-y fees. (EOD: 06/20/2008) 
Certificate of Servlce Re: lvfiscell3.ileous Pleadings Servlce Date 
04,}1!200K (Adm.i.n..) (EOD: 04/112008j 
Clerk's >Jotice of Fees Due A .. mOliIlI Due:S500,OO :for Ad:vcrsa.-ies 
06-2394 and 06-2395 Fee due by 4:1612008. (fsI, ) (EOD: 
04/09/2(08) 
Rei'13rk. Case Ca::lDm be closed aT Ibis time. Fees are still Q\','ed i:l 
tills case and there is an OliLStanding 727,Case 06-2411. (lsI. ) 
(EOD: 04/0912008) 
Tmstee's Supplemental Final Report fued by Trustee. (fs1, ) 
(EOD: 03/26/2008) 
Remark. 1;,_\1El\1)ED Court fees due in the amoliIlt of £750.00 
for adversary cases 06-2449, 06-2395, and 06-2394. $250.00 
prevl0usly paid for Adversai-Y case 06-2449. 06-2395 and 06-
2394 are removals flled by the trustee (ts1, ) (EOD: 01/25 /2008) 
Debtor's Certification of CODpletion of Instructional Course 
Conceriling Financic1 Management (Covey, Joseph) (EOD: 
OV2512008) 
Certificale of Service Re: Order. (related document(s): -; O:tder 
Approving Chapter 7 Trustee's Final Report and Account) 
Service Date 0 L18/200S, (Al1.::jn.) (EOD: 01/18/2008) 
Filing Fee Paid. Receipt Number: 255390 Fee _A.mount $250 
(related document(s): Re:nark) (IT'~ ) (LOD: O}/] 7.12(08) 
Order Approving Chapter 7 Truslee'sFinal Repon & Accoum 
(fs1, ) (EOD: 01/16/2008) 
Pending Order (Ex Parte) related docurnents(st E'G Trustee's 
Final RptJAcct - Asset Filed by: (hbber tr, Ga.-y) [Ordel~ 8.138.1J 
(COD: OL14/2008) 
Ex Pane \1otion for EntI}' of Judg::::ne:1t'Order (related doclli-nem 
(s): Trustee's Final Rpl!Acct - Asset) Filed by Ga.-y lubber 
tr (Jubber"W, Gary) (EOD: 0J!14/2008) 
CerLificate of Service Re: l\1iscellaneous PleadL.1.i2:S Sen'ice Date 
1) 'q'")Cu-j (A-<_:_' ··--·D' '9·"~--· ~ -'-' L.-,-) I, J .... u.wlu.) (1:U : 1 1 /LUlli) 
119 
DisLric! 
11 '08,'2007 
11 !O8.'2007 
] 03] ']Cl07 
10 '31 '200 7 
i 0"29 '1007 
l0292007 
hm:;: 
06-.21277 Page..1 of] 6 
.-" t' "c ., nT' '" ." d ' \ LIef' s _'wncmg Ke: ' n.15Iee S l\..equesc ',relateo ocumeIlt\s i: 
T I1b""tee's ~01ice ofEling of Tn's;tee's Final Repolt and ACC·ClUIlt 
Before Distribution! (fsL ') (EOD: 12P '200"7i 
The trUStee (or LSTR) requestS:hat me pre,10llS}Y TIled (rehted 
docu:nem(s'j:' -: )be noticed to all creditors ro me B~C. (lubber 
IT, Gill .... y) (EOD: 12'17'20(7) 
TnlStee"s ~otice ofFilillg of Tmstee's Fin~l Repolt ad ACCOi.lIlt 
Before DismbutioTI filed by T ["elSIee Oat-ber IT, G3..t-:-·, (EOD: 
121 7 '2007) 
Trustee's Chapter 7 Asset Final Report iiled cy Tmstee. (fsL 
(EOD: ] 2;17/.2(07) 
Remark. Court fees in the amount of S250.00 for ad v ers3..t-:-· 06-
2449. (fs1, ) (EOD: 11/08/2007) 
T IlJ.:::,""tee'S RequesT for a BilL (JubbertL G3..t-::(i (EOD: ] 10g '200T! 
CelLwcate orSenice Re: Order. (related documeDI(s): "' Order 
Regarding Claim) Se:-vlce Date 10'31.2007. (Ad'71in.) !.EOD: 
10/31 '2007) 
Ceni.ficate of Senice Re: Order. (re1a::ed docUDem(si:' Order 
Regarc1.hlg C131m) Senice Date} 0;31/2007. Air.tJiD~! (.tOD: 
} 0/31/2007) 
Ceru.ficate of Service Re: Order. (l-elated docliJJem(s'i: 1 :jJ Order 
Regarcfu:lg Claim) Senice Date i 0/3 12007. (Ad;-:-:771.) (1:.0D: 
1O!3l!'.2007) 
Order Regarding Clajm ~relaIed dOCllil1e;:;.:(s): Objec:io:J'LC' 
Claim) Claim ::\u.mber(s): C1allTI ofG.S. Jones COllStructio:u is 
disaUoyved in its entirety (lsL ) (EOD: 10·'29/2007) 
Order Regarding ClarrlJ (related docu.mem:(s:: S6 Objec:ion to 
Claim) Cl::;im '.\'umber(sJ:::t. Clai,."11 filed by LL1G.a G. JO:0es is 
disallo'\ved i'"1 its entirety. (isl, ) (EOD: 10/29'2007') 
0 ' R .. C" '1 ,. . . '" roer eg3..t-orng l?Jm ~re alea dOCili"1Je::::.1r:;y: OJJeC:lOTI to 
ClairD~) ClairD ~Uillhe.r(")· ~ (lanu n1c:.,-i ~~\" ~~pv~~ F 8;:i74"1..1-;-"i~' 
, - - \..-/'.::.:..' .-_-'-'-' ~" ..... l.. ........... J __ ".l.... _'- ... J.-",_ 
aJJo,\7;:ed o:c1y as c TIon-pnonry illlsecureo. cl~i.,.,..., in L.lc amoUTIt or-
S2300.00 (Is1, 'i (EOD: 10/29.'20(7) 
Ex Parre :'1otioD for EIlIr), of JudgmencOrder (related docur;]e;:;t (' '. r Cl .. 0" ~-' . C'l' '. _., 'b A" ~ • - ... 
,5). _ y.l Djel...oon lO alIll) .rIleo y .-'-Hen lTr2.Zer (Bryan, Jailc J 
4.:;n n_1 
Dismct ofl-tab - Live 
10,'2512007 
10.'252007 
10;'.25'2007 
10/25/2007 
] 0/25/2007 
10/2512007 
8'2007 
10162007 
1015/2007 
10: 15/2007 
06-21277 Page 5 of 16 
:t\lodified on 1O/2S/l007 (fsL ). (EOD: 10ilS!lOCO) 
PendinQ: Order (Hefu'1.ng Scheduled) related docurnemsis): 8.2-
....... \ '- - \ -
Objection 10 Clp.im Filed . (Bryan, Julie) [Order;:: 81127J 
(EOD: 10'25/200T) 
Ex Parte ~,-1DTIOn for Entry of JudgmenvOrder (related docll.IJ.ent 
(s): 86 ObjeCTIon to Claim) Filed by lilleIl Grazer (Bryan, llilie) 
Modified on 10'2S!2007 (f51, ). (EOD: lOi:?5i 200Ti 
Pending Order (Hearing Scheduled) related docume:u:s(s): Sf 
ObjecTIon to Claim Filed by: (Bryan, Julie) [Ordel':': 81126J 
(EOD: 10/25!2007) 
Ex Pfu'le }\1otion for Entry of Ju~oment/Order (related doclli-nem 
(s): 88 ObjectioD to Claim) Filed by Allen Grazer (Bryan, Julie) 
\1odified on 10i25/2007 (fst ). (EOD: 10/25/2(07) 
Pending Order (He8.J'ing Scheduled) related docUillems(s): 88 
Objection to Claim Filed by: (Bryan, .Tuhe) [OrdeF 81125J 
(EOD: 10/25/2007) 
Cel cificate of Sen'ice Re: Order. (related document(si: 
on ApplicatioiJ for Co:::npe:::lsa;jon, , , , ,) Senice Date 
10118/2007. (/:./lmin.) (SOD: 10/1 &/2007) 
Order 
Order Granting Appl1cation for Co:::npensarion (Related Doc ¢i 
79) GrantiD:;'" for Gary lubber tr, fees a'warded: $12808.13, 
expenses awarded: $383.76, Granting ApplicatioD for 
Compensation (Related Doc :# 80 ) Gi-311ting for Gfu-Y E. lubber, 
f~.o.s ::l\yard-=-d' S6)'78' 46 -"'vnens.o.s a\vard",,-1· Q'::;-;6 i7 G-autillc 
... \".. \"..- --- t.,.f ~ - j __ ~ ~ ....... _'\...r;-...... \..'\...1.. 4' - I • - • ~ 1 t:; 
Applica-eion fur Compensation (Related Doc :# 81 ) GraLlting for 
PricewaterbouseCoopers LL?, fees awarded: $29170.36, 
expenses awarded: $175.92 (fs1,) (EOD: 10.16/2007) 
\ 1::_ .,.... R -' ,~. aJ' l' . ~ ~ . 
- 'llilUle ..::iJtry ~ e: tITS! fujG l~ill~ _"\.ppdCa:iJOD OT lnstee 5 
Accountarrt for A.llov,;ance of Cm:::Jpensa;jon as 2.t"1 Ach-"iuistrative 
Expense. Motion iZTanted. Fees of $29.270.36 and eXDeilses of 
$175.92 allowed. 'Order executed. (JAB,a;''P,kc) (related docJ.;J}em 
; , 8' , A G - h' TR / 'fT'OD 0' -\,S): _.;,.) _"'"\.ppearances: Tary JULoer L !,8.J-PJ \,t. : 1 ibCOO;) 
]Vli..:."1ute Entry Re: Verified Application for AIJov,'ance of 
Compensation and ReD.-ubursement of EXDenses of F abi2.t"1 8: 
Clendenin, Counsel for Tmstee. \1o;jon ~"anted. Fees of 
S62,785.46 and expenses ofS4,576.37 allO\\'ed. Order executed. 
(lW,fu-p,kc) (related doclli'11ent(s):) AppearaLlces: G8.J~: 
lubber TR (arp) (EOD: 1 on 5'2007) 
Di:::u~Cl l~T;:ir, - Live 
J 0 1520(1:' 
09,1.:1 '2007 
.:1':;:007 
09 .. 14/200 7 
14 ':007 
09 .. 13:2007 
06-21:77 Page 6 of 16 
JVunUle EnlIY Re: Chapter 7 Trustee's Application :fo::-
Compensation and Reimbursement of Expenses, ~\1otion g:-a:med. 
Fees ofg;12~808~13 cw.d e:~-pe:nses of$38.3_76 allo~\·ed.. Orde::-
ex.eccued. U,-\Bofu--p,kc) (related documenu,s): -9: Appeanmees: 
G"ary lubber TR (2.17 (EOD: 10,15.'20071 
Cel. meate of Senlce (related docill:1err1:\s): ~otic:: of 
HearlDg, ) SupDjememai SelTice-_\'oJice of O~iectio!1 Claim 5 
Filed by ABeD. Grazer (Bry3.Il, Julie': (EOD: 10'01'2(07) 
Cenilicale of Senice Re: l\fisceUaneous Pleadings Sen'ice Date 
09.15/2007. (Admin.) (EOD: 0915.20(7) 
:\OTIce of Hea.."ing (related document(s): Objection to Claim) 5 
a/STephen Barron Filed by Julie A, Brya on behalf of A.lleil 
Grazer Hear.u::.g scheduJed for 12/3/2007 at 02:00 PM at CS 
BaTlKmptcy Court. (Bryan, Julie) l\10dified Oil 917'2007 1. 
(EOD: 09n 4/20(7) 
Objection to Claim :\umber(s): :\ame Cllli-nant: Stepben E. 
B2..:.'"'ton. Filed by Ajlen G:-azer (Bry~ Julie) (EOD: 09/14'200'j"] 
::\otice ofHefu"":illg (relmed docUElem(s'l: SJ5 ObjecTIon to Cl(J~;-;-,! .! 
of Linda G. Jones Filed by Julie Bryan on behalf of AUe::l 
Grazer Heafillg scheduled for 1 ,:,/2007 at 0::00 P:\1 3.1 'LS 
B8Dk"llptcy Court. (Bry~ Juliei (.tOD: 0914'2007) 
Objection to Clai:w. ~umber(s): 2"ame of Clai7Tlant: LOQa O. 
Jones. Filed by Allen Grazer (B0'3.Il, Julie) (EOD: 0914120071 
?\otice ofHelliTIg (related docUiJJem(s): 84 Objec'bon to (la.in) 3 
ofGS Jones Construction Filed by Julie A. Bryan on behalf of 
Al1eil Grazer Heafwg scbeduied for 1213'2007 at 02:00 P:\1 CI CS 
Ba.nk.ruptcy COlL"L. (Bryan, Julie) ~1odilied on 9. 17 '2007 ). 
(.tOD: 09!l4/20(7) 
ObjectionLO Claim ::\G.uber(s): ;.., :\an1e Claimant: GS Jones 
ConstrucTIon. Filed by ,Allen Grazer (Bryan., Julie) (EOD: 
09/14/2007) 
(leTk's 2'\oticing Re: TrusTee's Request (related doclliueD.t(s): 8'::: 
Notice of He3.!-ing, ) (fsl,) (EOD: 09/13:2(07) 
Tbe trustee (or DSTR) requests that l!le pre'vious]y filed (related 
documem(s): 82 )be noticed to all creditors to L...~e BXC. (.Tubber 
tr. Glli"') rEOD: 09!13'200T! ' 
, .... ~ / 
09 13/.200'" 
13 '2007 
i3 '200 7 
05 '0-:- '2007 
I 
19 
182007 
- 06-.212 Page 7 of16 
"\jotiee of Hefu-1ng (jelated docU1Jlent(s): Application fo;-
Compensation., 8C Application fo;- Compe:lsation Appl1catio::l 
:for Compensation'i Filed by Ga.-y E. .lubber tr on behalf of G&--:. 
E. Jubber 1:;- Hearillg scbeduled for 1015'2007 at 02.:00 P\1 at rs 
Bankruptcy COlli"'"1., (lubber IT, Cfru.'"")') (EOD: 0913 '200'7', 
Application for Compensation fo: Price",alerliouseCoopers 
LLP., ACCOUIlL31Jt, period: 5 11 '2006 1O 8 '22,'':;:00:, fee: 
P' Q" - r .., - ". - - - - _., ,. ~ - - ,. ,.. 1.' J,'2-,.~L:'U~.:-b .. expenses: il i)~7)~ tuea by G-2J.~' .::~_ Jubber \)1~D0el~ 
Gat'"")') ltOD: 09 13/.2007) 
Application for Compensation for 02.J')' E. Jubber, T mstee's 
~ttomey. Denod: ),'8'2006 to 8'.30/2007. fee: $62.785,46. 
'" .,.1 • .;. '. • 
eXDenses: $4.576.37, Filed bv Ga,-v E. lubber (Jubbe:. Ga.,·) 
... - -... ... . 
(EOD: 09 113/2001'1 
Application for Compensation for G-a,--:.' -,ubber tr, T:ustee 
Ch - , ... " ''''006 8'~' '''() .. ...,.. '"'1" :->(1" 1" ,apter !,penod.: )il'.L to .'')U·.L~U!.Iee: J) L,i5L1o, -=', 
expenses: $383.76. Filed by Gary .Tubber tr (Jubbe;- IT, C-al--:-') 
(EOD: 09/l3!200Tl 
Advers2J.Y' Case 06-2449 Disposed, (1b) (EOD: 05'0'"72007; 
Certii1cate Sen~jce Re: Oider Senice DaLe 04/.2} '~OD7. 
(Acini in. ) (EOD: 04'21 !2007') 
Order Granting :\10tiOil To Approve SetdememICon;pr-omlse. The 
T f"tEtee is authorized 10 execute such ijOCillneDt5 as :=lay be 
IJecess3.f)~ and appropriate to effe::l~ iwplement and c,ODSD.I:'.LCJale 
:he SeeJement Agree:meDL Except for the ;-ese-ryes set iOlt.b. in w.1e 
Set"Je:mem Ag.,t eemenl., the Tru....c;tee is au:r.bor.zed LO abando:;} aU 
property of me estate, Grazer shall be deemed to hayc relief from 
the stay to pursue any and aU state COlli"'1 remedies \,i6 jeSpeCT to 
such properTy. The Tmstee sr..all dis:miss AdYersary proceedLc.g 
2\006-2449 flIed by' me TmsT.ee, Dismissal 01'-::'12.1: acyersa.c-:,· 
proceeding shall in :10 way affeCT or prejudice the cl2.Lils 0;-
causes of aC:1on lor deIlial of discharge under 11 LSC 523 2.Jld 
n 7 set ior"Lh by Glaze;:- ;.:; ;::-ali:lst -;:be Debtor in A dv ers2.J",) , :\'0 06-
2411. (Related Doc == 6.~ ) (kslL j (EOD: 0419/20(7) 
Pending Orde;:- (Heat"":wg Hejd) Telated documems(s'i: 63 ?,-1o:1011 
LO ApDrove SerrJement'CoDlDroIJJ.ise Filed bY: I hbber -::. Ga.,") 
[Orde:;72397](EOD:0418'2007) -, . .,' 
) r ,"" 7') \f ' .... , ~VUilli:e .t:...Tltry Ke: ~ (lOtlOD to ::\DproVe Seoemenl ..:~£:"eemenL 2.ljd 
Tor Order Auw.1-:Jorizing Abando~lll1enl of P:-oper:y E;t.ate. \1o:1on 
gTfulted. Exbibi:s rec.eived. \Vimess: Gan- Jubber. FLldin£s of 
FaCT a:ld ConclusjoIlS made on i:.J'Je record, OTF Billings. ~ 
""'1 ,""\ _ ... f ....... r.(\./' 
-.1 
'23'2007 
0:::"20'2007 
16.'2007 
02 16 '2007 
0216 
/03.2007 
01 /03'200 7 
") .. """-. ..... 
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(JA,..B,a.-p~kc. crl (:;-elated documem(st -: ) AppeariDce:s: Peter 
Bjilin:;:-s and CJ--<ll-y .bbber TR., Julie Bryan and :!\'atllarr Hobbs 
AlLE:\ GRAZER Joe COYey 3:ld ~·1Jchael Hoppe DB, D2yid 
Ch8ffer R1CRlillD BA,R.,"\;.t'r- (2-:}.') (EOD: 03 ':~O '2007"1 
Response LO (:tel31ed docu.ID.em~sJ: -3 ,(related documem(Si: -
Objections to ~1otions to Approve Ser1eDem'Compromise, :riled 
by .:AJle.n Glazer (Bry~ ]\ 11i e). (E,OD: 03 "2: 12007) 
Objection to (related document(sl: -::::. A,mended ~k'oon to 
ADDTOve SertlementCoDlDromise. rued by T :l2stee G2I\' E. 
.: ,j. "'- - - -
'.26·'2007') 
Objection LO (related documem(s): 68 ~lotion to .·\.:;)prove 
Set-Jement'Compromise filed by T illS"t.ee Gary Ju"::lber iII Filed 
by Gordon A. Jones (Covey, Joseph~) (EOD: 03"23;'2007) 
_.:\mended Document (related documem(st 6~ ~/fotion to Approve 
SettlemeD.liCOmprOlTISe! Exhibit 'A" TO Trustee's Monon iO 
~7 I ,. 0 d !" .. Approve ::..ememem _'igreemem alU1Jor r' er .-iUThon:::mg 
A bandonmem of Property of ESLaTe filed by Ga:ry E. lubber iI 
(Jubber tr, Ga.-y) (EOD: 02:'20/2007) 
Certi£jcate of Senice Re: \1iscelJ3I!eou:,> Plec.di:Jgs Se::lice DaTe 
02'18/.2007. (A;'im1T") (EOD: eel g'20CJ'7j 
Clerk's -::--;oricmg Re: T:-lb--tee'S Request (related doclliDem(Sl: C;S 
~OtiOD to Approve Sei:dementCompromise, 6; ;\otice 
Hea.-ing) (ksh,) (EOD: 02/16;'20(7) 
The uJSLee (or rSTR) requests that the previously filed (related 
document(s): 68 , 69 )be noticed to all creditors to the B:!\,C. 
(lubber iI, Ga,. .. y) (EOD: 02162007) 
:\OIice of Hea."":.cllg (related docu:nenl(s): \lotion to Appro',';:: 
SettleoeIlt!ComproDJise) F:Jed by Pe:er \\'. Billings J,. on b6alf 
or Ga.-y E . .lubber iI He::L--i:lg scheduled fo, 328C007 at 02 :00 
Y\1 at US Bankruptcy Court. (Billings, Peter: (fOD: 02 1620(7) 
\loDOD to A::rrxoye SemementC oI:lDromise Qnd (or Order 
~ .... .... ~ 
Author::::i7?r:! Abandonment of PrOD err v of ESlarE Filed bY Ga. ..y T=-c ...,... ~"__ .. " ~~. 
Jubber::r (Billit""lgs, Peter) (EOD: 02.16'2007) 
Adversa.-y Case 06-2395 Disposed. (a.-p, ) (EOD: 0103/2007) 
AdYersa..ry Case 06-2394 Disposed. Ca.?, ) (fOD: (10312007) 
') n.:; i!(j(jO 
District ofl-tab - Live 
10/27/::2006 
/"/ 
DO 
10122006 
10/12/2006 
10/05/2006 
09 16/2006 
09/16'2006 
09114/2006 
09/14'2006 
09/14/2006 
0914/2.006 
06-21277 Page 9 of 16 
Certificate of Service Re: Order SeT\lce Date 10'27/2006 . 
. A' • '. ·--Con . 10 /'):noo r ) (.'"'I.ffiIl1n.) l.L Li. i.::.. I! L. b /" 
Order Regarding l'dotion To SeD (Related Doc:f= 56 ), Granting 
Motion To .wend Motion To Sell propeny free and clear of 
liens, \i\lth vaJjd liens, if any, attacbing 1O::be sales proceeds. 
(Related Doc == ) (ksll ) (EOD: 10/25/2(06) 
Pending Order (Ex Palle) related documens(s): 64 Ex Pac"Le 
Application for Entry of Order Filed by: (Jubber iI, Ga.l)') [Ordel; 
62695J (fOD: 10112/20(6) 
Ex Parte Application for Entry of Order (related documem(s): 5: 
Motion to .wend, ~10tion to SeD) Filed by Ga.iJ! E Jubber tr 
(Jubbertr, Gru--:y) (EOD: 10/12/2006) . 
Notice of TrLlstee's Intent to Abandon Properry of the Estate: 
1997 Ford CrO\Jv11 Victoria, 1997 Ford F350, 1991 Chenolet R15. 
Filed by Douglas 3. Payne on behalf of Gary E lubber tr (PaY11e, 
Douglas) (EOD: 10/05;2006) 
Certificate ofServ:ice Re: Order Senice Date 09/16/2006. 
(Ad1J.1.in.) (EOD: 09/16/2(06) 
Certificate of Senice Re: 1vtiscellaneous Pleaciings Senice Date 
09i16!2006. (Admin.) (EOD: 09/16/2(06) 
Clerk's Koticing Re: Trustee's Request (related document(s): 59 
:\otice ofHeru--:i:ng, :Motion to It.,.Lle:1~ '\10tion to SeD) (lest., ) 
(EOD: 09/14/2006) 
The t.lustee (or DSTR) requests that the previously £iled (related 
documem(s): 59 ,57 )oe noticed to aD creditors to -che 3:\'C. 
(Ju~ber u, Gary) (EOD: 09il412006) 
~otice of HearlIlg (related document(s): 5-: Aunended '\10tion 10 
SeU) Filed by G2.".)' E. Jubber tr on behalf of Gary E . .Tubber tr 
Heac-ing scheduled for 1 on 1'2006 at 02:00 P~·1 at 1:S Bankruutcv 
CourL. (Jubber tr, Gac)') (EOD: 09114/20(6) ~ -
Order Grruitil1g ?\1otion to Approve Sale of P:;oDerties Free and 
Clear of Liens and fur ApproYal of Compromise-Regarding Sale 
of Co-Owuer's Interest and Homestead Exemption Clai:ns 
(Residential Proper:y and '\1aple Hills Condo) Filed bv Garv 
Jubber tr (Related Doc:# 32) (bfg,) (EOD: 09114/20C;6) . 
\fuute Entry Re: }'ViOtiOD to Approve Sale of ProperGes Free and 
l -· -, D . t3.b - Ll\-e i atao 
13 '.20:)6 
12 '2006 
'08 '2006 
0831 '2006 
08:::-;-2006 
252006 
081 7 '2006 
Clear of Lje:us and for Appron] of ComproD..ise Rega:-ding: SaJe 
of C()-O,;,ner's ImereS1 and Ho;:neS1ead EXe"'71pLiO:l [1simc:, 
:\lm:ioD g:ramed. en-def execmed witt ILlodi:5.caLions as SeI :~orr.b OJ} 
the :-ecord. E,xbibits rec.ei\~ed. (J'/ill~cm\~'~c <related d0ClDJe:Jl 
(s): 5-;) Appeara!lces: Doug Payne ATT'l" FOR TR, G&-:-' .bbbe:r 
TR, JuJje Bry2nT CR, Joe Covey DB (eillV,! {EOD: 09 13 '20(6) 
Sale ()f Properry of the ESIatc ~Fi.1ed by G.sry 
IT, Glli-yl (EOD: 09 L3!2(06) 
MOtiOD to AppTOye Sale ()fP:1operty ofu'1e Es-G.le .... 1955 Fo::-d T-
Bird Filed by C .... ary E. lubber IT \lubber IT, Gfu--:') (fOD: 
09 j 2'2006') 
Response to (related documem(s): 39 }\loLioD to Se~L 'j Filed by 
,Allen Grazer (B::'3.I:L Julie'i (EOD: 09/08'.2006j 
Certificate or Service Re: Order Service D21e 08/31 '::::006. 
(Admin.) (EOD: 08:3 L!.2006! 
Order Gra!l;1ng T:L1lstee's ApplicaLion to E::::r;:;lc.'y Prof,::ssion.al: 
Paul W. 1,'J.roDQsen }\1...1J 2nd Appraisal Gr0up. Inc, as App:-aise:-. 
(related docUillem(s): ApplicaD.0n 10 as a 
Proi'ession.a1) (lsh., ) (EOD: 08'29'2006,1 
Cer-ificate of Service Re: Order Serv1ce Date 08 '2' '2006. 
(Ac1-:n.iJ:l.) (EOD: 08'20(6) 
Order Gram:ing Trustee's ApplicanoD to E:w..p}oy P;-ofessicmil: D. 
Kip SV,Ta;] as Real Es-l.3..te Agen:. (related doclJmem(s '): 
Applica:ion to Employ as a Professional) (KsLL) (EOD: 
08'25/20(6) 
DefeIied ~~;.dversfu:; Fee. $250.00. 06-24"+9. (clo:- ) \lodi:5ed 0:1 
11 12/2007 (cIo, ). (EOD: 10/29'2(07) 
C ,.... ' b 1.. ~ l' ,.. G 1: ~ , " '-, O:nplaL.ll by on eJ.J.3J.I or 3.J. . . y.L.... jUbDer aga,'lS[ Goraon A, 
JODes !~i6-(;:::-1--+9; ~a:ure ofSuit(s): 424 (O~i!Re\-oca:ion 
Discn&-ge 727) , Fee A..rr10u:nt DEFER...1ZED . Filed bY on behalf of 
Ga.'''y E. lubber. (PaYDe, Douglas) :\1odified on 824.'2006 (ish. !. 
}\loditied on 8/25/2006 (do, j, (EOD: 08'24;'2006) , .. 
Pending Order (Ex P3J.-re) related documeDts(s'l: '::8 ADDlication to 
Employ as a Professional Filed by: (Jubber II, G;;') [Order::: 
59240J (EOD: 08/17'2006) 
hTIDs:. ''Ib eefmb, USCOUTts.goyeQ:l-bin:DklRDt.Dl?567266326 7] 43 R5-T 4':;0 0 .. 1 
Dismct "[Lab - Lhe 
08,17'2006 
0817/2006 
D8!17:'2006 
0811 7i2006 
08016/2006 
0814.!2006 
08' 12/2006 
08/J 012006 
Og,10)2006 
06-.21277 Page 11 of 16 
A.££:ida-vit ofD. Kip Sv,'an (related document(s): ~8 Application to 
Emp)oy as a Professional) Filed by Gary E Jubber IT (Jubber w:-, 
Gary) (tOD: 08!} 7/2006) 
Application LO Employ D. Kip Swan as Real Es-Late Agem Filed 
By Trustee. (Jubber IT, Gar}) (EOD: O&!17}2006i 
Pendifi':- Order (Ex Pane) related documems(s): -"-5 •1I.Lpplication to 
EmpJoy as a Professional Filed by: (lubber IT, Gfu-Y) [Ordel":" 
59239] (EOD: Og!17!2006) 
Verified Statement of Paul \'1". Th..rondse::1 in Suppon of Tru.::.Lee's 
Application for Authority to Employ Appraiser (related docum.em 
(s): 45 Application to Employ as a Professional) Filed by Gordon 
A. Jones (lubber IT, Gary) (EOD: 08/17/2006) 
Application to Employ Paul 'IV. TnrondseIL !viAJ and Appraisal 
Group, Inc. as Appraiser Filed By Trustee. (lubber tr, Gary) 
(EOD: 08116/2006) 
Supplemental Cerificate of SeT\ice (related documem:(s): 13 
Certificate of Senl.ce Re: l'vllscellaneous Pleadings) Filed by Gfu'; 
lubber tr (.Tubber IT, G&")') (EOD: 08/14/2006'1 
Certificate of Senice Re: :!vliscellaneous PleadD.gs Senice Date 
08!12/2006. (AdDin.) (EOD: 08/12/2006) 
/l.mended ~otice of Appearance and Request for ~otice Filed by 
Lincoln. W. Hobbs, 0::1 behalf of .tUlen Grazer (Bryan., Julie) 
(EOD: 0811 }/2006) 
Clerk's ~otici:ng Re: Trustee's Request (related document(s): ':'0 
Notice of Hearing, ~ Motion to Sell,) (ks~'1 (.cOD: 08/10/2006) 
The trustee (or lJSTR) requests that the previously filed (related 
document(s): , 39 )be nobced to ;;Jll cJ:'edito?s to the BJ\C 
(Jubber tr, Gfu"Y) (EOD: 0811 0/2006) 
Notice of Hea-h1.g (related documenr(s): 39 '\10tion to Approve 
Sale of Properties Free and Clear of Liens fuld for ApDrovaJ of 
ComproDise Regarding Sale of Co-Owner' s Interest' ~d 
Homestead Exemption Claims (Residential Property and :\1aple 
Hills Condo)') E1e:d by Ga"), E. Jubber IT 0::1 behalf of G2.J.v 
lubber IT Hearing scheduled for 9/13/2006 at 02:00 PM a{ L"S 
Bank.Tupley C01.1.1.-1. (lubber IT, Ga"y) (EOD: 08 110/2006) 
I "lotioo to Approve Sale ofPmperties Free aud Clear of Liens ;md 
'} )/,nn()Q 
District oiTtab - Live Databe 
08 i 102006 
07'28 '2006 
'282006 
'27'2006 
!27('2006 
26/2006 
07'26/2006 
I '?5i2006 
07'25'2006 
25'2006 
07 '21 '2006 
21277 Page 1:2 of} 6 
for Approval of Compromise Regarding Sale OT Co-Oll,:ner's 
Interest and Homestead ExemptiDn Claims (Kesidential PIopeny 
and \1aple BjJls Condo) Filed by G&-y E .lubber !:7" (.Tubber tr~ 
Gat)') (EOD: 08il 0/:2006) 
Cel. cificate of Service Re: Order Sei\ice Date 07 !28/2006. 
Complaint by ivlen Grazer aga1T]st Gordon A Jones 06-Ci~·n 1: 
~ature ofSillr(s): 424 (ObjiRevocE!.tion Discharge 727), Fee 
i\moum $ 250. Filed by Allen Graier . (Bry~ Julie) (EOD: 
07 !28/2 006) 
Certi5cate or Servlce Re: Order Service Date 07/27/2006. 
(Admin.) (EOD: 07 /27/2006) 
Trustee's Objection to Motion for Relief :G Oill Automatic Stay 
filed by Trustee Re: (related document(s): 1',,1otion for Relief 
From Stay). (Jubber tr, Gary) (tOD: 07/27/2006) 
Set Deadline - Last Date to Oppose Discharge. (related document 
(5): ~ Order on :!-.1otion to Extend Time) Last day to oppose 
discharge or dischargeability is 8/25/2006. (ksh _ ) (EOD; 
07/26/2006\ 
Order G:-anting l\1otion lO E1..1.end Time to File Objections to 
Discharge. (Related Doc # 3:: ) (ksh, ) (EOD: 07 126/2006) 
Order Granting Motion to Extend Time w Oppose Discharge 
(Related Doc :# ) La.:,-t day to oppose discharge or 
dischargeability is 7/31/2006. (ksh,) (EOD: 07i25C2006) 
Pending Order (Ex Pfu-re) related documeTIts(s): --, Stipulated 
~10tiOD for Ex-rension of Time to File Oblections to Discharge 
.' -
Filed by: (Jubber tr, Gary) [Ordel,.',: 57763] (EOD; 07'25/2006) 
SUDulated l\1otion for Extension of Time to File Obiections to ~ -
Discharge Filed by Gfu)' E. lubber tr (Jubber tr, Gfu-Y) (EOD: 
07/25/20061 
Pending Order (AgJ:-eed lo/Stipulated) related documents(s): : 
\1otion to Ex-reDd Time to Oppose Discharge Filed by: (B:ry~ 
Julie) [Ordel; 57728] t)::DD: 07/21/2006:1 
Stipulated Motion to Extend Time to Oppose Discharge FiJed by 
Allen Grazer (Bryan., Julie) (EOD: 07'2120(6) 
! 
I 
t 
} g '2006 
07/18/2006 
1712006 
07 /17/2006 
07/1712006 
} 7'2006 
071 7/2006 
07 17'2.006 
06/1712006 
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COIJ1?laim by on beh;:;1f of .fJ.len F. Gn:.zer Q::r?1nSl Gordon A 
Jones ~ Linda G. Jones, Cberyl Gud.:nundson , G. Scan Jones, 
Jason Jones, GS knes Const;"'t.lction Dc. , J & j LivestocL 
LLC , Nchard H. B2.J.-:Dey , Renae C2.J."'"::1on B2.J.-ney . Renae Ca.-:Don 
BaI:iJey F amil~? ?~-melship : Rochelle C ~ 3CL~ey ~ hlcbillY3 
\\:oodill ~ Lincic. G . .Jo:1es Fa:nily PCL-mersbip ~ John DOes} 
illo'J.gD. 20 ':i6-Cl'.39 ~a:rU?e of Suittsj: 459 \~otice of 
Re::no"\-sJ) , Fee )>'.JDOU.D! DEFER.."R.ED ); 250. FiJeQ by on Dehq if oT 
Jillen F. Grazer. (Jubber TI:", GaIyi ~\10di:5ed 0::::; ..., 1 g '2006 (kslL 'j. 
(fOD: 07/18/2.0061 
C ,., 'h'r-r-"l1 -- . G' OIDPl8.lD.t by on De alI OT ",,-uen 1:-. u-:-azer ag;:;lDSI om.on A. 
Jones, Linda G. JODes , J &] Livestoe~ LLC , John Does 1 
Through 20 06-02394; Nat'ure of Suites): 459 (".\fotice of 
Removal) , Fee Amount DEFER."R..ED $ 2.50. Filed by on behalf of 
Allen F. Grazer. (Jubber IT, Ga:-y) :-v1odi:6ed on 7118/2006 (ksh. !. 
(fOD: 07/18/2006) 
Notice of Removal ofCivn Action by Trustee (Civil No. 
02.0700570CN, pending in the Second Judicial District Court. 
Davis County, Ffu-::cington Depa..rtrnent, State ofC:ab.) Fned by 
Gary E. Jubber tr on behalf of G2.J.')' E. lubber tr (lubber tr, Gary) 
(EOD: 07!17120(6) 
~Oijce of RemoYal ofCi,il Action by Trustee (Civil ~o. cv-
200.5-183, pending in the SixLh Judicial District COlli~ Franklin 
County, State ofId3bo) Filed by Gar.y E. lubber tr on behalf of 
Gary E. Jubber tr (lubber IT, Gfu-Y) (EOD: 07/17/2006) 
~otice of Appearance and Request for ~otice Filed by Julie A. 
Bryan on behalf of iJ..len G:-azer (Bryan, JuJje) (EOD: 
07/17/2006) 
Receipt offlling fee for :!'.1otion for Re:liefFrom S:.ay(06-21277) 
[motion,mrlfstyJ ( 1.50.00) (Lish, John). Receipt number 
4803693, amoUDt 150.00. (G.S. Treasmy) (EOD: 07/17/2006) 
:\"otice ofHemng (related documem(s): 25 '\1orion for Relief 
From Stay') Filed bv JolD \~'. Lisb on behalf of Country .. , .. ,,:jde 
'" .' " -" 
Home LofuJ.S b.e. He&--L."1g scheduled for 8il 7/2006 at 09:.30 A.'\1 
aT L~S BfuL1u-uptcy COu.rL.. (Lish, JoP..l1) (tOD: 07/172006) 
l\lotion for Relief hom Slav. Fee A.mount: 3;150, Filed bY 
COUDtry-v.ide Home Loans bc. (Lish., John) (EOD: 0711 7(2006) 
Certilicate of Senice Re: \1.iscellfuleollS Pleaditl£s Sen'ice Date 
06/17/2006. (Admin.) (EOD: 0617/2006) -
06 15'2006 
06 1"::;' '2006 
05 '2006 
06'02,'2006 
05.31 '2006 
'31 '2006 
'25 ']006 
O~ '25'2006 
18 '2006 
18 '2005 
211 Page 14 of 16 
Clerk's ~otice For CredilOTs to File Claiss. Proofs of C131m:; d!.le 
by 915/'2006. (ks1, ) (EOD: 06;J 5 '2006'i 
Trustee's ReG:lest for Cremtors to File Cla~m; filed l:y TrJ5tee. 
. -
Certificate of SeIYlce Re: O:-de: SenlCe DElle 061 0-: '2006. 
(AJ'lm"T1.) (EOD: 06 /07 /2006) 
Order Gra::l'Dng T r:15Iee' s Application to Eaploy Gil . .6.~. VlilJer 
and the f.uL:l of Price'ivaterhouseCoopers. LL? as Professional 
ACC0UIltaDts. (relaled docUI!1eml s): J 6 Applicatioil to Employ as 
a Professjonil) (ks1,) (EOD: 06/05 '20061 
Ce:-u£icate of Seryice Re: Order Sen'ice DaLe 06'02 '2006. 
(Ach"IlL."l.) (EOD: 06/02'2006) 
Order Granting Trustee's :!\1otion to Employ Gary .lubber aild 
me fic"'TIl of Fabian & Clendenin as Attorney. (;elated dOCi..:IJ.1eDl 
lS): Application to Employ) ebh, ) (EOD: 05 '31 !2(06) 
~otice of Continued 341 EX3" ,;naTIOlJ Filed by Gfu-Y Jubber tJ 
on behalf of Gary Ju"bber tr (.Tubber:r. Gfu-Y) ,i"EOD: 
05'31/2006) 
reDding Order (Ex Parle) related dOCUille:JIS( s): :ApplicaTIoD 
to Employ as a Professional (lubber::J, GCJ~') [Odel; .54051 J 
(EOD: 05!25/20(6) 
A£5davit of Gil A, \1iller (related documeDt(s): Appl1catiOD 10 
Employ as a ?rofe:ss}onaJ) Filed by Gary E. JubbeT::- (.Tubbe:- IT. 
Gary) (tOD: 05::25'20(6) 
Application 'to EULploy PricewaterhouSeCoc'pers, LL? as 
Accountant Filed By T:C:15tee. (.Tubber u, Gfu-Y) (EOD: 
05 /2006') 
Application to Employ G3.l""y E. Jubber 2S Anome\: Filed By 
Tl:lSlee, (.Tubber l:, Ga:y) (EOD: 0518'20(6)' -
750 
iJTh.us;couns.Q:o',cQ'i-binfDkL1\.Dt.Dl':"56 7266326714385-L 450 0-1 2'2:; '2009 
". ulsmct 
I 
I 082006 
D5 '08 '2006 
0503'2006 
0503'2006 
05 - '2006 
04. '2 9'2 006 
0";' 1 S '2006 
04.18/2006 
04,18/2006 
04, 18,2006 
0418.2006 
21277 ";) ,- - ~ -i. age 1:" 01 i 6 
ReceiDt offJi:lQ: fee for A .. mended !via:r:rix CFEE)(06-2L:'.7Tj 
...:....... ' \ 
[ 1 . ""\' - .-,., - J h" n' h genaty,gena:J.trXJ l ~b.lliJ) (Lovey, .osep.il!. Kec.elpt ::J.UillLer 
4676463, amount 26.00. (l:-.S. Tre2.SU,")') (SOD: 05 108 '2006) 
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The below described is SIGNED. 
Dated: January 20
s 
2009 __ ----'./0-/ _______ _ 
JUDITH A. BOULDEN 
U.S. Bankruptcy Judge 
IN THE L~TIED STATESBA1,\KRUPTCY COl"RT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH 
Bankt-uptcy Number-: 06-21277 
GORDON A JO:N""ES, Chapter 7 
Debtor. 
ALLEN GRAZER 
Desc Main 
?laimiff, Adversary Proceedillg No. 06-2411 
. Judge Judith A. Boulden 
GORDON A. JONES, 
Defendant. 
ORDER DIS.MISSmG A.DVERSARY PROCEEDI\G 
On ADril 23.2007. the Court entered its Order Governing Scbedl111"'lg and Preliminac"-v 
J. .' ,:_ . ," <.-. '- "" 
Matters which required mat thep3.t'1:ies file a proposed pretrial order OlJ or before May 27, 2008 
Dr the above-capriolJed adversac-y proceeding would be dismissed. This deadline was eXLeuded 
until January 15,2009 by me Court's Order Amending Order Governing Scbedulillg and 
Preliminary Matters entered on May 29,2008. The pac'1:ies bave failed to file a proposed pretrial 
EXHIBIT 
Ir 0/1 
1~ 
Case 06-02411 Do Filed 01/20/09 
Document 
Entered 01/20, 
Page 2 of 3 
:??:55 Desc Main 
order, md::1o fu:rLher extension of me deadline was timely son.:::ht. Accordingly, it is hereby 
ORDERED that :he above-captioned advers&""): proceeding is DIS:MJ.SSED. ano me:5naJ 
pretrial cOT'ference set for ]muaij' 26,2009 is STRlCKE\ ';:"Oill me Court's calend2.L 
______________________ ~E~~OFDOCL~1E~l ____________________ _ 
Case 06-02411 D Filed 01/20/09 Entered 01/2 :22:55 Desc Main 
Document Page 3 of 3 
__ 000000o __ 
SERVICE LIST 
Se:llce o:fLbe foregoing ORDER DISJ\1ISSING A..D\,£RSARY PROCEEDr\G iviD 
be effected ±r011~:r me Bank'JUptcy ~oticing Center to each pa.'Ly lisled below. 
Jul:ie A Brj3!l 
COMe RappapoI1 8: Segal 
25 -:-: East 200 Somh~ Suite "'00 
P.O. Box 11008 
Salt Lake City, Ll 84147-0008 
Counsel fOT P lainriff 
Joseph !vl.R. Covey 
Pilii RroVi'D Gee & Loveless 
185 South Stare Street 
Suite 800 
Salt Lake CiL)', L 1 84111 
CounselfoT Defendant 
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United States Bankruptcy Court 
District of Utah 
Case No. !!6-;212!7 
Chapter 7 
in re; Deblor(s) (nan)e(s) used by the debtor(s) in the last 8 years, including married. maiden. trade, and address); 
Gordon A Jones 
dba Gordon A.. Jones dlD/a J & J Llvesrock, 
elba Gordon Jones Construction, LC. 
235 West 1400 NOM 
Bountiful, DT 840 1 0 
U.s.A. 
Social Security No_: 
xxx-xx-2575 
Employers Tax 1.D- No,: 
Pc:lirion date: 4/18/06 
DISCHARGE OF DEBTOR 
It appearing u1at the debtor is entitled to a discharge, 
IT rs ORDERED: 
Ibe debtor is granted a discharge under section 727 of tine 11. United Stares Code, (the Bankruptcy Code)_ 
BY THE COL"RT 
Dated; I f201Q9 ltldi{b IA-. I~QuJ~ 
United States Bankrup£cy Judge 
SEE THE BACK OFTHLS ORDER FORIl\1PORT.~.:"'T INFORM.4.TION. 
F, 02 
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EXPLANA nON OF RA .. ''ERtlP1'CY DISCHARGE 
IN A CHA.PTER 7 CASE 
p, 03 
Tl:ris court order grants a discharge to the ~n named as the aebk"tr. It is 001 a dismi.<:sal of me esse and it 
does not determine how much mone-y', if any, !:he U"l.lSlee ~'ill pay to credhors. 
~lIection of Disch8r~ Debts Prohibited 
The discharge prohibits any attempt to collect from rhe debtor a debt that bas been discharg~ For example, a 
creditor is not permiued to conTact a debtor by mall, phone, or otherwise, (0 flle or continue a laW5Wt. to attach wages 
or other profert)!, or to take any other action to collect a disch&.t-ged debt from !:he debtor. [in a case involving 
c017'..l!".1IJ1iry propeny; Tnere are also special nlles that protect certain C(.'mmunity property O~'1led by the debtor's 
spouse. even. if tbat spouse did not flie a ban.kruprcy case.] A creditor who violates Ibis order can be required [0 pay 
damages and attorney's fees to the debtor. 
However, a creditor may have the right to enforce a valid lien. such as a mortgage or security interest. against 
the debtor's property afrer the bankruptcy, if thar lien was nor avoided Or eliminated ill d:le bankruptcy case. Also, a 
debtor may voluntarily pay any debt that has been discharged. 
Debts That are PisciUU-CeO 
The chllpter 7 discharge order eliminates a debtor's legal. obligation to pay a debl that is discharged. Most.. 'om 
not all, £)'peS of debts are discharged if the debt exisred on the date the bankruptcy Ca.'H;; vvas filed. (If this case was 
begun under a different chapter of the BanLllptcy Code and converted to chaprer 7, the discharge applies to debrs 
owed when me bank.lUptcy case Was converte-d.) 
Some of t..he common rypes of debts which are Dill discharged in a chapter i bankruptcy C"d...~ are: 
a Debts for :rn.cst taxes; 
b. Debts incurred ill pay nondischargeable taXeS (applies 10 cases fllerl on. or after lQ!17/2005); 
c. Debts that are domestic suppon obli:.oations; 
d Debts for most student loans; 
e. Debts for most fines, penalties, f01ieirures, or criminal restimtion ohligations; 
f. Debts for person:al injuries or deatb caused by the debtor's openuion of a motor vehic:1e, vessel. or akc:raft 
while into;;icatcd; 
g. Some debts which were not properly listed by the debtor; 
h. DebtS iliat me baru::ruptcy courr specific.sJJy has decided or \vill decide in this bankruptcy case are not 
discbarged~ 
i. De~~ for w?ich the debtor has given up rI;e discharge protections by signing a rcafli..!nation agreement in 
coIDpllance 'Y>'lr:h the BanL'T'jJptcy Code reqUlrements for re2fflIlllation of dehts.. 
j. Debts owed ro certain pension, I'1'?fit shari..ng, stock bonus, other retirement pLans, or 10 the Thrift Savings 
Pian for federal employe;..:.:; for cerram rvpes of loans from these nlans ial"mlies to cases m._A on or "tter· 10117/2(05). • 1:" , :rr .LI..tC:U "'~ 
ThiS information is only ~ genera! summary of the bankruptcy discharge. There are e1>ceptious to th~ 
general rules,.Because .the ~w i.E complicated, you may want to consult an att.ornel' to determine the exact 
effect: of the di.Echarge ill this case. • 
MAR-21-2011 MON 12:24 PM LAI~ OFF ICE 
Lane V. Erickson (ISB#: 5979) 
RAClNE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax: (208)232-6109 
Artorney for Defendant Gordon A. Jones 
FAX NO, 2 2 6109 
,;" -. J .,' 
I r, I, it, l _'" __ 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA IE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FRANKLIN 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GORDON A. JONES, an individual; 
GORDON A. JONES, Personal Representative of 
the ESTATE OF LINDA G. JONES, deceased; 
J&.T LIVESTOCK, LLC, a Utah limited liabiljty 
company, and John Does, 1-10, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-05-I83 
DEFEl'.1J)ANT'S REPLY TO 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE 
p, 02 
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendants GORDON A. JONES, an individual; 
GORDON A. JONES, Personal Representative of the ESTATE OF LINDA G. JONES, 
deceased, (hereafter collectively referred to herein as "Jones") by and tlrrougb it's aUomey of 
record, L,me V. Erickson, and hereby submits its Reply to Plaintiffs Response. 
PROCEDURE AND BACKGROUND OF CASE 
On March 7, 2011, Defendants received Plaintiff's Combined Response to Defendants 
Pre-Trial Brief a/k/a Motion for Summary Judgment and Reply to Defendant's Response to 
DEFENDANT'S REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE 
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Plaintiff s Motion for Summary Judgment and for Issuance of Writ of Execution. In this 
pleading, Plaintiffprovided a reply to Jones' Response. 
This pleading is hereby submitted as .Tones's Reply to Plaintiffs Response to Defendants' 
Motion for Summary Judgment (hereafter "Reply"). 
RELIEF SOUGHT BY DEFENDANTS 
The relief sought by Jones is set forth by Jones previously in its Pre~Trial Brief (Motion 
for Summary Judgment) filed with tills Court on February 11, 2011. Tbe remainder of tills Reply 
will discuss the arguments set forth by Plaintiff in its Response. 
UNDIPUSTED FACTS OF THIS CASE 
As has been set forth previously, the undisputed facts in this case come from the 
Plaintiffs pJeadings on the record before this Court including Plaintiffs Second Amended 
Complaint, the exhibits Plaintiff attached tllereto, and Plaintiffs recently filed Memorandum of 
Points and Authorities in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment and Issuance of Writ of 
Execution (hereafter "Plaintiffs Memorandum"). Jones incorporates by reference herein all of 
the listed undisputed facts as if set forth fully. 
APPLICATION OF LAW 
I. AMENDMENTS RELATE BACK 
Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint is the only pleading the Court may look to in 
these proceedings because it is the current pleading and it relates back to the original filing date. 
LR.C.P. 15(c) clearly states that any amendment "relates back to the date of the original 
pleading." As a result of tl1e application of this rule, the only pleading that can be considered is 
Plaintiff s Second Amended Complaint and any admissions made thereon including Plaintiff's 
Memorandum. 
DEFENDANT'S REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE 
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Il. PLAL~TIFF CANNOT CHANGE OR AVOID HIS OWN ADMISSIONS 
Plaintiffs own admissions, as set forth in its Second Amended Complaint and its 
Memorandum cannot now be changed or avoided by Plaintiff. The standard of review set forth 
in Jones' Malian for Summary Judgment correctly states that when a motion for summary 
judgment is being considered by a court, a party will be bound by its own admissions. See also, 
I.R.C.P. Rule 56(c). As is set forth below, and as is contained in Jones' Motion for Summary 
Judgment and Response, Plaintiff's own admissions, as set forth in his own pleadings, support 
granting summary judgment in favor of Jones. 
A. Plaintiff AJleges and Admits that he Obtained a Foreign Judgment 
It is undisputed that in his Second A..mended Complaint, Plaintiff alleges that he has a 
"foreign judgment". (See Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint, paragraphs 31, 34, 45, and 
80.) Plaintiff millees these same arguments and admissions in his Memorandum. (See 
Memorandum paragraph 10.) In its Motion for SW11111ary Judgment, Jones previously set forth 
the statutes conceming obtaining and maintaining a foreign judgment in Idaho. Plaintiff cannot 
now change the facts to suit his interests or to make additional arguments. 
As argued in Jones Motion for Summary Judgment and Response, pursuant to applicable 
Idaho law, Plaintiffs foreign judgment lapsed. Because there are no remainjng causes of action 
before this Court upon which trial can proceed, summary judgment should be granted in favor of 
Jones. 
B. Plaintiff Alleges and Admits that he Obtained a Judgment Lien 
Additiona]]y, Plaintiff alleges and admits that he obtained a judgment lien. (See 
Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint, paragraphs 31, 38, 40, 42, 44, 45, and 80.) Plaintiff 
DEFENDANT'S REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE 
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mru(es these same argluuents and admissions in his Memorandum. (See Memorandum 
paragraphs 9, 16, 17, and 19.) In its Motion for Summary Judgment, .Tones previously set forth 
tbe statutes concerning obtaining and maintaining ajudgment lien in Idaho. Plaintiff cannot now 
cbange the facts to suit its interests or to make additional arguments. Pursuant to applicable 
Idaho law, Plaintiffs judgment lien lapsed. Because there are no remaining canses of action 
before this Court upon which trial can proceed, summary judgment should be granted in favor of 
.Tones. 
C. None of Plaintiffs Pleadings See!\: an Action on a Judgment and Even if They 
Had, They Would be Barred 
Further, Plaintiff made no allegations nor did he set forth any causes of action in his 
Secol1d Amended Complaint that he was seeking an action on the foreign judgment or judgment 
.Iien. This is an important fact because while Idaho is a notice pleading state a party must still set 
forth "(2) a short and plain statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief, 
and (3) a demand for judgment for the relief to which he deems himself entitled." LR.C.P. 
8(a)(1). A COUIt is Dot free to create causes of action which a party's own alleged facts do not 
support. 
In the present case, as is set forth in sections II.,A. and II.,B. above, Plaintiff provided no 
facts, and specifically set forth 110 allegations or causes of action in his Second Amended 
Complaint, indicatiIlg that he was seeking an "action on a judgment". Rather, all of his 
admissions, allegations and causes of actions evidence that Plaintiff deemed himself to have a 
valid foreign judgment and a valid judgment lien. (See Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint, 
paragraphs 31, 34, 38, 40, 42, 44, 45, and 80.) 
DEFENDANT'S REPLY TO PLATNTIFF'S RESPONSE 
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Additionally, the law cited by PI aintiff does not support Plaintiff' 5 argument that he can 
now proceed v.rith an action on the Utah state court judgment Rather the law would bar Plaintiff 
fTom doing so. Plaintiff cites to G.R. Petroleum Inc .. v. Clements, 127 Idaho 119, 898 P.2d 50 
(1995) for the premise that he bas a right to seek an action ou the Utah state court judgment and 
that he did so by filing the present lawsuit back in 2005. However, this cannot be the case. In 
the same case cited by Plaintiff, the Idaho Supreme Court very plainly declared, '''[a]s stated 
above, a judgment creditor hoJding a foreign judgment can choose between filing a formal 
action in Idaho on that judgment, or simply filing it under the Uniform [Foreign 
Judgment] Act." G.R. Petroleum, 127 Idaho at 121, 898 P.2d at 52 (emphasis added). From 
tlns it is clear that Plaintiff canDot do both but must choose one or the other. 
Plaintiff argues that his Second Amended Complaint is evidence that he elected to 
proceed with an action on the judgment. However, this is not true. All of the causes of action 
Plaintiff listed in his Second Amended Complaint are to undue fraudulent conveyances he 
alleges Jones committed. Additionally, his own allegations in hjs Second Amended Complaint 
act as an affinnative admission that he chose or elected to obtain a foreign judgment and a 
judgment lien. (See IL,A. and It,B. above.) From these admissions, the choice made by 
Plaintiff was to file the Utah state court judgment under Idaho's UnifoIDl Foreign Judgment Act. 
The law also does not support Plaintiffs claim that simply by filing a lawsuit he satisfied 
the requirement of renewing its judgment or judgment lien. For this argument, Plaintiff cites to 
Smith v. Smith, 131 Idaho 800, 964 P.2d 667 (1998), However, even in the quotation Plaintiff 
sets forth on page 8 of its Response, the language from the Idaho Supreme Court defeats 
Plaintiffs own argtunent. This quotation states in its second sentence, "[oJncc a plaintiff has 
ftled a motion for renewal within the live-year time frame, the plaintiff has done all the he or 
DEFENDANT'S REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE 
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she ordinaliJy need to do to obtain renewal, barring some valid challenge to the motion." Smith. 
131 Idaho at 802 (emphasis added). 
In the present case it is true that Plaintiff t3led his lawsuit, alleging to have a foreign 
judgment and a judgment lien. However, Plaintiff never flled any motion to renew the foreign 
judgment or judgment lien it alleges to have obtained. Additionally, even under the most liberal 
reading. nothiJlg il1 his Second Amended Complaint, or Memorandum or any pleading seeks or 
moves for a "renewal" 'from the Court of his judgment or judgment lien. The undisputed facts 
and admissions on the record evidence that Plaintiff failed to take the action required by Idaho 
law and as a result his foreign judgment and judgment lien lapsed. 
For these reasons, and as analyzed and argued in Jones' Motion for Summary Judgment 
and Response, Plaintiff s foreign judgment and judgment lien lapsed and tbey emmot 110W be 
renewed. Due to Plaintiff's failures and because it allowed its foreign judgment and judgment 
lien to lapse, be cannot seek to recover under either the foreign judgment or the judgment lien. 
Because there are no remaining causes of action before this Court upon which trial can proceed, 
summary judgment should be granted in favor of Jones. 
TIle only argument remaining is that Plaintiff should somehow be allowed to now 
proceed with either filing a new action on the Utah state court judgment, or that he should be 
allowed to amend his pleadings to provide for such an action. However, as is set forth in section 
Ir.,D. below, once a banlcmptcy discharge is entered, mI unsecured creditor can take no further 
action. 
D. Plaintiff Admits that the Bankruptcy Discha..-ge Eliminates Unsecured Claims 
Even if the law allowed Plaintiff to simultaneously file a foreign judgment and an action 
on the judgment, or would somehow now allow him to do so, the intervening bankruptcy now 
DEFENDANT'S REPLY TO PLAfNTlFF'S RESPONSE 
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stops Plaintiff from proceeding as an unsecured creditor. Jones refers the Court to its analysis of 
the effect of the bankruptcy as set forth in its Motion for SUlilll1ary Judgment and its Response 
and incorporates the law, analysis and arguments set forth therein. 
Plaintiff argues in its Response lmder Point II and Point III that the bankruptcy should 
somehow extend the period of time he has in which he should be able to seek to renew his 
foreign judgment and judgment lien. Plain6ff again relies upon 11 U.S.c. § 362 and Idaho 
Code § 5-234 for authority for this argument. Plaintiff's reliance upon these statutes a second 
time appears to be an attempt to confuse the Court. 111ese issues were fully addressed by Jones 
in its Response snd therefore Jones refers the Court to its Response for statements of applicable 
Idaho and bankruptcy law alld al1alysis concerning this matter. 
J ones does, however, provide the Court ~ith Plaintiff s own admissions that only a valid 
lien would survive the Discharge Order entered by Judge Judith A. Boulden on January 20, 2009. 
(See Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint paragraphs 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, and 45.) 
Therefore, even if applicable Idaho law somehow allowed Plaintiff to now file an action to 
recover under the Utah state court judgment, the Discharge Order prevents Plaintiff from doing 
so because Plaintiff is now all unsecured creditor having allowed .i15 judgment lien to lapse. 
Alternatively, Plaintiff argues under Point III of his Response that pursuant to Idaho 
Code § 11-105, this Court should allow bin1 to proceed. However, this argument again ignores 
the entry of tJJe bankruptcy Discharge Order that Plaintiff has already admitted to. Plaintiff 
simply cannot now avojd its own admissions concerning the entry of the Discharge Order or its 
effect on the present case. Pursuant to applicable law Plaintiff cannot proceed. 
Further, as an additional altemative argument, and in an apparent attempt to aga1l1 
confuse the Court, Plaintiff claims that Idaho Code § 5-234 .in conjunction with Bankruptcy 
DEFENDANT'S REPLY TO PLATNT1FF'S RESPONSE 
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Code 11 U.S.C. § J 08(c) somehow allow him an extension of time. 11us is not the case. 
Idaho Code § 5-234 deals with "commenclng" or beginning a lawsuit, not with continuing with a 
lawsuit. (See Jones' Response.) Plaintiff already admits, and the record clearly shows, that 
Plaintiff "cOlmnenced" the present litigation in August 2005. Contrary to Plaintiffs arglUJlent, 
Idaho Code § 5-234 does not provide a universal "toJling" feature to a case which has already 
been commenced. For the remainder of this arglunent Jones refers the Court to its analysis in its 
Response concerning Bankruptcy Code 11 U.S.C. § 108(c) and the cases cited thereto. 
Finally, Plaintiff attempts to appeal to the Court's sense of justice. Plaintiff claims that it 
.has attempted to do everything in its power to bJing this matter to trial but that it was prevented 
from dojng so by "administrative and procedural baniers beyond his control." What Plaintiff 
forgets to mention to the Court is that his ability to timely renew his foreign judgment and 
judgment lien were never talcen away from him. His ability to timely seek an execution or 
attachment was never taken away from him. His ability to protect his own rights as set forth by 
Idaho law was never taken away from him. Plaintiff simply failed to protect his own rights and 
allowed years to pass without taking the action he now asks the Court to allow rum to take. 
Plaintiff cannot now come to the Court seeking relief, because of his own failures. When a party 
fails to protect his own rights be loses those rights. 
For these reasons, and as analyzed and argued in Jones' Motion for SLUllU1ary Judgment 
and Response, Plaintiff's foreign judgment and judgment lien lapsed and they cannot now be 
renewed, Nor can Plaintiff, as an unsecured creditor, now seek an action on the Utah state court 
judgment because of the Discharge Order entered il1 the bankruptcy court. As a result, there are 
no remaining causes of action before this Court upon which trial can proceed. Because of this, 
summary judgment should be granted in favor of .Tones. 
DEFENDANT'S REPLY TO PLAlNTlFF'S RESPONSE 
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CONCLUSION 
Plaintiff admits and alleges that he has a foreign judgment and a judgment lien. By doing 
so, Plaintiff admits that he elected to proceed under Idabo's Uniform Foreign Judgment Act. 
As a result, Plaintiff crullot now claim to have elected to seek an action on the Utah state court 
judgment. Even jf Plaintiff had, however, he cannot 110t now proceed as an lU1Secured creditor 
due to the Discharge Order that Plaintiff admits was entered in the bankruptcy case. For these 
reasons, aJI of the causes of action contained in Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint fail. 
Because there are no valid causes of action remaining before this Court, this matter sbould be 
dismissed summarily in favor of Jones. 
S-\-f 
DATED this al-1)ay of March, 2011. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAlL-Y, CHARTERED 
BY:~_V. ~U=---' _ 
LANE V. ERICKSON 
Attomey for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
so\. 
T hereby certifY that on the ~ ~y of March, 2011, I caused a true, correct and 
complete copy of the foregoing document to be served by first class mail, and facsimile 
tTansmission upon the following, unless a different method of service is indicated: 
Margaret Olson 
Lincoln Hobbs 
HOBBS & OLSON, LC 
466 East 500 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
801 519-2999 Fax 
Aftorneys for Plaintiff 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAl DISTRICT IN AND .lIt 
:: Li' U iI' 
FOR FRANKLIN COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GORDON A. JONES, an individual; 
GORDON A. JONES, personal representative of 
THE ESTATE OF LINDA G. JONES, deceased; 
J&J LIVESTOCK, LLC, a Utah Limited 
Liability Company; and John Does 1-10, 
Defendants. 
Case No: CV-2005-183 
DECISION ON MOTIONS FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
This matter comes before the Court by way of cross Motions for Summary Judgment 
submitted by both Plaintiff and Defendants, in accordance with the Court's request in its Minute 
Entry and Order dated January 13, 2011. After reviewing the documents submitted by the parties, 
the facts and the applicable law, the Court now issues its decision granting Summary Judgment in 
favor of Defendants. 
BACKGROUND 
Beginning in 2002, Plaintiff and Defendant Gordon A Jones were engaged in litigation in 
Utah's Second District Court in Davis County, Utah conceming a contract to build a home ("Utah 
Case No.: CV -2005-183 
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case"). That litigation resulted in a judgment against Defendant Gordon A. Jones on July 11, 2005 1, 
by Judge Allphin, in the anl0unt of$1,886,727.87 ("Utah Judgment"). On August 1,2005, Plaintitl 
filed. in Franklin COl..llty, Idaho, a Notice of Filing Foreign Judgment concerning the Utah 
Judgment. On September 23,2005, Plaintiff recorded in the Office of the Franklin COWlty Recorder 
its Notice of Filing Foreign Judgment and the Utah Judgment. 
Meanwhile, on May 12, 2005, Plaintiff filed a complaint in the Sixth District Cowi in 
Franklin County, Idaho, commencing this action to void a transfer of real property located in 
Franklin County from Gordon A. Jones and Linda G. Jones to J&J Livestock, LLC? On July 15, 
2005. J&J Livestock, LLC, executed a Quit Claim Deed conveying title to the Idallo property back 
to Gordon and Linda Jones. In the Idaho case, on July 28, 2005, (17 days after the Utah jUdgment) 
the parties filed a Stipulation for Prejudgment Writ of Attachment and Injunction concerning real 
property and related water shares in Franklin County, which prohibited Defendants from further 
transferring or disposing of their assets located in Idaho, and this Court entered an Order in 
accordance with that Stipulation on August 22, 2005. 
On April 18, 2006, Defendant Gordon Jones filed for Chapter 7 bankruptcy m Utah 
("Bankruptcy Case"). On April 19, 2007, the bankruptcy comi approved a settlement agreement 
between the bankruptcy trustee and Plaintiff, which allowed Plaintiff relief from the bankruptcy stay 
to pursue any and all state court remedies against Jones and certain of his property, including the 
1 All dates referenced herein are "on or about" because the parties refer to different dates that are within one or two 
days of each. In order to avoid a factual dispute on the accuracy of the dates, they are deemed to be "on or about" 
the referenced date. 
2 The transfer by quitclaim deed from Jones to J&J Livestock occurred on or about December 22, 2004. However, J&J 
Livestock, LLC, was not formed until December 28, 2004. 
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real property located in Franklin County, Idaho. On January 20, 2009, the bankruptcy court issued 
an order discharging all of Jones' unsecured debt. 
This Court, recognizing that the essential issues of this case might be resolved by application 
of the law to the undisputed facts, instructed the parties in its Minute Entry and Order on January 
13,2011, to each submit Pre-Trial Briefs setting forth the undisputed facts and any applicable law. 
The Court would treat the flFe trial bBriefs as Motions for Summary Judgment. Both parties 
submitted their Briefs, and the Court now issues its decision on the Motions and grants Summary 
Judgment in favor of Defendants. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Summary judgment is proper "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together 
with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the 
moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." LR.C.P. 56(c). However, "when both 
parties file motions for summary judgment relying upon the same facts, issues, and theories, 'the 
parties essentially stipulate that there is no genuine issue of material fact that would preclude the 
comt from entering surnmary judgment.'" Garcia v. State Ta.:'( Com'n of the State of Idaho, 136 
Idaho 610, 613, 38 P.3d 1266, 1269 (2002) (citation omitted). 
When an action will be tried before a court without ajmy, the court may, in ruling on the 
motions for summary judgment, draw probable inferences arising from the w1disputed 
evidentiary facts. Drawing probable inferences under such circumstances is pem1issible because 
the court, as the trier of fact, would be responsible for resolving conflicting inferences at trial. 
Losee v. Idaho Co. 148 Idaho 219, 222, 220 P.3d 575,578 (2009). 
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DISCUSSION 
The primm)! issue in this case is whether Plaintiff's right to execute on the Utah Judgment in 
Idaho against Defendant Gordon A. Jones and his Idaho property has expired. Idaho law sets forth 
the rules concerning how foreignjudgments3 become liens within the state: 
A transcript or abstract of any judgment or decree of any court of this state or any 
court of the United States ... certified by the clerk having custody thereof, may be 
recorded with the recorder of any cOlU1ty of this state ... and from the time of such 
recording, and not before, the judgment so recorded becomes a lien upon all real 
property of the judgment debtor in the cOl.mty, not exempt from execution, oW11ed by 
him at the time or acquired afterwm-ds at any time prior to the expiration of the lien . 
. . . The lien resulting iI-om recording of a judgment ... continues five (5) years from 
the date of the judgment .... 
IDAHO CODE ANN. § 10-1110 (2011). Additionally, 
A copy of m1y foreign judgment certified in accordance with the act of congress or 
the statutes of this state may be filed in the office of the clerk of any district court of 
m1y county of this state. The clerk shall treat the foreign judgment in the smne 
manner as ajudgment of the district court of this state. 
Jd. § 10-1302 . Furthermore, 
A foreign judgment filed under this act shall not become a lien as provided in section 
10-1110, Idaho Code, unless a trm1script or abstract thereof ... has been recorded 
with the recorder of any county of tlns state in the manner provided by section 10-
1110, Idaho Code, and upon said recording shall be a lien from the date thereof. 
Jd. § 10-1306A. Therefore, a judgment rendered in another state cm1 be registered and recorded in 
Idaho and become a valid lien within the state. 
There is a statutory time limit within which a judgment creditor must execute on his or her 
judgment: "[T]he pmy in whose favor judgment is given may, at any time within five (5) years 
3 A "foreign judgment" is defIned as "any judgment, decree, or order of a court of the United States or of any other 
court ... which is entitled to full faith and credit in this state." IDAHO CODE ANN. § 1 0-130 1 (2011). 
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after the entry thereof have a writ of execution issued for its enforcement .... " Id. § 11-1 0 1. Idaho 
law also provides that when "real estate has been levied upon under writs, either of enforcement or 
execution, such levy shall be a lien upon all real property for a period of two (2) years after the date 
of levy." Jd. §8-539. A court may, under certain conditions, extend that two year period before its 
expiration upon motion of a party to the action. See Jd Furthem1ore, if an original writ of 
attachment's two year period has expired, a judgment creditor may still enforce his or her judgment 
by a "vrit of execution v.rithin five years of the date of the judgment pursuant to Idaho Code § 11-1 0 1. 
Williams v. Pa.;'(ton, 98 Idaho 155, 157,559 P.2d 1123, 1126 (1976). 
Here, Plaintiff received a valid judgment in his favor against Defendant Gordon A. Jones in 
the Utah Case. Thereafter, Plaintiff filed a Notice of Filing Foreign Judgment in Idaho, and 
subsequently recorded it in Franklin County on September 23,2005. Plaintiff also recorded the Utah 
Judgment in Franklin County that same day. These actions by Plaintiff complied with Idaho 
statutes. Plaintiff created a valid judgment lien in his favor against Defendant Gordon A. Jones' real 
property in Idal10, as of September 23, 2005. Therefore, unless the judgment was properly and 
timely renewed, Plaintiff had five years from that day to execute on the lien, or it would expire and 
Plaintiff +s-would no longer be able to enforce the judgment. 
The undisputed facts indicate that, in the five years following the creation of the judgment 
lien in Idaho, Plaintiff never attempted to renew or execute on the judgment. Under Idal10 law, 
Plaintiff s judgment lien expired on September 23, 20 1 0, and he is no longer able to enforce or 
execute on the judgment in Idaho. While Plaintiff had a writ of attachment concerning the land 
pursuant to the stipulation as of August 22, 2005, Idaho law provides that such a writ, if not 
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renewed. expIres after two years. Therefore, since it too was never renewed, Plaintiff's Wlit of 
attachment expired on August 22, 2007. 
Plaintiff argues that his judgment has not expired because the time limitation for execution 
was tolled by virtue of Idaho Code §5-234, which provides: "When the commencement of an action 
is stayed by injunction or statutory prohibition the time of the continuance of the injunction or 
prohibition is not part of the time limited for the commencement of the action." Plaintiff argues that 
because the automatic stay,4 which was imposed when Gordon Jones filed for bankruptcy on Aplil 
18. 2006, prevented him from executing on his jUdgment against Jones during the pendency of the 
Bankruptcy Case, the five year time limit for execution on his judgment was tolled or paused until 
the dismissal of the Bankruptcy Case on January 20, 2009. Under this argument, Plaintiff would be 
entitled to execute on the judgment now, because the time during the pendency of the Bankruptcy 
Case would not have counted towards the five years. Even if the Court accepted this argwnent 
Plaintiff ignores the fact that he obtained relief from the bankruptcy stay on April 19, 2007, pursuant 
to the settlement agreement approved by the bankruptcy court. If the Comi used this earlier date in 
determining when the time starting rumling again, then Plaintiff w'ould have approximately one 
extra year in which to execute on the judgment. 
However, the Court disagrees with the argument that the five year time limit for execution 
was tolled under Idaho Code §5-234 and the bankruptcy stay. The language of §5-234 provided 
above indicates that it applies to the "commencement of an action." The question then becomes 
4 II U.S.c.A. §362 provides, generally, that immediately upon a debtor's filing ofa petition for bankruptcy and 
throughout the pendency thereof, creditors are not allowed to initiate or continue any type of collection action 
against the debtor, including enforcement or execution of a judgment against the debtor. 
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whether executing on a judgment falls under the definition of "commencement of an action." Idaho 
Code §5-228 provides that "[a]n action is commenced within the meaning of the chapter when the 
complaint is filed." FurtheImore, Rule 3(a)(1) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provides that 
"[ a] civil action is commenced by the filing of a complaint with the court, which may be 
denominated as a complaint, petition, or application .... " These provisions indicate to the Court 
that the correct reading of §5-234 is that a deadline for the filing of a complaint is tolled when there 
is an injunction or statutory prohibition. The Court finds that §5-234 does not apply to the 
requirement that a judgment be executed on within five years of its issuance. Therefore, since the 
five year time limit was not tolled by §5-234, Plaintiffs judgment expired in 2010, and is no longer 
subj ect to enforcement. 
Additionally, applicable federal bankruptcy law provides that if a party is prevented from 
taking action against a debtor because of the automatic bankruptcy stay, and as a result a state 
statute of limitations for a claim expires during the pendency of the bankruptcy, the party is allowed 
an additional 30 days from the expiration of the bankruptcy stay in which to bring the action, despite 
the expiration of the statute of limitations. 11 U.S.C.A § 1 08( c). However, if the state law statute of 
limitations does not expire before the expiration of the automatic stay, then the state law deadline 
still applies, despite the time during the stay in which the action was prohibited. Id FurthelIDore, 
one federal court explained: 
§ 1 08( c) does not provide for tolling of any externally imposed time bars .... The 
bankruptcy section only calls for applicable time deadlines to be extended for 30 
days after notice of the termination of a bankruptcy stay, if any such deadline would 
have fallen on an earlier date. 
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Aslanidis v. us. Lines, Inc., 7 F.3d 1067, 1073 (2nd Cir. 1993). 
In this ea:;€:, Plaintiff obtained relief from the bankruptcy stay on April 19,2007, and the 
entire Bankruptcy Case closed on January 20,2009. Both of these dates were prior to the expiration 
of the five years Plaintiff had to execute on the judgment. Therefore, even under federal bankruptcy 
law, the bankruptcy stay did not affect or toll the time limit in which Plaintiff's judgment could be 
executed. 
CONCLUSION 
Plaintiff obtained a judgment lien on Defendants' Idaho real property by recording the 
necessary foreign judgment documents. Plaintiff had five years under Idaho law in which he could 
execute on the judgment. Plaintiff failed to execute within five years and failed to renew the 
judgment or the vvTit of attachment, therefore the time for execution expired and the judgment 
against Defendants may no longer be enforced in Idaho. Neither Idaho law nor bankruptcy law 
provide any tolling of the five year period. Therefore, by proper interpretation and application of the 
law to the undisputed facts of the case, the Court finds that Plaintiff's judgment expired by 
operation of Idaho law. Plaintiff may no longer enforce the judgment against Defendants and their 
property in Idaho. Summary Judgment is granted in favor of Defendants. 
Ma'l'c-~ 
DATED this 31 5t day of .A-prtl, 2011. 
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District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HERBY CERTIFY that on the \ ~-'r day of April, 2011, I served a true and COlTect 
copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the manner indicated. 
Lincoln W. Hobbs 
Margaret H. 0 lson 
HOBBS & OLSON, L.c. 
466 East 500 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Lane V. Erickson 
R,L\CINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & BAILEY, 
CHARTERED 
201 East Center 
Pocatello, Idaho 83201-6329 
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IN THE D1STRlCT COURT OF THE =::t:I:::I:~T OF THE 
~t]Pl~T Y 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FRANKLIN 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, an individual, 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 
GORDON A. JONES, an individual; 
GORDON A. JONES, personal 
representative of THE ESTATE OF 
LINDA G. JONES, deceased; J&J 
LIVESTOCK, LLC, a Utah limited 
liability company, and John Does, 1-10, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-05-183 
JUDGMENT, DECREE AND ORDER 
The above-captioned matter came before the Court through the cross Motions for 
Sunm1ary Judgment submitted by both the Plaintiff and Defendants, in accordance with the 
Court's request in its Minute and Order dated January 13,2011. 
The Court, having reviewed the documents submitted by the parties, the facts and 
applicable law, and having entered it Decision on Motions for Summary Judgment on April 1, 
2011 granting Summary Judgment in favor of the Defendants: 
WHEREFORE, by virtue of the law and by reason of the premises aforesaid; IT IS 
HEREBY ADJUDGED, DECREED AND ORDERED as follows: 
That the Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment is granted and that Defendants are 
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the prevailing party in this matter; 
FURTHER that the Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment is denied and all of 
Plaintiff s Causes of Action as set forth in his Second Amended Complaint are now moot and are 
therefore, dismissed; 
FURTHER that as a result of granting Defendants' Motion for Sunmlary Judgment and 
denying Plaintiff s Motion for Summary Judgment, it is the Judgment, Decree and Order of the 
Court that Plaintiffs Foreign Judgment dated August 1, 2005, lapsed and is no longer a valid 
judgment; 
FURTHER that the Judgment Lien in favor of Plaintiff entitled "Judgment Against 
Counterclaim Defendants Gordon A. Jones and Richard Barney" which was recorded by Plaintiff 
on September 23,2005, as Franklin County Recorder's Instrument No. 231395, has lapsed and is 
no longer binding or enforceable pursuant to applicable law; Plaintiff is therefore hereby Ordered 
to immediately file and record a Release of Judgment and Judgment Lien in a form sufficient to 
conform vvith this Judgment, Decree and Order, such that the Judgment Lien created by the 
above-described "Judgment Against Counterclaim Defendants Gordon A. Jones and Richard 
Barney" no longer clouds title to the real property of the Defendants; 
FURTHER Plaintiff is hereby Ordered to immediately file and record in a fornl 
sufficient to conform with this Judgment, Decree and Order, a Release of both the Lis Pendens, 
such that the Lis Pendens recorded by Plaintiff on May 13,2005, as Franklin County Recorder's 
JuDGMENT. DECREE AND ORDER 
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Instrument No. 229796 is fully released and no longer clouds the title to the real property of the 
Defendants; 
FURTHER Plaintiff is hereby Ordered to immediately file and record in a foml 
sufficient to conform with this Judgment, Decree and Order, a Release of the Notice of Filing 
Forieign Judgment, such that the Notice of Filing Forieign Judgment recorded by Plaintiff on 
September 23,2005, as Franklin County Recorder's Instrument No. 231394 is fully released and 
no longer clouds the title to the real property of the Defendants; and 
FURTHER that by entry of this Judgment, Decree and Order, there are no remaining 
Issues to be detennined or tried in this matter. Therefore, this case shall be and is fully 
concluded by entry of this Judgment, Decree and Order. 
DATED this )~ day of April, 201l. 
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HONORABtE~DA " 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ;;)JO day of April, 201 L I caused a true, correct and 
complete copy of the foregoing document to be served by U.S. first-class maiL postage prepaid, 
upon the following unless a different method of service is indicated: 
Margaret Olso11 
Lincoln Hobbs 
HOBBS & OLSON, LC 
466 East 500 South, Ste 300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFIED COpy TO: 
Lane V. Erickson 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY 
201 E. Center 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83204 
Attorney for Defendants 
~ +tttrY~ll 
CLERK OF THE COURT/DEPUTY CLERK 
FI'LE9 
Lane V. Erickson (ISB#: 5979) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
(I APR 28 AM U: 02 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-610 1 
F8.c'X: (208)232-6109 
Attorney for Defendant Gordon A. Jones 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FRANKLIN 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GORDON A. JONES, an individual; 
GORDON A. JONES, Personal 
Representative of the ESTATE OF 
LINDA G. JONES, deceased; J&J 
LIVESTOCK, LLC, a Utah limited 
liability company, and John Does, 1-10, 
Defendants. 
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RULE 54 MEMORANDUM 
OF COSTS AND FEES 
COMES NOW the above-captioned Defendants, GORDON A. JONES, an individual; 
GORDON A. JONES, Personal Representative of the ESTATE OF LINDA G. JONES, 
deceased; J&J LIVESTOCK, LLC, a Utah limited liability company (hereafter collectively 
referred to herein as "Defendants"), by and through counsel, pursuant to Rules 54( d) and (e) of 
the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure; Idaho Code §§ 12-120, and 12-121; and/or any otherwise 
applicable rule or law as set forth herein, and hereby submits the within Memorandunl of Costs 
and Fees itemizing each claimed expense, cost and disbursement incurred by Defendants in these 
proceedings. Defendants support this Memorandum by the Affidavit of Lane V. Erickson filed 
RULE 54 MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND FEES 
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herewith. 
The costs as a matter of right incurred in this action on behalf of the Defendants and to 
which the Defendants are entitled to receive as the prevailing party, pursuant to Rule 54( d)( 1) of 
the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedures are as follows: 
Description Amount 
Filing fees $ 48.00 
Sheriff s service of process $ 
Service by Publication $ 
UCC record search request $ 
Deposition and/or hearing transcript costs $ 
Court certified copies of docunlents $ 2.00 
Writ of Execution Fee $ 
Expert Fees $ 
Recording fees (to record Judgments) $ 16.00 
Lot Book Report $ 
Facsimile costs $ 
Photocopies $ 15.00 
Postage costs $ 
Telephone Conference Call $ 51.29 
TOTAL COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT: $ 132.22 
The folloYVing items of discretionary costs were also necessarily and reasonably incurred 
in this action on behalf of the Defendants pursuant to Rule 54(e)(1) and Idaho Code §§ 12-120 
and/or 121 and the additional law set forth herein: 
Mileage/lodging costs 
Attorney fees (see Affidavit of Lane V. Erickson 
filed herewith) 
TOTAL DISCRETIONARY COSTS: 
$ 77.00 
$ 15.454.50 
$ 15.531.50 
As required by applicable rules and laws, and in the interests of justice, the additional 
laws supporting an award to Defendants of the above-listed Discretionary Costs including 
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attorney's fees are as follows: 
Well Settled Questions of Law 
Attorney's fees ",-ill be awarded under Idaho Code section 12-121, vI-here a party's 
argument hinges on a question of law, if the question of law is well settled. See 2:enerally, 
Hutchinson Y. State, 134 Idaho 18, 995 P.2d 363 (Ct. App. 1999) and A .. ndrews v. Idaho Forest 
Indus .. Inc., 117 Idaho 195, 786 Pl2d 586 (Ct. App. 1990). In the present case, there were no 
factual disputes of any kind. Defendants cited to the facts listed in Plaintiffs Second Amended 
Complaint and subsequent pleadings. On April 1, 2011, the Court issued its Decision on 
Motions for Summary Judgment wherein it applied the law to the undisputed facts and then 
granted summary judgment in favor of Defendants, finding that, as a matter of law, Plaintiff s 
judgment and judgment lien had lapsed on September 23, 2010. This matter was resolved on a 
question of law that was well settled. Additionally the Defendants were the prevailing party. 
As a result of the above-cited laws, and in the interests of justice, Defendants as the prevailing 
party should be entitled to an award of all of their discretionary costs including all of their 
attorney's fees in this matter pursuant to I.C. § 12-121. 
Frivolous Claims 
Additionally, attorney's fees may be awarded under I.C. § 12-121 and LR.C.P. Rule 54(e) 
when the court finds that the case was brought or pursued frivolously, wrreasonably or without 
foundation. Needs v. Idaho State Dep't of Cor., 115 Idaho 399,766 P.2d 1280 eCt. App. 1988). 
In the present case, it is undisputed that on December 22, 2004, Defendant Jones transferred the 
Franklin Property by quitclaim deed to Defendant J&J Livestock, LLC. Said quitclaim deed was 
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recorded on December 27, 2004, as Franklin County Recorder's Instrument No. 228503. (See 
Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint paragraph 22 and Exhibit "A"' attached thereto.) 
However, it is also undisputed that on July 15, 2005, the Defendants transferred the Franklin 
Property by quitclaim deed from Defendant J&J Livestock LLC back to Defendant Jones' 
individually. Said quitclaim deed was recorded on July 29,2005, as Franklin County Recorder's 
Instrument No. 230638. (See Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint paragraph 29 and Affidavit 
of Lane V. Erickson (hereafter "Erickson Affidavit") Exhibit "1 ".) Despite this transfer back to 
Defendant Jones' having occurred and despite Plaintiffs having la10\vledge of this transfer back, 
Plaintiff amended his complaint on July 31, 2009, and again amended his complaint a second 
time on December 7, 2009. In both of these an1ended complaints, Plaintiff s main causes of 
action were to undue what he alleged was the fraudulent conveyance of the Franklin Property 
which occurred on December 22, 2004. However, since this had already been corrected, it was 
wmecessary to plead or pursue such causes of action in Plaintiffs subsequently amended 
complaints. For these reasons, it is Defendants' position, that Plaintiff s pleadings and causes of 
action in his amended complaints were frivolous. 
Additionally, because Plaintiff s judgment and judgment lien lapsed by operation of law 
on September 23, 2010, any actions, pleadings, or arguments Plaintiff made thereafter regarding 
his claimed right to proceed were also frivolous and fonn a basis for awarding Defendants with 
their discretionary attomey's fees and costs as set forth above. For these reasons, and in the 
interests of justice, Defendants, as the prevailing party, respectfully request that the Court award 
to them all of their discretionary costs, including all of their attomey's fees as set forth above. 
To the best of the undersigned's la10wledge and belief, the costs listed above are correct 
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and are claimed in compliance \vith the applicable Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and laws 
including, but not limited to, I.R.c.P. 54, Idaho Code § 12-120, 12-121 and/or all other cited 
laws and rules as set forth herein, and are also made in the interests of justice. Additionally, in 
compliance with all such rules, Defendants support this Memorandum \vith the accompanying 
Affidavit of Lane V. Erickson. 
~ 7& Dated this L day of April, 2011. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
'j/' f .. J i 1 " By / /)'L{ V ' (JU?/l~ 
LANE V. ERICKSON 
Attorney for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the /J-'jt::-day of April, 2011, I caused a true, correct and 
complete copy of the foregoing dOCWllent to be served by U.S. first-class mail, postage prepaid, 
upon the follmving wlless a different method of service is indicated: 
Margaret Olson 
Lincoln Hobbs 
HOBBS & OLSON, LC 
466 East 500 South, Ste 300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Attorneysfor Plairzt(/J 
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LANE V. ERICKSON 
'f(1 
Lane V. Erickson (ISB#: 5979) 
~~CINE. OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fa\:: (208)232-6109 
Attorneyfor Defendant Gordon A. Jones 
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IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FRANKLIN 
ALLEN F. GRAZER. an individual, 
Plaintiff 
vs. 
GORDON A. JONES, an individual: 
GORDON A. JONES, Personal 
Representative of the ESTATE OF 
LINDA G. JONES, deceased; J&J 
LIVESTOCK, LLC, a Utah limited 
liability company, and JolU1 Does, 1-10, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss 
County of B31U1ock ) 
Case No. CV-OS-183 
AFFIDA VIT OF LANE V. ERlCKSON 
IN SUPPORT OF RULE 54 
MEMORANDU OF COSTS AND FEES 
LANE V. ERlCKSON, after first being duly sworn on oath, deposes 3l1d states as 
follows: 
1. Affiant is a citizen of the United States of America, a resident of Bannock 
County, Idaho; oflegal age; and competent to be a witness. 
2. Affiant is an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho and, if called 
upon to testify, could testify to the following, all of which are within his OW11 personal 
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kno\vledge or based upon his professional judgment. 
3. I am the attomey for Defendants GORDON A. JONES, an individual; GORDON 
A. JONES, Personal Representative of the ESTATE OF LINDA G. JONES, deceased; 
J&J LIVESTOCK, LLC, a Utah limited liability company, (hereafter collectively referred to 
herein as "Defendants"), and has continuously represented some or all of said Defendants in the 
present action since February 4,2008. 
4. I have been engaged in the active practice of law since 1999, and is a partner with 
the law fim1 of Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, Chartered, in Pocatello, Idaho. A 
substantial portion of Affiant's practice has in'volved litigation conceming real estate, foreign 
judgments and foreclosures of real property thereof. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of the Detail Fee 
Transaction File List shoVving that the number of billable hours Affiant expended on behalf of 
the Plainti±Is in obtaining the Judgment is in the amount of 121.40 hours, \vhich were billed at 
5135.00 to $165.00 per hour for a total attomey fee bill in the sum of$15,454.50. 
7. Pursuant to LR.C,P. Rule 54(e)(3), Affiant provides an explanation of each of the 
criteria with regard to the attomey's fees described above and attached hereto as Exhibit "A": 
A. The Detail Fee Transaction File List attached hereto as Exhibit "A ,-
itemizes out the legal services provided to the Defendants for each such entry and also 
itemizes the time involved for each entry. Affiant refers to and incorporates herein by 
reference all such entries as if set forth fully and states that these are true and correct; 
B. The novelty and difficulty of the questions and issues involved in this 
matter involved actively defending causes of action were moot or which either became 
moot by operation of applicable law. Plaintiff raised several issues related to the 
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intervening bankruptcy of Defendant Jones. Doing so required Defendants to provide to 
the Court a specialized analysis concerning the effect of the automatic stay on deadlines 
associated with state court rendered judgments. None of the analysis concerning this 
matter is vvidely knOW11 within the norn1al matters involving state court litigation; 
C. Due to this litigation involving novel bankruptcy issues as well as state 
court Issues, specialized knowledge and experience were necessary. As is set forth 
above, I've been in practice for over a decade and the analysis provided in this litigation 
goes beyond that skills and experience of an attorney will less experience; 
D. I am fan1iliar with the prevailing rate for attorneys in the southeast Idal10 
area engaged in the practice of law that required the specialized knowledge and 
experience needed in this litigation. A usual and customary fee for legal services of the 
kind provided in a matter such as this one if contested are in the sum of $195.00 to 
$215.00 per hour. The hourly rate I charged for this litigation was behveen $135.00 to 
$165.00 per hour as evidenced by the attached Exhibit "A". 
E. The fees charged in this matter were at the hourly rates listed above and 
were not contingent; 
F. There were no special time limitations involved in defending tlns matter; 
G. The amount involved in this case is not a specific dollar amount. Rather, 
the result of the case is that Defendants can keep their Franklin Property ranch free from 
execution of the Plaintiff s foreign judgment. The ranch is approximately 200 acres in 
size, contains a residential home and several outbuildings nonnally associated with a 
ranching operation. It is estimated that the value is approximately $250,000; 
H. This particular case did not hold any aspects that would be more or less 
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desirable than other litigation; 
1. As stated above, I've represented some or all of the Defendants 
continuously since February 2008. Originally, I represented Defendant Jones and 
Defendant J&J Livestock. As the case progressed, Defendant Linda Jones passed away. 
Upon the creation of her estate, I also took on the representation of Defendant Jones in 
his capacity as the personal representative of the Estate of Linda Jones; 
J. Because this case involved novel legal questions, I am unable to find any 
similar cases for comparison. For this reason I am unable to provide the Court with any 
awards in similar cases which the Court can use for comparison; 
K. \Villie there are few itemized costs for research services, there are many 
time entries and attorney's fee charges associated with research. As is set forth above, 
this case required research of many state court and bankruptcy issues in order to present 
to the Court the applicable law that should be applied to the undisputed facts; 
L. A final factor this Court should consider is the length of time that 
transpired where Plaintiff took no action to pursue this case. This case was pending for 
some time. vVillle Plaintiff was active in filing various pleadings to amend his complaint 
for a third time, Plaintiff took no action to renew his judgment or judgment lien. The 
number of years this litigation was pending should be another factor considered by the 
Court in Defendants' request for an award of attorney fees; 
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of the Detail Cost 
Transaction File List itemizing the total costs which have been paid by the Plaintiff in the sum of 
$16l.29. 
9. Defendants should recover their costs and attorneys fees pursuant to the tern1S of 
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LR.C.P.54(e), Idaho Code § 12-120, 12-121; and/or all other citations to the applicable statutes 
and laws. 
FURTHER SAITH AFFIANT NAUGHT. 
DATED this :A r day of April, 2011. 
By Lv: U 
LANE V. ERICKSON 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me on this a fr day of April, 2011. 
LORNA ZUNDEL 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF IDAHO 
NOfARYPU~CFORIDAHO 
Residing at: Pocatello. Idaho 
Commission expires: t/ ~ I C -' cZiJ;?-
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ')~t?aay of April, 2011, I caused a true, correct and 
complete copy of the foregoing document to be served by U.S. first-class mail, postage prepaid, 
upon the following unless a different method of service is indicated: 
Margaret Olson 
Lincoln Hobbs 
HOBBS & OLSON, LC 
466 East 500 South, Ste 300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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EXHIBIT "A" 
1113 
'l: 04/22/20 11 
Client 
Trans 
Date 
orney MAS MARK SHAFFER 
H Teode/ 
Atty !: Task Code 
0.0035575 02/25/2009 MAS A 76 
0.0035575 02/26/2009 MAS A 75 
0,0035575 05/11/2009 MAS A 62 
0,0035575 05/12/2009 MAS A 53 
0.0035575 07/31/2009 MAS A 76 
0.0035575 11/04/2009 MAS A 58 
0.0035575 02/08/2011 MAS A 62 
otaUbr AfiorneY·MAS· 
ttorney LVE LANE V. ERICKSON 
0.0035575 01/29/2008 LVE A 75 
0.0035575 02/01/2008 LVE A 58 
0.0035575 02/12/2008 LVE A 60 
0.0035575 02/13/2008 LVE A 60 
0.0035575 03/13/2008 LVE A 58 
Detail Fee Transaction File List 
, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE AND BAILEY CHARTERED 
Rate 
135.00 
135.00 
135.00 
135.00 
135.00 
135.00 
135.00 
'.Billable:>··· 
85.00 
165.00 
165.00 
165.00 
165.00 
Hours 
to Bill 
1.00 
OAO 
OAO 
OAO 
2.80 
0,50 
0.80 
0.30 
1.30 
0.30 
2.20 
2.30 
Amount 
135.00 CONFERENCE WITH LANE RE: DISCHARGE OF 
BANKRUPTCY; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH 
UTAH ATTORNEY; RECEIVE AND REVIEW FAX 
FROM UTAH ATTORNEY RE: FINALIZED JUDGMENT 
FROM STATE COURT; CONFERENCE WITH LANE 
RE: MOTION TO DISMISS CASE FILED IN FRANKLIN 
COUNTY 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
54.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH UTAH ATTORNEY; 
CONFERENCE WITH LANE 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
54.00 REVIEW AND EDIT MOTION TO DISMISS FOR CASE 
IN FRANKLIN COUNTY 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
54.00 FINALIZE REVIEW AND EDIT OF MOTION TO 
DISMISS FOR CASE IN FRANKLIN COUNTY 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
189.00 CONFERENCE Re: MOTION TO DISMISS HEARING; 
RESEARCH RE: VALIDITY OF FOREIGN JUDGMENT 
IF JUDGMENT NOT FINAL IN STATE FROM WHICH 
JUDGMENT ORIGINATED 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
67.50 RECEIVE AND REVIEW MOTION TO FILE SECOND 
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND A MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO FILE SECOND AMENDED 
COMPLAINT 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
108.00 REVIEW AND EDIT PRE-TRIAL BRIEF NKiA MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT; CONFERENCE 
REGARDING PRE-TRIAL BRIEF AND STRATEGY OF 
CASE 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
661.50 MARKSHAFFER: 
25.50 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JOE COVEY 
(UTAH ATTORNEY) RE: GORDON JONES LAWSUIT; 
NOTES TO FILE; CONDUCTED CONFLICT CHECK 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
214.50 RECEIVED COMPLAINT AND REQUEST FOR 
SCHEDULING ORDER; MULTIPLE TELEPHONE 
CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
49.50 RECEIVED COURT'S ORDER FOR STATUS AND 
SCHEDULING CONFERENCE; SCHEDULED 
HEARING 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
363.00 OBTAINED DOCKET REPORT FOR LITIGATION 
PRIOR TO BANKRUPTCY; MULTIPLE TELEPHONE 
CONFERENCES WITH FRANKLIN COUNTY COURT 
RE: COPIES OF LITIGATION DOCUMENTS; NOTES 
TO FILE; ANALYZED COMPLAINT; RESEARCHED 
FRAUDULENT TRANSFER STATUTES RELIED ON IN 
COMPLAINT; NOTES TO FILE RE: DRAFTING 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT TO AVOID DEFAULT 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
379.50 RECEIVE AND REVIEW PLAINTIFF'S COUNSEL'S 
NOTICE OF TELEPHONE STATUS CONFERENCE; 
MULTIPLE TELEPHONE CONFERENCES WITH 
GORDON JONES RE: STATUS OF CASE AND 
TELEPHONE HEARING; MULTIPLE TELEPHONE 
CONFERENCES WITH DAVE GALLAFENT (MERRILL 
AND MERRILL) RE: SUBSTITUTING IN AS COUNSEL; 
DISCUSSION OF CASE AND COMPLAINT; 
PREPARED FILE FOR DELIVERY TO DAVE 
--,0' I GALLAFENT; NOTES TO FILE; MULTIPLE 
Ref# 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
_0'-1 TELEPHONE CONFERENCES WITH DAVE 
-- ~~--~- ~-------- - -- ------ -~--~-----~~-- --~---"--------------'--'Fridiv 04!2212CfT1-3:56pn 
e: 04/22/2011 Detail Fee Transaction File List ,ct~p:;, ,t.. 
E, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE AND BAILEY CHARTERED 
Trans H Teodel Hours 
Client Date Alty P Task Code Rate to Bill Amount Ref# 
orney L VE LANE V. ERICKSON 
GALLAFENT RE: DISCUSSION OF POSTURE OF 
CASE AND POTENTIAL DEFENSES 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 04/08/2008 LVE A 58 165.00 0.10 16.50 RECEIVE AND REVIEW SUBSTITUTION OF ARCH 
COUNSEL AND CORRESPONDENCE FROM STEVE 
DUNN; MULTIPLE TELEPHONE CONFERENCES 
WITH STEVE DUNN; EXECUTED SUBSTITUTION OF 
COUNSEL; NOTES TO FILE 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 04/09/2008 LVE A 75 165.00 0.10 16.50 MULTIPLE TELEPHONE CONFERENCES WITH ARCH 
STEVE DUNN RE: SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL AND 
DISCUSSION OF COMMUNITY PROPERTY CLAIMS 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 04/17/2008 LVE A 75 165.00 0.20 33.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH GORDON JONES; ARCH 
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH DAVID SHAFFER; 
MULTIPLE TELEPHONE CONFERENCES WITH 
STEVE DUNN RE: PREPARING FOR OFFER TO 
LINDA JONES TO PURCHASE GORDON'S INTEREST 
IN FRANKLIN PROPERTY; NOTES TO FILE 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 04/21/2008 LVE A 75 165.00 0.20 33.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVE DUNN ARCH 
(ATTORNEY FOR LINDA JONES) RE: CONTACTING 
PLAINTIFF'S ATTORNEY AND DISCUSSING 
DISMISSAL OF LAWSUIT AND SETTLEMENT 
NEGOTIATIONS 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 10/07/2008 LVE A 75 165.00 2.70 445.50 MULTIPLE TELEPHONE CONFERENCES WITH ARCH 
LINCOLN HOBBS (PLAINTIFF'S ATTORNEY) AND 
WITH KENT HAWKINS (MERRILL & MERRILL) RE: 
REPRESENTATION IN THE PENDING TRIAL; 
MULTIPLE TELEPHONE CONFERENCES WITH 
COURT RE: JUDGE MITCH BROWN DISQUALIFYING 
HIMSELF AND VACATING TRIAL DATE; ANALYZED 
AND REVIEWED PLAINTIFF'S PLEADINGS AND 
PREPARATION FOR TRIAL; NOTES TO FILE 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 10/08/2008 LVE A 75 165.00 0.60 99.00 ADDITIONAL TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH AND ARCH 
EMAILS FORM AND TO KENT HAWKINS RE: TRIAL 
PREPARATION 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 10/13/2008 LVE A 58 165.00 0.30 49.50 RECEIVE ORDER OF REFERENCE FROM COURT; ARCH 
MULTIPLE TELEPHONE CONFERENCES WITH 
COURT RE: APPOINTMENT OF JUDGE DUNN; 
NOTES TO FILE 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 10/14/2008 LVE A 232 165.00 1.60 264.00 MULTIPLE DISCUSSIONS; EMAILS AND TELEPHONE ARCH 
CONFERENCES WITH KEN HAWKINS AND DAVID 
SHAFFER Re: PREPARATION FOR TRIAL; 
DISCUSSION OF TRANSFER DOCUMENTS; NOTES 
TO FILE 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 10/23/2008 LVE A 75 165.00 OAO 66.00 MULTIPLE TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH COURT ARCH 
RE: REASSIGNMENT OF JUDGE TO CASE: 
CANCELLATION OF PRETRIAL HEARING; NOTES TO 
FILE 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 11/13/2008 LVE A 75 165.00 0.30 49.50 MULTIPLE TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH COURT ARCH 
CLERK RE: RESCHEDULING TRIAL AND PRETRIAL; 
NOTES TO FILE 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 02/09/2009 LVE A 58 165.00 0.60 99.00 RECEIVE NOTICE OF DISCHARGE FROM CARVEL ARCH 
SCHAFFER: RESEARCH BANKRUPTCY DOCKET RE: 
STAY RELIEF: RESEARCH STATE COURT DOCKET 
REPORT RE: SCHEDULING OF TRIAL AND 
PRETRIAL BY NEW DISTRICT JUDGE: TELEPHONE 
CONFERENCE WITH CARVEL SCHAFFER: NOTES 
J'f5 TO FILE JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
"-'~~---~--"-~----'--------C~ru1/?;::;/?n111"!;fi nm 
Ie: 04/22/2011 Detail Fee Transaction File rclyt::.J 
, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE AND BAILEY 
Trans H Tcodel Hours 
Client Date Atty P Task Code Rate to Bill Amount Ref# 
torney L VE LANE V. ERICKSON 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 02/25/2009 LVE A 75 165.00 1.30 214.50 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH DAVID RE: ARCH 
BANKRUPTCY ISSUES AND EFFECT DISMISSAL OF 
BANKRUPTCY ADVERSARY ACTION 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 02/26/2009 LVE A 53 165.00 1.60 264.00 FINALIZE RESEARCH AND COLLECTION OF STATE ARCH 
COURT AND BANKRUPTCY COURT DOCUMENTS; 
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH CARVEL 
SHAFFER; MEETING WITH MARK SHAFFER; 
PREPARE NOTES FOR MOTION TO DISMISS 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J liVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 04/02/2009 LVE A 60 165.00 0.70 115.50 BEGIN DRAFTING MOTION TO DISMISS ARCH 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 05/11/2009 LVE A 224 165.00 2.10 346.50 ANALYZE AND REVIEW BANKRUPTCY DOCKET; ARCH 
ORDERS AND DECISIONS; ANALYZE AND REVIEW 
UTAH STATE COURT JUDGMENTS AND ORDERS; 
ORGANIZE DOCUMENTS; DRAFT MOTION TO 
DISMISS 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 05/12/2009 LVE A 53 165.00 1.30 214.50 FINALIZE MOTION TO DISMISS; DRAFT AFFIDAVIT ARCH 
OF LVE IN SUPPORT OF MOTION; PREPARE 
EXHIBITS; FILE WITH COURT AND SERVE ON 
PARTIES 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 05/19/2009 LVE A 58 165.00 0.40 66.00 RECEIVE FiliNGS FROM COURT; SCHEDULING ARCH 
HEARING ON MOTION TO DISMISS; LOCATE 
OPPOSING; SERVE WITH MOTION AND AFFIDAVITS 
JONESIGORDON & liNDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 05/26/2009 LVE A 58 165.00 0.30 49.50 RECEIVE CORRESPONDENCE FROM HOBBS RE: ARCH 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J liVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 06/08/2009 LVE A 58 165.00 2.10 346.50 RECEIVE AND REVIEW MEMORANDUM IN ARCH 
OPPOSITION TO JONE'S MOTION TO DISMISS; 
ANALYZED APPLICABLE BANKRUPTCY LAWS; 
DISCUSSION WITH DCG; NOTES TO FILE; 
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH DAVID SCHAFER; 
RESEARCH POSSIBLE SANCTIONS; NOTES TO FILE 
IN PREPARATION FOR DRAFTING REPLY TO 
MEMORANDUM 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
00035575 06/09/2009 LVE A 55 165.00 1.70 280.50 RESEARCH APPLICABLE BANKRUPTCY; LAW; ARCH 
RESEARCH SANCTIONS UNDER IRCP 11(A)(1); 
ORGANIZED EXHIBITS AND TESTIMONY FROM 
SUPPORTING AFFIDAVIT; ANALYZE AND REVIEW 
SETILEMENT AGREEMENT RELIED ON BY 
PLAINTIFF'S ATIORNEYS; DRAFT REPLY TO 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION AND MOTION FOR 
SANCTIONS; AMENDED AND REVISED REPLY AND 
MOTION AND FILE WITH COURT; SCHEDULE 
HEARING ON MOTION TO DISMISS AND MOTION 
FOR SANCTIONS 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J liVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 06/10/2009 LVE A 55 165.00 0.60 99.00 ADDITIONAL BANKRUPTCY RESEARCH ON 10TH ARCH 
CIRCUIT LAW Re; EFFECT OF DISCHARGE 
INJUNCTION; AMEND AND REVISE REPLY TO 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION AND MOTION FOR 
SANCTIONS; DRAFT SUPPLEMENTAL ERICKSON 
AFFIDAVIT 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 06/11/2009 LVE A 55 165.00 0.30 49.50 ADDITIONAL RESEARCH ON BANKRUPTCY ARCH 
DISCHARGE INJUNCTION AND CREDITOR'S ABILITY 
TO PURSUE THIRD PARTIES; COMPILED 
RESEARCHED 
JONESIGORDON & liNDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 06/18/2009 LVE A 58 165.00 OAO 66.00 RECEIVED AND REVIEWED UTAH COURT RULINGS ARCH 
ON MOTIONS; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH 
I't~ COURT CLERK RE: SCHEDULING HEARING ON MOTION TO DISMISS AND MOTION FOR SANCTIONS 
"---~----~"---~----~-".--"-~ -".-~-"----;;::--;"~--;:;-;-;;;:~~.-;:;-:-;:~-=.: 
lte: 04/22/2011 
Client 
Trans 
Date 
ttorney LVE LANE V. ERICKSON 
H Teodel 
Atty ~ Task Code 
0.0035575 06/29/2009 LVE A 75 
0.0035575 07/03/2009 LVE A 58 
0.0035575 07/06/2009 LVE A 75 
0.0035575 07/10/2009 LVE A 58 
0.0035575 07/15/2009 LVE A 30 
0.0035575 07/22/2009 LVE A 58 
0.0035575 07/30/2009 LVE A 75 
0.0035575 07/31/2009 LVE A 75 
0.0035575 08/03/2009 LVE A 55 
0.0035575 08/06/2009 LVE A 75 
0.0035575 08/24/2009 LVE A 75 
0.0035575 08/25/2009 LVE A 75 
Detail Fee Transaction File List 
E, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE AND BAILEY CHARTE 
Rate 
Hours 
to Bill Amount 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
1-'3ge: 4 
Ref# 
165.00 0.30 49.50 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH LINCOLN HOBBS ARCH 
RE: DISCUSSION OF PENDING MOTION AND 
APPOINTMENT OF JUDGE DAVID NYE TO CASE 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
165.00 0.60 49.50 RECEIVED AND REVIEWED DEFENDANT LINDA ARCH 
JONES JOINDER IN MOTION TO DISMISS; BEGAN 
PREPARING ORAL ARGUMENT 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
165.00 1.10 90.75 MULTIPLE TELEPHONE CONFERENCES WITH ARCH 
LINCOLN HOBBS RE: REPLY MEMORANDUM AND 
SUPPORTING AFFIDAVIT; TELEPHONE 
CONFERENCE WITH HAWKINS (ATTORNEY FOR 
LINDA JONES) RE: ARGUMENTS AT HEARING 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
165.00 0.30 24.75 RECEIVE LETTER FROM GRAZER'S ATTORNEY; ARCH 
DRAFT LETTER TO GRAZER'S ATTORNEY 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
165.00 0.20 16.50 LETTER TO TO HOBBS RE: MOTION FOR ARCH 
SANCTIONS 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
165.00 1.10 90.75 RECEIVE AND REVIEW GRAZER'S MEMORANDUM ARCH 
IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR SANCTIONS; 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO LINDA JONES 
JOINDER IN MOTION TO DISMISS 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
165.00 080 66.00 MULTIPLE TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH DAVID ARCH 
GALLAFANT RE: DISCUSSION AND STRATEGIZING 
OF EFFORTS FOR HEARING ON MOTION TO 
DISMISS 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
165.00 3.80 313.50 MULTIPLE TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH DAVID ARCH 
GALLAFANT (ATTORNEY FOR MRS JONES) Re: 
COMBINING EFFORTS FOR ORAL ARGUMENT; 
OBTAINED AND PREPARE QUITCLAIM DEED FOR 
FILING WITH COURT; PREPARE FOR AND 
PARTICIPATE IN HEARING ON MOTION TO DISMISS 
IN PRESTON IDAHO; MEETING WITH DAVID 
GALLAFANT AND MRS JONES FOLLOWING 
HEARING 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
165.00 2.10 346.50 RESEARCHED UTAH'S CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE ARCH 
AND STATUTES FOR REQUIREMENT OF FINAL 
JUDGMENT AS REQUIREMENT PRIOR TO APPEAL 
AND EXECUTION; RESEARCHED IDAHO LAW RE: 
FOREIGN JUDGMENT MUST BE FINAL BEFORE IT 
CAN BE RECOGNIZED; MEETING AND DISCUSSION 
WITH MAS; REVIEWED UTAH COURT FINAL 
JUDGMENT AND LANGUAGE IN RULING FROM 
RENDERING JUDGE; NOTES TO FILE 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
165.00 0.30 49.50 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH DAVE ARCH 
GALLAFANT Re: DISCUSSION OF AMENDED 
COMPLAINT; DISCUSSION OF FILING 
COUNTERCLAIM AND MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT; NOTES TO FILE 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
165.00 OAO 66.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH CARVEL ARCH 
SCHAFFER; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH 
JARED STEADMAN; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE 
WITH LINCOLN HOBBS 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
165.00 0.20 33.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH CARVEL ARCH 
SCHAFFER; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH 
JARED STEADMAN 
... ____ :f1I~ _________ j~~~~:~~:!~~~~~~g: V.ALLEN GRAZER 
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Ie: 04/22/2011 Detail Fee Transaction File List r aBc-.J 
OLSON, NYE, BUDGE AND BAILEY CHARTERED 
Trans H Teodel Hours 
Client Date Atty P Task Code Rate to Bill Amount Ref# 
:orney LVE LANE V. ERICKSON 
0.0035575 11/24/2009 LVE A 62 165.00 1.10 181.50 MULTIPLE TELEPHONE CONFERENCES WITH ARCH 
COURT CLERKS AND LINCOLN HOBBS REGARDING 
HEARING ON SECOND MOTION TO AMEND 
PLEADINGS; DISCUSSION WITH HOBBS 
REGARDING PROPOSED EXHIBITS FOR SECOND 
AMENDED COMPLAINT; ADDITIONAL TELEPHONE 
CONFERENCES WITH LINDA (FRANKLIN COUNTY 
COURT CLERK) 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 11/30/2009 LVE A 139 165.00 0.80 132.00 RECEIVED ALL EXHIBITS FOR SECOND AMENDED ARCH 
COMPLAINT; RECEIVED AND REVIEWED 
PROPOSED STIPULATION AND NOTICE OF 
HEARING; SCHEDULED HEARING 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 12/03/2009 LVE A 60 165.00 0.60 99.00 ANALYZED AND REVIEWED GRAZER'S PROPOSED ARCH 
STIPULATION RE: SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT; 
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JARED 
STEADMAN (ATTY FOR LINDA JONES); EXECUTED 
AND FILED STIPULATION 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 04/26/2010 LVE A 60 165.00 0.30 49.50 MULTIPLE EMAILS CORRESPONDENCE WITH ARCH 
JARED STEADMAN (ATTORNEY FOR JASON JONES) 
RE: MOTION TO DISMISS AND HEARING; 
DISCUSSION OF LITIGATION STRATEGY 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 07/13/2010 LVE A 58 165.00 0.60 99.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW PROPOSED STATEMENT ARCH 
FOR SCHEDULING; MADE CHANGES AND 
REVISIONS TO STATEMENT; MULTIPLE EMAIL 
CORRESPONDENCE 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 07/16/2010 LVE A 76 165.00 0.90 148.50 MULTIPLE TELEPHONE CONFERENCES WITH KATY ARCH 
DAVIS; MULTIPLE TELEPHONE CONFERENCES 
WITH JARED STEADMAN; RECEIVED REVISED 
JOINT STATEMENT FOR SCHEDULING ORDER; 
EXECUTED AND MAILED JOINT STATEMENT TO 
HOBBS 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 08/13/2010 LVE A 75 165.00 0.60 99.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH COURT CLERK ARCH 
REGARDING SCHEDULING HEARINGS; DISCUSSION 
OF PLAINTIFF'S FILING OF MOTION FOR NEW 
COMPLAINT 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 08/31/2010 LVE A 75 165.00 1.10 181.50 MULTIPLE TELEPHONE CONFERENCES WITH ARCH 
LINCOLN HOBBS OFFICE; TELEPHONE 
CONFERENCE WITH COURT CLERK; TELEPHONE 
CONFERENCE WITH JARED STEADMAN RE: 
HEARING 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 09/01/2010 LVE A 224 165.00 2.40 396.00 ANALYZED MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE THIRD ARCH 
AMENDED COMPLAINT; RESEARCHED COURT 
DOCKET; RESEARCHED IDAHO'S PROBATE 
STATUTES; DRAFTED AND FILED OBJECTION TO 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE THIRD AMENDED 
COMPLAINT 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 09/02/2010 LVE A 56 165.00 1.80 297.00 PREPARED FOR AND PRESENTED ARGUMENTS AT ARCH 
HEARING ON GRAZER'S MOTION TO AMEND 
COMPLAINT; SUCCESSFULLY OBTAINED ORDER 
DENYING MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 09/10/2010 LVE A 58 165.00 0.30 49.50 RECEIVE AND REVIEW COURTS ORDER DENYING ARCH 
MOTION TO AMEND PLEADINGS; DISCUSSION WITH 
HOBBS RE: RULE 25 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 09/22/2010 LVE A 58 165.00 0.60 99.00 RECEIVE AND REVIEW GRAZER'S MOTION TO ARCH 
--RS SUBSTITUTE PR IN CASE; FORWARDED TO GORDON JONES JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
--~-"-----·---~---------------··-----~-:~,:;-n .. -:t--;;-:C-;;--;::::::; 
lIe: 04/22/2011 Detail Fee Transaction File rayc. v 
OLSON, NYE, BUDGE AND BAILEY 
Trans H Teodel Hours 
Client Date Atty P Task Code Rate to Bill Amount Ref# 
:torney L VE LANE V, ERICKSON 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK VALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 11/22/2010 LVE A 75 165.00 0.30 49.50 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH DAN JONES RE: ARCH 
DOCUMENTS SERVED UPON HIM AS PR OF LINDA'S 
ESTATE; DISCUSSION OF HEARING SCHEDULED 
SUBSTITUTION OF PARTIES 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 12/14/2010 LVE A 75 165.00 0.60 99.00 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH GORDON JONES; ARCH 
DRAFTED AND FILED NOTICE OF APPEARANCE; 
SERVED UPON GRAZER; LETTER TO GORDON 
REGARDING DISCOVERY DOCUMENTS FROM 
GRAZER 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 12/17/2010 LVE A 75 165.00 0.80 132.00 RECEIVED DISCOVERY; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE ARCH 
WITH GORDON JONES REGARDING DISCOVERY 
REQUESTS 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 12/21/2010 LVE A 60 165.00 0.30 49.50 DRAFTED AND FILED NOTICE OF APPEARANCE ARCH 
FOR ESTATE OF LINDA JONES 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 01/03/2011 LVE A 75 165.00 1.80 148.50 MULTIPLE TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH ARCH 
GORDON JONES; ANALYZED AND REVIEWED 
DISCOVERY REQUESTS; FAXED REQUESTS TO 
CARVEL SCHAFFER 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 01/07/2011 LVE A 75 165.00 1.30 107.25 MULTIPLE TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH ARCH 
GORDON JONES RE: DISCOVERY; MULTIPLE 
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH LINCOLN HOBBS 
AND MARGARET OLESON; OBTAINED COpy OF 
SCHEDULING ORDER FROM COURT 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 01/10/2011 LVE A 224 165.00 0.80 66.00 ANALYZING DISCOVERY REQUESTS AND ARCH 
DEADLINES FOR TRIAL 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 01/11/2011 LVE A 75 165.00 0.60 49.50 MULTIPLE TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH ARCH 
LINCOLN HOBBS AND JUDGE NYE; SCHEDULED 
TELEPHONE STATUS HEARING; DRAFTED AND 
MAILED NOTICES 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 01/12/2011 LVE A 224 165.00 2.40 198.00 ANALYZED FILE IN PREPARATION OF TELEPHONE ARCH 
STATUS HEARING; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE 
WITH LINCOLN HOBBS; PREPARED DOCUMENTS 
FOR INCLUSION IN TRIAL BRIEFING; TELEPHONE 
CONFERENCE WITH CARVEL SCHAFFER; 
DISCUSSION OF UTAH APPEALS DOCUMENTS AND 
ADMISSIONS BY GRAZER IN THOSE DOCUMENTS 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 01/13/2011 LVE A 56 165.00 3.60 297.00 PREPARED FOR AND PARTICIPATED IN PRE-TRIAL ARCH 
HEARING; OBTAINED RULING FROM COURT 
SETTING FIRM TRIAL DEADLINES; TELEPHONE 
CONFERENCE WITH GORDON JONES RE: TRIAL, 
DISCOVERY AND ACCOUNTING; MULTIPLE EMAIL 
CORRESPONDENCE TO AND FROM SCHAFFER 
LAW OFFICE RE: DOCUMENTS AND EVIDENCE; 
RECEIVED DOCUMENTS FROM FRANKLIN COUNTY 
COURT RE: FOREIGN JUDGMENT 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 01/14/2011 LVE A 55 165.00 2.80 231.00 RESEARCHING POSSIBLE AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES ARCH 
FOR ANSWER TO COMPLAINT; NOTES TO FILE; 
RECEIVED ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION FROM 
GORDON JONES FOR RESPONSES TO DISCOVERY 
REQUESTS 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 01/18/2011 LVE A 58 165.00 0.40 33.00 RECEIVED AND REVIEWED FAXED TAX ARCH 
DOCUMENTS FROM JONES FOR DISCOVERY 
1JJ() REQUESTS JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 01/19/2011 LVE A 60 165.00 2.70 222.75 BEGAN DRAFTING ANSWER TO COMPLAINT; ARCH 
----.--~--~~--.-~------ -_.-_. ~-.- _._-_.- .--~--.--.-
-;:;-;I;;·M ..... ~--:;,··-·;;~=:: 
Ite: 04/22/2011 
Client 
Trans 
Date 
torney L VE LANE V. ERICKSON 
H Tcode/ 
Atty ~ Task Code 
0.0035575 01/20/2011 LVE A 55 
0.0035575 01/21/2011 LVE A 53 
0.0035575 01/21/2011 LVE A 55 
0.0035575 01/24/2011 LVE A 53 
0.0035575 01/25/2011 LVE A 60 
00035575 01/26/2011 LVE A 60 
0.0035575 01/28/2011 LVE A 75 
0.0035575 01/31/2011 LVE A 53 
0.0035575 02/01/2011 LVE A 53 
0.0035575 02/07/2011 LVE A 55 
0.0035575 02/08/2011 LVE A 53 
0.0035575 02/10/2011 LVE A 53 
Detail Fee Transaction File List C'age. ( 
OLSON, NYE, BUDGE AND BAILEY CHARTEREr' 
Rate 
Hours 
to Bill 
165.00 6.70 
165.00 4.40 
165.00 1.10 
165.00 2.10 
165.00 3.60 
165.00 3.70 
165.00 4.10 
165.00 0.60 
165.00 0.60 
165.00 0.80 
165.00 3.70 
I'll 
165.00 1.30 
Amount 
ORGANIZED EXHIBITS AND PAPERS FOR 
RESPONDING TO DISCOVERY; TELEPHONE 
CONFERENCE WITH GORDON JONES RE: 
RESPONSES TO DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
Ref# 
552.75 RESEARCHING AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES FOR ARCH 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT; ORGANIZED RESEARCH; 
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH DAVID 
SCHAFFER; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH 
GORDON JONES; DRAFTING ANSWER TO 
COMPLAINT; DRAFTING ANSWERS TO DISCOVERY 
REQUESTS 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
363.00 FINALIZED ANSWER TO SECOND AMENDED ARCH 
COMPLAINT; RESEARCHED THROUGH COURT 
CLERK AND THROUGH COUNTY RECORDER THE 
STATUS OF FOREIGN JUDGMENT AND WHETHER IT 
WAS RENEWED OR RE-RECORDED; DRAFTED 
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS; SERVED ANSWER 
AND DISCOVERY REQUESTS UPON PLAINTIFFS 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
90.75 RESEARCHING STATUTES AND APPLICABLE CASE ARCH 
LAW FOR PRE-TRIAL BRIEF ON LOSS OF LIENS BY 
PLAINTIFF; NOTES TO FILE FOR BRIEF 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
173.25 FINALIZED RESEARCH OF APPLICABLE STATUTES ARCH 
AND CASE LAW ON JUDICIAL ESTOPPEL, FAILURE 
TO RENEW JUDGMENT; FAILURE TO RE-RECORD; 
FAILURE TO EXECUTE; APPLICATION OF 
BANKRUPTCY DISCHARGE; FAILURE TO OBTAIN 
PROPERTY AUTHENTICATION OF JUDGMENT FOR 
FOREIGN JUDGMENT 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
297.00 DRAFTED RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORIES; ARCH 
FAXED TO GORDON JONES; MULTIPLE TELEPHONE 
CONFERENCES WITH GORDON JONES 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
305.25 DRAFTED RESPONSE TO GRAZER'S REQUEST FOR ARCH 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS; ORGANIZED AND 
PREPARED DOCUMENTS FOR DISCLOSURE; 
FINALIZED ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES; 
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH GORDON JONES 
RE: VERIFICATION; RECEIVED JONES' 
VERIFICATION TO DISCOVERY RESPONSES 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
338.25 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH GORDON JONES ARCH 
RE: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND 
DOCUMENTATION FOR DISCOVERY RESPONSES; 
FINALIZED AND SERVED DISCOVERY RESPONSE 
ON GRAZER (LINCOLN) 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
49.50 FINALIZED RESEARCH FOR TRIAL BRIEF ARCH 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
99.00 FINALIZED RESEARCH FOR TRIAL BRIEF ARCH 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
132.00 ADDITIONAL RESEARCH ON EXECUTION OF ARCH 
FOREIGN JUDGMENT; COMPILED RESEARCH FOR 
PRE-TRIAL BRIEF 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
610.50 FINALIZED RESEARCH; DRAFTING PRE-TRIAL ARCH 
BRIEF; AFFIDAVIT OF LVE IN SUPPORT OF BRIEF; 
REVIEWED BANKRUPTCY AGREEMENTS AND 
ORDERS; REVIEWED ADDITIONAL APPLICABLE 
IDAHO CASE LAW 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
214.50 FINALIZED PRE-TRIAL BRIEF AlKiA MOTION FOR ARCH 
,te: 04/22/2011 Detail Fee Transaction File List Page: 8 
, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE AND BAILEY CHARTEREr 
Trans H Tcodel Hours 
Client Date Atty P Task Code Rate toBil! Amount Ref# 
torney L VE LANE V. ERICKSON 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT; DRAFTED AFFIDAVIT OF 
LVE IN SUPPORT; FILED WITH COURT AND SERVED 
ON GRAZER'S ATTORNEY LINCOLN HOBBS 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 02/11/2011 LVE A 53 165.00 1.30 214.50 RECEIVED AND REVIEWED GRAZER'S MOTION FOR ARCH 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND MOTION FOR WRIT OF 
EXECUTION; RESEARCH; NOTES TO FILE FOR 
RESPONSE BRIEF; RESEARCHING LAW FOR 
RESPONSE BRIEF 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 02/17/2011 LVE A 55 165.00 1.30 214.50 RESEARCHED LAW RELIED ON BY GRAZER RE: ARCH 
BANKRUPTCY; RESEARCHED ADDITIONAL 
BANKRUPTCY LAW RE: TOLLING OF STATUTE OF 
LIMITATIONS; RESEARCHED IDAHO'S STATUTE OF 
LIMITATIONS 
JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 02/22/2011 LVE A 54 165.00 1.30 214.50 AMENDED REVISED AND FINALIZED RESPONSE ARCH 
BRIEF TO GRAZER'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT; FILED WITH COURT AND DELIVERED 
COpy TO JUDGE NYE'S CHAMBERS 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 02/23/2011 LVE A 227 165.00 0.80 132.00 MULTIPLE EMAIL AND TELEPHONE CONFERENCE ARCH 
WITH LINCOLN HOBBS (ATTORNEY FOR GRAZER) 
RE: ORIGINAL BRIEF AND DEADLINES FOR FILING 
RESPONSE 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 03/02/2011 LVE A 55 165.00 0.30 49.50 ADDITIONAL RESEARCH ON EFFECT OF ARCH 
BANKRUPTCY ON FOREIGN JUDGMENT 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 03/07/2011 LVE A 58 165.00 0.90 148.50 RECEIVED AND REVIEWED GRAZER'S MOTION AND ARCH 
MEMORANDUM FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER; NOTES 
TO FILE ON ARGUMENTS AND CLAIMS 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 03/08/2011 LVE A 58 165.00 1.10 181.50 RECEIVED GRAZER'S COMBINED REPLY TO JONES ARCH 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND 
RESPONSE; ANALYZED ARGUMENTS AND 
PREPARED NOTES FOR REPLY 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 03/15/2011 LVE A 62 165.00 4.20 693.00 REVIEWED AND ANALYZED GRAZER'S RESPONSE ARCH 
TO MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT; 
ADDITIONAL RESEARCH; DRAFTED AND FILED 
JONES' REPLY BRIEF TO GRAZER'S RESPONSE TO 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 03/18/2011 LVE A 53 165.00 1.60 264.00 FINALIZED AND FILED SUMMARY JUDGMENT ARCH 
REPLY 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 03/21/2011 LVE A 54 165.00 1.50 247.50 AMENDED, REVISED, FINALIZED AND FILED ARCH 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT REPLY 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 04/01/2011 LVE P 58 165.00 0.80 132.00 RECEIVED COURT'S DECISION AWARDING 97 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT IN FAVOR OF GORDON 
JONES AND AGAINST GRAZER; TELEPHONE 
CONFERENCE WITH GORDON JONES 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
0.0035575 04/05/2011 LVE P 75 165.00 0.30 49.50 TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH COURT CLERK 98 
RE: FINAL JUDGMENT 
JONESIGORDON & LINDA 
JONES & J&J LIVESTOCK V.ALLEN GRAZER 
Billable 121.40 15,454.50 
~g~-~-.-.----.. -.... --.. -.... -.-.--._._-----_ .. _ ......... .. 
EXHIBIT "B" 
Ite: 04/22/2011 
Trans H Tcodel 
Client Date Atty P Task Code 
ient ID 0.0035575 JONES/GORDON & LINDA 
0.0035575 02/13/2008 LVE A 135 
0.0035575 08/03/2009 LVE A 129 
0.0035575 02/18/2011 LVE A 128 
Detail Cost Transaction File List 
OLSON, NYE, BUDGE AND BAILEY CHARTERF 
Rate Amount 
15.00 COpy CHARGES 
77.00 RT MILEAGE POCATELLOIPRESTON 
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DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN AND 
FOR FRANKLIN COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GORDON A. JONES, an individual; 
GORDON A. JONES, personal representative of 
THE ESTATE OF LINDA G. JONES, deceased; 
J&J LIVESTOCK, LtC, a Utah Limited 
Liability Company; and John Does I-10, 
Defendants. 
Case No: CV-2005-183 
DECISION ON COSTS AND FEES 
On ApJ"il 26, 2011, thi.s Court entered judgment in favor of Defendants and against Plaintiff. 
Defendants Gordon A. Jones, individually and as personal representative of the Estate of Linda G. 
Jones, and J&JLivestock, LLC, filed a Rule 54 Memorandum oCCosts and Fees on April 28, 2011. 
IRCP S4(d)(6) states that a party may object to the clajmed costs of another party set forth in a 
memorandum of costs by filing and serving a motion to disallow part or all of the claimed costs. 
The rule gives the objecting party 14 days from the date of service of the memorandum of costs. 
The rule further states that fajlure to timely object to the items in the memorandum of costs shall 
constitute a waiver of all objections to the costs claimed. 
Plaintiff has not timely objected to Defendants' memorandum of costs so any objection is 
Case No.: CV-2005-J83 
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deemed waived. Ade v. Batten, 126 Idaho 114,878 P.2d 813 (Ct. App. 1994). Plaintiff cannot now 
object. However, the lack of an o~iection to a memorandum of costs does not preclude tile Court 
from exercising discretion in deciding whether to award attorney fees or in deciding the aIDOltnt of 
costs and fees to be awarded. Lowery v. Ed q(County Comm'rs, 115 Idaho 64,764 P.2d 431 (eL 
App. J 988). IRCP 54(d)(7) states that the Court can enter an order setting the dollar amount of 
costs awarded at any time after the time for filing an objection has past. 111erefore, the Court will 
address (1) costs as a matter of right; (2) discretionary costs; and (3) attomey fees. 1 
(1) Costs as a matter of right. Defendants are the prevailing parties. They are entitled 
to their costs as a matter of right pursuant to IRep 54( d)(l). Defendants ate awarded $132.29 in 
costs as a matter of right. 
(2) Discretionary costs. Defendants seek $77.00 for mileage/lodging costs. In order to 
recover discretionary costs, the moving party must show that the requested costs were necessary, 
exceptional, and reasonably incurred. See Auto. Club Ins. Co. v. Jackson, 124 Idaho 874, 880-81, 
865 P.2d 965, 971-72 (1994). Where the prevailing paJty fails to make such a showing, 
discretionary costs should be denied. See id.,. Roe v. Harris, 128 Idaho 569,917 P.2d 403 (1996) 
(affirrning denial of costs for photocopying and long-distance telephone calls because Plaintiff 
failed to make shoVving that costs were necessary and excepilonal). Here, Plaintiff states in his 
Memorandum of Costs that all requested discretionary costs were made and were reasonable and 
necessary exceptional costs. However, the costs sought by Plaintiff are for travel and lodging. 
I Defendants combined travel expenses and attorney fees as discretionary costs in their memorandum of costs. 
Because different standards apply to discretionary costs and attorney fees, the Court wi1l discuss them separately. 
Case No.: CV-2005-J83 
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These items are not exceptiona1. They are part of the cost of overhead. Plaintiff will not be 
awarded discretionary costs. 
(3) Attorney Fees. Defendants seek $15,531.50 in attorney fees. ll1ey base their claim 
on I.e. §§ 12-120 & 12-121. However, Defendants make no argument relative to I.e. § 12-120 and 
this Court sees no section of Le. § 12-120 1l1at applies to this case. No attorney fees will be 
awarded under I.C. § 12-120. 
r. c. § 12-121 allows a Court the discretion to award attomey fees in any civil action. 
However, case law requires a fInding that the trial court has the abiding belief that the losing party 
brought, pursued, or defended the action frivolously, unreasonably, or without foundation. Zingiber 
Inv., LLe 17. Hagerman Highway Dist., 249 PJd 868 (2011). Where the law is well-settled sllch au 
abiding beliefis appropria.te. Doe v.Idaho Dept. o/Health & Welfare, 150 Idaho 491, 248 P.3d 742 
(201l). 
Here, Plaintifff1led a valid foreign judgment in Idaho. However, he never renewed that 
judgment or ilie lien he had on Defendants' property. He claimed the bankruptcy stay tolled the 
expiration of his judgrnent and lien. Altbough this Court disagreed with Plaintiffs argument, 111e 
Court does not have the abiding belief that PlaintJ:ff brought, pursued or defended this action 
fhvolously~ unreasonably or without foundation. Therefore, no attorney fees will be awarded under 
I.e. § 12-121. 
CONCLUSION 
Defendants Gordon A. Jones, individually and as personal representative of the Estate of 
Linda G. Jones, and J&J Livestock, LLC, are awarded $132.29 111 costs as a matter of right. They 
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are not awarded discretionary costs or attorney fees. A Judgmcnt on Costs Vvi11 be entered. 
DATED this 18th day of May, 201 L 
~~~ 
DAVID C. NYE 
District Judge 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN AND 
FOR FRANKLIN COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
V$. 
GORDON A. JONES, an individual; 
GORDON A. JONES, personal representative of 
THE ESTATE OF LINDA G. JONES, deceased; 
J&J LIVESTOCK, L.LC, a Utah Limited 
Liability Company; and John Does 1-10, 
Defendants. 
Case No: CV-2005-183 
.JUDGMENT ON COSTS 
On April 26,2011, this Court enteredjudgrnent in favor of Defendants and against Plaintiff. 
Defendants Gordon A. Jones, individually and as personal representative ofthe Estate of Linda G. 
Jones, and J&J Livestock,LLC, ate the prevailing parties and are awarded their costs in the amount 
of$132.29. Neither party is awarded attorney fees. 
DATED this 18th dayofMay,20lL 
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District Judge 
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Attorneys for Plaintiff/Appellant Allen F. Grazer 
466 East 500 South, Suite 300 
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Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
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IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR FRANKLIN COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, an individual, 
Plaintiff/Appellant, 
v. 
GORDON A. JONES, an individual; GORDON 
A. JONES, Personal Representative of THE 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
ESTATE OF LINDA G. JONES, deceased; J&J 1------------------
LIVESTOCK, LLC, a Utah Limited Liability 
Company; and John Does 1-10, 
Defendants/Respondents. 
Civil No. CV -2005-183 
Judge David C. Nye 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, Gordon A. Jones, Gordon A. Jones, Perstonal 
Representative of the Estate of Linda G. Jones, Deceased; J&J Livestock, LLC, AND THE 
PARTIES' ATTORNEYS, Lane V. Erickson, RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & BAILEY 
CHARTERED, P.O. Box 1391, Pocatello, ID 83204-1391, AND THE CLERK OF THE 
ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named Appellant, Allen F. Grazer ("Grazer"), appeals against the 
above-named Respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment, Decree and Order 
entered in the above-entitled action on the 26th day of April, 2011, Honorable Judge David C. 
Nye presiding. 
2. That Grazer/Appellant has the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
PLAINTIFF'S NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1 
4685\003\AppeaJ Nrc.doc W3 
Judgment, Decree and Order described in paragraph 1 above is an appealable order under and 
pursuant to Rule 11(a)(l) I.A.R. 
3. Grazer! Appellant submits the following preliminary statement of the issues on 
appeal which Grazer/Appellant intends to assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues 
on appeal shall not prevent Grazer/Appellant from asseliing other issues on appeal: 
a. Did the trial court err in ruling that Grazer did not attempt to execute on 
his Judgment within five (5) years of the date of recording it with the 
Franklin County Recorder? 
b. Did the trial court err in ruling that Grazer's Judgment had lapsed despite 
the commencement and prosecution of the above captioned action? 
c. Did the trial court err in ruling that the time for executing on the Judgment 
was not tolled under I.C. §5-234? 
d. Did the trial court err in granting Jason Jones' Motion to Dismiss Grazer's 
complaint as against Jason Jones on the grounds that service was not 
effected within the time limits set forth in the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure? 
e. Did the trial court err in granting Gordon Jones' Motion for Costs? 
4. No order has been entered sealing all or any portion of the record. 
5. No reporter's transcript has been requested. 
6. The Appellant requests the following documents contained in the Court's file be 
included in the clerk's record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, LA.R.: 
PLAINTIFF'S NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2 
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2005 PLEADINGS 
Complaint (5111/05), Lis Pendens (5111/05), Application for Prejudgment Writ of Attachment 
and Memorandum in Support of Application for Prejudgment Writ of Attachment (6113/05), 
Affidavit of Allen F. Grazer in Support of Prejudgment Writ of Attachment (6115/05). Judgment 
Against Counterclaim Defendants Gordon A. Jones and Richard Barney (7/7105). Stipulation for 
Prejudgment Writ of Attachment and Injunction and Prejudgment Writ of Attachment and 
Injunction (7127/05), Notice of Filing Foreign Judgment (7/29/05), Answer (6/30105), 
Prejudgment Writ of Attachment and Injunction (8/22/05), Stipulation for Prejudgment Writ of 
Attachment (08/05), Notice of Change of Address (11/18/05), Order to Amend Complaint 
( 11/22/05) 
2006 PLEADINGS 
Notice of Removal of Civil Action by Trustee (7/17/06) 
2007 PLEADINGS 
Request or Scheduling and Management Conference (517107), Request for Scheduling and 
Management Conference (12/26/07), Notice of Withdrawal of Counsel (12/28/07) 
2008 PLEADINGS 
Notice of Appearance (2/1/08), Order for Trial, Pretrial Schedule, and Pretrial Conference 
(3/13/08). Motion to Withdraw as Attorney of Record (8/18/08), Order Approving Motion to 
Withdraw as Attorney of Record (8/18/08), Order of Reference (1017108), Administrative Order 
of Reference (l0/9/08). Substitution of COlmsel 10114/08), Administrative Order of Reference 
(l0/29/08) 
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2009 PLEADINGS 
Defendant Gordon A. Jones' Motion to Dismiss (5112/09), Affidavit of Lane V. Erickson in 
Support of Defendant Gordon A. Jones' Motion to Dismiss (5/12/09), Memorandum in 
Opposition to Gordon A. Jones' Motion to Dismiss (6/8/09), Defendant Gordon A. Jones' Reply 
Memorandum in Opposition and Motion for Sanctions (6/16/9), Supplemental Affidavit of Lane 
V. Erickson (6/16/09), Defendant Linda G. Jones' Joinder in Motion to Dismiss (7/1109), 
Memorandum in Opposition to Linda G. Jones' Joinder in Motion to Dismiss (7/20109), 
Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant Gordon A. Jones' Motion for Sanctions 
(7/20/09), Court Minute Entry (7131109), Motion to File Second Amended Complaint (Hearing 
Requested) and Memorandum in Support of Motion to File Second Amended Complaint and 
[proposed] Second Amended Complaint (1112/09), Notice of Hearing [telephonic] (11125/09). 
Stipulation for Filing Second Amended Complaint (12/4/09), Second Amended Complaint 
(12/4/09) 
2010 PLEADINGS 
Summons (20 Day) Jason Jones (112811 0), Affidavit of Service (211 0/1 0), Notice of Special 
Appearance (2/25/1 0), Defendant Jason Jones' Motion to Dismiss (2/25/1 0), Brief in Support of 
Motion to Dismiss (2/25/1 0), Affidavit of Jason Jones (2/2411 0), Affidavit of Barbara Jones 
(2/24/10), Summons (20 Day) Jason Jones (3/23/10), Memorandum in Response to Motion to 
Dismiss and Brief in Support of Motion to Dismiss (of Defendant Jason Jones) (4/15/1 0), 
AffIdavit of Service (Jason Jones) (4/15/10), Notice Regarding April 30, 2010 Hearing (4/26/10), 
Defendant Jason Jones' Renewed Motion to Dismiss (5/3/1 0), Joint Statement Submitting 
Information for Scheduling Order (7/19/1 0), Motion for Leave to File Third Amended Complaint 
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(7/29/1 0), Memorandum in Support of Motion for Leave to File Third Amended Complaint 
(7/29/1 0), [proposed] Third Amended Complaint (7/29/10), Scheduling Order, Notice of Trial 
Setting, and Initial Pretrial Order (8120/1 0), Objection to Motion for Leave to File Third 
Amended Complaint (9/1/10), Defendant Linda G. Jones' Joinder in Objection to Motion to 
Dismiss (9/1/10), Minute Entry and order (9/2/1 0), Motion to Substitute Gordon A. Jones, 
Personal Representative of the Estate of Linda G. Jones, deceased (9/17110), Memorandum in 
Support of Motion to Substitute Gordon A. Jones, Personal Representative of the Estate of Linda 
G. Jones, deceased (9/17/1 0), Affidavit of Service on Gordon Jones [served 111811 0] (12/8/1 0), 
Notice of Appearance (on behalf of Gordon A. Jones PR)(12/21/1 0) 
2011 PLEADINGS 
Minute Entry and Order [Trial 3/29111 to 411/11] (1/13111), Answer to Plaintiffs Second 
Amended Complaint [Gordon Jones & Linda Jones Estate] (1/21111), Motion for Summary 
Judgment and for Issuance of Writ of Execution (2/1 0111), Memorandum of Points and 
Authorities in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment and for Issuance of Writ of Execution 
(2/10/11), Order Vacating Trial (2/16111), Defendant's Response to Plaintiffs Motion for 
Summary Judgment and for Issuance of Writ of Execution (2/22/11), Defendants' Pre-Trial Brief 
aka Motion for Summary Judgment (dated 2110111), Affidavit of Lane V. Erickson in Support of 
Defendants' Pre-Trial Brief aka Motion for Summary Judgment (dated 211 0111), Notice of Intent 
to File Response to Defendant's Pre-Trial Brief aka Motion for Summary Judgment (2/23111), 
Motion for Protective Order (3/3/11), Memorandum in Support of Motion for Protective Order 
(3/3111), Combined Response to Defendants' Pre-Trial Brief aik/a Motion for Summary 
Judgment and Reply to Defendants' Response to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment and 
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for Issuance of Writ of Execution (3/4111), Defendant's Reply to Plaintiffs Response (3/21111), 
Decision on Motions for Summary Judgment (4/1111), Judgment, Decree and Order (4/26111), 
Rule 54 Memorandum of Costs and Fees (4/27111), Affidavit of Lane V. Erickson in Support of 
Rule 54 Memorandum of Costs and Fees (4/27111), Decision of Costs and Fees (5/18/11), 
Judgment of Costs 5/18111 
and correspondence, minute entries and orders. 
7. I certify: 
(a) No transcript has been requested from any reporter. Accordingly, no copy 
of this Notice of Appeal has been served on any reporter. 
(b)(1) [] that the clerk of the district court or administrative agency has been 
paid the estimated fee for preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
(2) [X] That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated transcript fee 
because no transcript has been ordered. 
( c)(1 ) [X] that the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's or agency's record 
has been paid. 
(2) [ ] That the Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for 
preparation of the record because ____ _ 
(d)(1) [X] That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
(2) [ ] That Appellant is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee because 
( e) [X] That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to Rule 20, LAR. 
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DATED this ~ day of May, 2011. 
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FRANKLIN ~ 
* * * * * * 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, an individual, 
Plaintiff/Appellant, 
vs. Supreme Court No. _____ _ 
GORDON A. JONES, an individual; GORDON 
A. JONES, Personal Representative of THE 
ESTATE OF LINDA G. JONES, deceased; J&J 
LIVESTOCK, LLC, a Utah Limited Liability Clerk's Certificate of Appeal 
Company; and John Does 1-10, 
DefendantslRespondents. 
Appeal from: Sixth Judicial District, Franklin County 
Honorable DAVID C. NYE 
Case number from court: CV-200S-183 
Order or judgment appealed from: Judgment, Decree and Order entered April 26, 2011 
Counsel for Appellants: 
Counsel for Respondents: 
Lincoln Hobbs 
Margaret H. Olson 
HOBBS & OLSON, I.e. 
466 East 500 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Lane V. Erickson 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
PO Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391 
Appealed against: Gordon A. Jones, Gordon A. Jones, Personal Representative of the Estate of 
Linda G. Jones, Deceased; J&J Livestock, LLC, 
Notice of Appeal filed: June 1, 2011 
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Court this 8th day of July, 2011. 
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